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"Real-world' Signals.
No matter whose world
theycomefrom.
Getting a satellite system off the
ground isn't easy. You spend
thousands ofhours testing and
retesting the hardware. At
integration, on the launch pad
and in-orbit. There has to be a
better way!
Now there is. The HP 8791
signal simulator can generate
the signals you need to quickly
and thoroughly test payloads,
earth stations or system monitoring equipment. From group
delay and gain to noise loading
and bit error rate, testing to
spec has never been this fast or
accurate. The HP 8791's digitally generated signals deliver
unsurpassed test consistency
time after time, anywhere, in or
out of this world.
Testing with simple signals and
modulations only tells part of
the story. Ever wonder what will
happen when real signals enter
your receivers and transponders? With the HP 8791 you can
simulate up and down link
traffrc, add transponder and
earth station impairments, test
with multiple carriers or evaluate the effects of propagation
and multipath. Quickly, easily
and repeatably.
For more information on the
HP 8791, call your local HP
sales offrce, or call the Netherlands +31 20 547 9999 and ask
for Ron Rausch. We'll send a
data sheet and a satellite test
technical paper that shows how
to get your birds offthe ground
faster.
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There is a better way.
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AtCAfil ESPACIO: Quqlity in lime.
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged in the
design, development ond monufocturing of spoce
commu nicotion equ ipments o nd systems, providing
front - line technology used in sotellite poyloods
ond olso in ground control stotions.
ALCATEL ESPACIO'S moin technologies
ond products ore:
- On Boord Digitol Electronics. (On Boord
Processing, Doto Acquisition, Video Processing,

Fiber Opticol Buses, etc).
- On Boord Rodiofrequency equipments
(TTC tronsponders, filters, multiplexers, etc).
- Communicotion systems (Design, User
Stotions, Control stotions, etc).
ALCATE ESPACIO'S orgonizotion guorontees the quolity, devoted to deliver the product on time ond fulfilling the ogreed requirements.

ESPACIO
Alcotel Espocio, S A Einstein S/N Tres Contos 28760 Modrid Spoin
Tel {341 ) 803 47 I O Fox (341 ) 804 00 I 6
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NEW

ONLINE

D..A.TABASES

Are you a manager, scientist,
engineer or researcher in the
aerospace industry

FROM

ESA.IRS

ESA and NASA Beports

Scientific and Technical Reports

t

International Space Journals

t

Daily News

I

Contract Opportunities

I

Conference Proceedings

I

Earth lmages Catalogues

I

Spaceflight Data

I

Market Research Reports

I

Company Directories

I

?

Equipped with a PC and a modem
connected to a telephone line, you can
acoess directly online many of the NEW

and unique aerospace databases from
the European Space Agency Information
Retrieval Service, ESA-IRS.

No library, CD-ROM or other similar
information source is more complete,
up-todate and international in coverage!

*Profs: the e-mail system of ESA available at all establishments

ESA-IRS, Esrin, Via Galileo Galilei, 00044 Frascati, ltaly
Fax: (+39 6) 94180361, Tel: (+39 6) 94180300, E-mail address: IRSHELP@ESRlN. BITNET

E-mail address for ESA-Profs users (ESA-lRS HELP-DESK): IRSHELP

SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotllghl
Model:

Copocity:

Doie Rofe:

FDR-8500C
5 Gigobyfes (uncompressed)
l0 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobyfes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)

Size:

to 12 Mbit/s lotol (susloined)
l5 lbs (7.3 kg)
l8 Wotts @ 28VDC
I1.8"x9"x6"

Interfoce:

RS-422

4

Weight:
Power:

(300mm x229mm x 152mm)

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performa.nce data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on

the aft flight deck, and aboard space
platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technologr, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These
recorders' unique characteristics make them
equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:I,

10 Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
a-re 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The
error rate is less than one in 1013 bits read.

yielding

Mechanical

The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until

heaters can stabilize the

internal
environment above 0'C. Shock and vibration
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.
The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(300mm x 229mml, with a height of 6u
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA

cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total

weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).
Electrical
Power dissipation

is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power
converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recordgr's
operating environment.

lnterface

Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
l2OO baud. The data channel is synchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK. INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TEL6171275-2242 FAX 6171275-3470
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ssAC(e3)7
Paris, 24 September 1993

European Space Agency
Space Science Advisory Committee

Selection of Cornerstones 3 and

4

.1993,

The SSAC at its 68th Meeting, held in Paris on 23 September
considered the ordering of the
third and fourth Cornerstone missions of Horizon 2000, namely FIRST (Far-lnfrared Submillimetre
Space Telescope) and ROSETTA (Cometary Rendezvous mission).
Presentations were given by the teams preparing these missions and the Committee were very
favourably impressed with the science and technical development of both missions.
It was recognised that

both missions fulfilled the requirements of a Cornerstone of the Horizon 2000

Programme.
The Committee also appreciated the large involvement of the European scientific community and the
European lead that had been established by the studies of both missions.

The Committee recommended that ROSETTA be implemented prior to FIRST.

This Recommendation was based on programmatic considerations. A better balance between
disciplines in the Horizon 2000 Programme is achieved by this order. The launch of ROSETTA in
2003 and FIRST in 2006 still results in the science return from FIRST being earlier than that from
ROSETTA, because of the extended interplanetary transit of ROSETTA.
Under no circumstances should the FIRST science be descooed further. The extended develooment
time for FIRST can be very effectively used for further qualification of critical technologies for the
telescope and the cooling system. The need to define the payload requrrements in association with
such developments led the Committee to recommend that the current Science Advisory Group be
kept in close contact with all technical and scientific developments in the project until the release of
the Announcement of Opportunity.

The Committee recommended that for both missions all avenues be explored with regard to
international cooperation, to reduce the cost of the programme without jeopardising the science. lt
requested that the Director of Science report back on progress in the international negotiations within

one vear

rosetta

'Rosetta'
ESA's Planetary Cornerstone Mission
G. Schwehm
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
M. Hechler
Mission Analysis Section, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

Background

named'Rosetta' as the

In May 1985, after extensive discussion by the
European members of the ESA/NASA Primitive
Bodies Science Study Group, the ESA Solar

Planetary Cornerstone mission. This mission
was to encompass both the in-situ study of

System Working Group recommended

a

ESA/NASA Science Definition Team was form-

later

ed by the end of 1985 to define the scientific

Comet-Nucleus Sample-Return mission

-

The Planetary Cornerstone Mission of ESA's Long-Term Programme for
European Space Science, known as 'Horizon 2000' (Fig. 1), was

foreseen as a 'Mission to Primordial Bodies including the Return of
Pristine Materials'. The return of primordial material from primitive
bodies - asteroids and comets - wasseen asone of the majorthemes

research during implementation of the Long-Term
Programme and as an area in which Europe could take a lead, building
on the success of the Giotto mission.

for planetary

Programmatic difficulties encountered by ESA's intended partners in
this complex and ambitious mission have required its reassessment as a
purely ESA undertaking. As a result, it will no longer be possible to bring
back samples for analysis in terrestrial laboratories; instead, we have to
take the 'laboratories' to the comet!
Figure 1. The Long-Term European Programme for Space Science 'Horizon 2000'
as foreseen in 1991

Horizon 2000

comets and the return of samples
objectives for

a joint ESA/NASA

A

joint

mission in

detail.

Financial and programmatic difficulties

ex-

perienced by NASA, the envisaged partner for

the

orrginal mission concept, made

it

necessary to study alternative concepts in early
1992. The prime consideration was to define a
core mission that would attract the support of
the scientific community at large and that could
be performed by ESA alone on the basis of

European technology. The opportunity for
other agencies to join and augment the scientific return should, it was felt, be left open,
The new baseline mission is a rendezvous with
a comet and at least one, but probably two flybys of asteroids The in-situ rnvestigation of the

cometary nucleus by surfacescience packages (eg. surface
station, penetrato| has been
assigned the highest priority by

the science community
As far as possible, the mission will
satisfy the objectives of the original
comet-nucleus sample-return mis-

row co$
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sion and will concentrate on the
in-situ investigation of cometary
matter and the structure of the
nucleus, with the added potential
of studying the evolution of the
cometary processes as a function
of heliocentric distance

Our knowledge of small

solar-

system bodies, the comets and
asteroids, has dramatically improved over the last 20 years The major milestones were undoubtedly
the first fly-bys of Comet Halley by
the Giotto, Vega, Sagigake and
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concep.) or stay f g c osc to tire comet and

performing comprehensive in-situ analyses of
material from the surface and the coma.

the activity cycle, which should bring clues concerning the compositional heterogeneity of
active regions (e g from the observation of out-

The first approach had the

bu rsts)

undisputed
advantage of bringing the full range of current,
and even future, analytical techniques that are,
or will be, available in the laboratory to bear on
investigations of the Probe material Limiting
thermal and mechanical stresses to acceptable
levels during cruise and recovery, and even
defining these acceptable levels, represented
significant scientific and technological
challenge. The new approach, which results in
a simpler and cheaper mission, guarantees by
design minimal perturbations of the cometary
material, as analyses are performed in situ, at
low temperatures and in a
microgravity environment
It also provides the opportunity of observing at close
range
onset and
development of cometary

a
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by very low density gas outflows and should
preserve the fragile texture of cometary grains
These grains can be collected at low velocities

(a few tens of metres per second) by the
spacecraft after short travel times (a few
minutes), which minimises alterations induced
by solar radiation. Similarly, gas analysed in jets

or in the inner coma should yield information
on the volatile content of cometarv material in

each source regron
Figure 3. Chemical-element
abundances in the Sun,
Cl-chondrites and Comet
Halley

the

activity, which results in the

spectacular displays that
have captured the imagination of mankind over the
centu ries

A

fundamental question

had to be addressed both

for the original sampleretr rrn cnncenl and the
new in-situ analysis conr:ent
tn
\A/het cxtent Can
Lv
vvYr.
material
accessible to
the
analyses be considered as
representative of the bulk

material constituting the
comet, and of the early
nebular condensates that constituted the com-

etesimal 457x10e years ago? This represen-

tativity issue must be addressed by first
determining the global characteristics of the
nucleus (mass, density, rotation state), which
a2n nrnrrirla
nlrroe cnnnorninn
vortinal
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P'vv,vv
gradients, and hence the relationship between
the outer layers and underlying material.

The Rosetta mission will make a detailed study
of a comet lasting at least one year, from the
onset of activity beyond 3 AU heliocentric
distance through its perihelion (typically around
1AU). On its long journey to the comet, it will
pass close to one (or possibly two) main-belt
asteroids

The model payload
The dust and gas activity observed around
comets, as well as its rapid response to
changes in illumination, guarantees the
presence of volatiles at or very close to the surface in active areas, Analysing surface material
in active areas will therefore provide information
on both the volatile and the refractory constituents of a cometary nucleus. The selection of
a site for surface-science investigations should
be relatively straight forward with the extensive
remote-sensing observation phase provided by
the new Rosetta concept The surface science
site(s) can be monitored during surface
activities, as well as during a large fraction of

The model payload has been specified to focus

on the scientific objectives as defined above lt
can be subdivided into two maior experiment
groups:
the Remote-Sensing Investigations, and
the In-situ Investioations

-

for which the individual

instruments and
respective goals are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

The Science Team also considered additional
instruments that would significantly increase

the science return of the selected baseline
mission, such as a Microwave Radiometer/
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Nucleus Detection

Plasma Package

Remote lmaging System
a Determine nucleus rotational state
Detect and characterise active and
Inacttve aleas
Determine variability of surface feature
a Characterise the topography of the
nucleus
Investigate surface morphology with
resolution better than 1 m
Characterise and monitor dust and gas
jets

.

Determine scale length associated with
the outflow of material from the nucleus
/!.,^r dluErEr
duur r,/
\uu>t ^^^^l^,^ri^^\

a

a

Determine shape and volume of the
asleroto
Determine the asteroid's rotational state
Determine geomorphological featu res
on the asteroid

Visible and lR Spectral and Thermal Mapper
Characterise the nucleus surface in
terms of concentration of ices, the
mineralogical composition of dust and
the characteristics of organic

.

.
.

compounds
Determine the surface temperature
distribution, gas and dust distribution
the inner cometary coma
Map the asteroid's surface

in

mineralogical composition
Gas and /on Mass-Spectrometer

o

Elemental, molecular and isotopic

.

composition of volatiles
Temperature, density and bulk velocity

.
o

ri^t!
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Homogenous and heterogenous
reactions of gas and ions in dusty
cometary coma
Strength and distribution of gas
activities on nucleus

Cometary Mass Analyser
Elemental composition of individual
dust panicles (all elements)
lsotopic composition of key elements
(H C, N l\/9, etc ) in individual dust
particles
Information on molecular composition,
especially of the organic material
Scanning Electron Microprobe
Size, shape, texture and morphology of
individual dust grains
Abundance of elements (Z > 10) in
individual dust particles
Mineralogy of individual grains

.

Dust Production Bate and Velocity Analyser

.
.
.

flux
distribution
velocity

Dust
Dust size
Dust

Investigation of the solar-wind/comet
interaction is not a primary goal of
the mission and the plasma package
is limited to an Electron Density and
Temperature Probe and a Solar Wind
Flux Monitor

required

to prove their technical

implementatron of the third Cornerstone makes
significant technological advances very likely in

the interim

.

Mission analysis

c

.

material

Permittivity Probe: Measurement of
electrical properties of cometary
material close to surface, providing
'ground truth' for possible microwave
experiments
Thermal and Evolved Gas Analyser:
lvleasurement in a pyrolysis cell of
the thermal behaviour of cometary
material and study with a gas

chromatograph and/or a massspectrometer of the chemical nature
nf fhp orrnlrrod

During 1992 the Rosetta mission scenario
underwent a considerable evolution as the mission had to be redefined from a comet-nucleus
sample return to a mission that had to fit within
the financial and technological envelope of a

Table 2. r?osetla science objectives and
payload complement

.

.

evorveo gases
Gamma-Ray Spectrometer :
Determination of the major elemental
composition (H, C O Si, Fe) of the
cometary near-surface material.
lnstrument detects characteristic
gamma-rays from capture of cosmic-rayproduced neutrons in elements Volume
probed = 1 cm3
Alpha - Proton - X-Ray Spectrometer:
Determination of abundance of light (C,
N, O) and rock-forming elements (Mg,
Al, Si, Ca, Fe) in cometary surface
material, Instrument carries cr's, protons
from a, p reactions, and characteristic
X-rays exited by a s Surface area of
several tens of cm2 probed to a depth
of about 10 micron

Neutron Spectrometer : Determination of
hydrogen concentration, Measures ratio
of epithermal to thermal neutron flux for
the cosmic-ray-produced neutrons
Probes to a depth of 0 5 to 1 m
ln-situ lmaging System: Study of
characteristics of local surface
(morphology, texture) Set of panoramic
and monitoring cameras, some with
fibre-optics systems Resolution mm to
about ten microns,

Global characterisation of the nucleus,
determination of dynamic properties. surface

morphology and composition, using:
- Remote lmaging System
- Vis and lR Mapping Spectrometer

nacoc

The addltion of a fluorination cell using
the decomposition of KTNiFuKF as F
source would allow 6.1 70 and 6180
determination for the silicates and

readiness.

Howeve[ the relatively long time scale for the

Surface Science Package
Accelerometer: Study during landing
of the mechanical strength of the
cometary crust and subsurface

a

and
Microwave Mapper/
Sounder. However, these instruments have not
been included in the baseline model payload,
either because of possible constraints on mission design and mass budgets or because
there is a certain amount of pre-development
Spectrometer

Table 1, Fosetta model payload

Chemical, mineralogical and isotopic
compositions of volatiles and refractories in a
cometary nucleus, using:
Neutral Gas and lon lvlass Spectrometer
Cometary Matter Analyser
Scanning Electron Microprobe
Surface Science Package

-

-

.

Physical properties and interrelation of volatiles
and refractories in a cometary nucleus, using:
- Cometary Matter Analyser
- Neutral Gas and lon Mass-Spectrometer
- Scanning Electron Microprobe

-

.

Dust Flux Analyser
Surface Science Package

Study the development of cometary aclivity
:nd the nr^aaaeaa in iha cr rrfano larrar nf tha
nucleus and in the inner coma (dust-gas
interaction) using:
Neutral Gas and lon Mass-Spectrometer
Surface Science Package
Cometary Matter Analyser
Scanning Electron Microprobe

-

.

Origin of comets; relationship between
cometary and interstellar material; and
implications for the origin of the solar system,
usrng:

-

Cometary Matter Analyser
Neutral Gas and lon Mass Spectrometer
Scanning Electron Microprobe
Surface Science Package

roseIIa

'Cornerstone' in ESA's Scientific Programme.
The technological constraints were set by:
the use of solar power
the use of an Ariane launch vehicle
the use of ground stations belonging to ESA

Member States.
First, various near-Earth asteroid- and cometrendezvous and sample-return mission options
were studied; in particular, missions to such
objects as Oljato and 1979 VA alias P/WilsonHarrington. The improved capabilities of solararray technology at low temperatures and the

a rendezvous mission to a 'true' comet

with

European technology. The spacecraft design
study also indicated that such a mission was
feasible within the frnancial limits.
Consequently, a comet-rendezvous mission
with in-situ analysis of the material on the sur-

face of the comet by means of a 'surface
package' emerged as the new Rosetta
baseline lt also became possible to include
in the mission design fly-bys of one or two
asteroids on the way-to the comet

a

Reachable targets for a comet rendezvous are
those short-period comets with low inclination

delayed ignition of the upper stage and utilising

with respect to the ecliptic plane and perihelion

enhanced capabilities

of Ariane-5 (using

more complicated planetary

gravity-assist

tours) then turned out to enable ESA to perform

Table

radii near 1 AU. The aohelion radii of such
objects are typically around 5 2 AU

3. Fosetta comet rendezvous opportunities for a launch in 2003/4

Rendezvous

with comet

SchwassmannWachmann 3

Wirtanen

SchwassmannWachmann 3

Asteroid
fly-bys at

Fennia

1985

QD1

Ministrobell
SnrpKa

Launch
Type

Vtrtr

arrival Mission Ariane-S

Soacecraft

oerihelion Av

oerformance at launch Remarks

(date)

(km/s)

(ks)

(kg)

2002t04t19
2009t12t31

0 735

2708

1

539

1

948

2011t10t12

tvtttr

2003t01t22
2011t08t28

1

490

1

924

2426

ME

2008/06/1 0

1 837

2597

2172

1 884

3504

2204

98o/o tank
Tililng

2011t10t12

1990

0K

oale

2013t10t21
2003107t18

Br ta

Early aunch

IVEE

2003t07 t17
2013/09/05

2014t12t09
2003t10t20

du Toit-

VEE

Hartley

Wirtanen

1982 DX3
1983 AD

VEE

2003t11t03
2012t10t23

1 327

2698

1

850

| 40c

2571

1932

2003111121

2013t06t23
2016t11t08

Lunacharsky

Carr
1983 WM

VE

2008t10t28
2011t10t12

2236

1 930

2013112t01

1.073

2651

1

709

2014tOst23

filling

sun distance

Minimum

2004105125

2011t11t23

98o/o tank

58AU

2014112109

VEE

Two fly-bys
above tank

Maximum

2004t05t11
VEE

Rendezvous

aI 2,92 AU

filling

2003t11t29
1990 TJ

fly-bys above

tank filling

2013110t21

VEE

1982 BB

Brooks 2

One or two

201 3/08/1 6

HanedaCampos

SchwassmannWachmann 3

2012111105

1 740

2413

21OG

sun distance
0,6 AU
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Ariane-5's capabilities are insufficient either for
direct missions or for missions using one Earth-

3 lists the
comet-rendezvous mission oooortunities that
gravity assist (delta-VEGA) Table

have been found for an Ariane-S launch, using
two or three gravity assists at Earth, Venus and

Mars and with a launch in 2003 or 2004 ln
some of the cases, the Rosetta spacecraft may
even be launched on an Ariane-44L. The dura-

tion from launch to comet rendezvous
been limited to 9 yr.

has

To maximise the mass at the comet rendez-

vous, both manoeuvres during the

inter-

planetary cruise arcs and powered planetary
swing-bys were admitted, Under these condi-

trons only missions

of the types VEGA

(Venus-Earth gravity assist), VEEGA (Venus

Figure 4 shows the ecliptic projection of the
interplanetary orbit for MEGA mission number
1 to Schwassmann-Wachmann 3. This mission,
which has one of the shortest durations from

launch to rendezvous, has been taken as a
reference. The spacecraft has been designed
to satisfy all conditions of possible mission
scenarios, so typically the tank is sized for the
baseline mission, and the thermal design has
to cope with the Venus fly-by, etc,
The main events for the reference mission are:
1. Launch and Earth escaoe
2, Mars gravity assist
Earth gravity assist
Asteroid fly-by
5, Comet rendezvous
Comet aooroach and observation
Surface package delivery
B, Nucleus monitoring to
perihelion

3
4
6

7

Before arrival at the comet, the
scientific instruments will only be
operated during the asteroid fly-by

and for checkout purposes This
means that mission operations will

consist mainly of maintaining the
spacecraft's health and achieving
the right orbit

To this end, several large orbit
manoeuvres will have to be

executed

In addition small

correction manoeuvres will be

necessary immediately

after

departure from the Earth, before

and after the planetary

and

asteroid fly-bys, and during the
interplanetary cruise. Their size
and direction depend on random
errors and they will be calculated
from the orbit determination by the

ground operations system The
estimates have been derived by

means

Figure 4. Ecliptic
projection of the reference
interplanetary orbit for a
mission to Comet
Schwassmann-Wachmann 3
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-Earth-Earth), MEGA (Mars-Earth) and
MEEGA remained in the catalogue. In fact, the
last gravity assist always turned out to be at
Earth, preceded by a Venus or Mars fly-by or a

or

of

covariance-analysis

methods. The estimated state
variables are augmented by
parameters to model coloured
nnrqp nrnaoqcoc tr .r. dUe tO
radiation pressure, and considering systematic errors in the tracking system,
eg station co-ordinate and ranging biases.
The propellant statistics assumes that for larger

corrections the spacecraft main engine

is

Mars-Earth tour. For the
shorter-duration types of mission (VEGA and

turned in the required direction.

MEGA), a large manoeuvre (i e involving more
than 700 m/s) is necessary during the Earth flyby, whereas the longer missions (VEEGA and
N/EEGA) may in some cases be possible
without such a manoeuvre,

The largest orbit correction will have to be

Venus-Earth

carried out shortly after launch.

Other mission phases that require statistical
orbit correction above the 1 m/s level are the

rosefia

planetary gravity assists and the asteroid flybys In the reference case, the Mars fly-by is

Consequently, the approach operations may

AU from Earth and so the orbit
determination accuracy is worse than near

introduction of a long drift phase (700 days in
the reference mission) from the deep-space
manoeuvre that globally matches the start of
the comet approach with cometary orbit
conditions Typically, the final conditions of the

about

26

Earth. Nevertheless, an accuracy of better than
20 km can be achieved at the fly-by pericentre,
which is at an altitude of more than 2000 km,
so that there is no risk of an imoact on Mars

The Earth fly-bys are not critical in terms of
targeting accuracy, as the ground tracking
provides an extremely precise orbit prediction.
The orbit correction after the Earth fly-by in the
reference case requires 12 m/s, which is mainly

due to the execution error of the

large

manoeuvre at the fly-by (727 mls).

The navigation process during the planetary
fly-bys is assumed to rely on conventional
tracking only. The fly-by accuracies could be
enhanced by means of optical navigation, i.e.
by using images of Phobos or the Moon with
respect to the star background to locate the
spacecraft with respect to the target planet

have

to be

delayed. This has led

to the

drift phase will be chosen such that at a
distance of about 500 000 km the soacecraft
will approach the comet at a relative velocity of
about 100 m/s, with a bias of the orbit towards
the Sun (100 000 km) to obtain good illumin
ation of the nucleus

At execution of the major deep-space orbit
manoeuvre, the cometary ephemeris is known

from ground-based astrometry only Comet
detection by one of the spacecraft cameras,
under reference-mission viewing conditions,
minht he yvvvr
nossihle
v v
from several million
I

kilometres, as the comet reaches magnitude 12
at about 3x106 km. Nevertheless, the nominal

detection operations will not start before the
spacecraft reaches a distance of 500 000 km
from the comet.

Asteroid fly-bys
The sample asteroid fly-by of (1071) Brita in the

At this distance, the field of view of the narrow-

reference mission will

angle camera (3.5"x3.5") will easily cover the
cometary ephemeris-error ellipsoid (less than

be at a distance of

2.52 AU from the Sun, the fly-by velocity will be
15.8

km/s and the

Sun/asteroid/soacecraft

(illumination) angle during approach will be
16.7".

The fly-by geometry has been chosen such
that the spacecraft passes the asteroid on the

sunward side with

a

10 000 km) and the image of the comet
nucleus will still be smaller than the area of a
single pixel. After detection, knowledge of the
comet ephemeris will be drastically improved
by the inclusion of the on-board observations in
the orbit-determination process.

minimum distance of

a

500 km. This is the closest distance from which

During the approach, from

the body-mounted science instruments

500 000 km to a distance of between 500 km
and 50 km from the comet (50 nucleus radii), a
manoeuvre strategy will be implemented to:
progressively reduce the relative velocity
retain an aooarent motion of the comet with
respect to the star background, at least as
long as the nucleus has not been detected
retain the illumination angle (Sun/comet/
spacecraft) below 70"

can
asteroid continuously, given the

observe the
maximum rotation rate of the spacecraft and
the fly-by velocity of 16 km/s

Comet detection and approach
In the previous Rosetta (sample-return) mission

scenario, quick execution of approach,
mapping, sampling and departure was
mandatory, so that the return-to-Earth
opportunity would not be missed The new
mission is designed to ensure that the
spacecraft stays with the comet at least until the
perihelion passage In addition, the current

solar-array sizing does not allow the full
payload to be operated at a distance of more
lhan 4.4 AU from the Sun, although detection
operations may start at a distance of as much
as 485 AU from the Sun. Critical near-nucleus
operations, which require the support of two
ground stations, cannot commence before the
communications distance falls below 3.25 AU,
because only one European ground station
(Weilheim) is capable of communicating with
the spacecraft at a distance greater than that,

distance of

-

avoid the danger of an impact with the
nucleus in failure cases, i e limit the effect of
manoeuvre execution errors.

The approach manoeuvre sequence will be
implemented as planned, even if the comet is
not immediately detected by the narrow-angle
camera. The wide-angle camera (nucleus
tracker), which is primarily desrgned for nearnucleus operations (within about 50 km), can
be used for nucleus detection from ranoes of
about 100 000 km.
When the comet nucleus extends over several
pixels in the image of the narrow-angle camera,

its spin-axis orientation and possible motion

IJ
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2000 pixels across the comet, corresponding
to 100 m, in the visible and infrared spectrum.
Then, typically the spacecraft will pass over

five selected areas on the surface at altitudes
below one nucleus radius. (A range of mean
radii from 1 km to 10 km has been studied )
Mapping will be performed from elliptic polar
orbits. the aoocentre of which is chosen to lie
near the equator. This reduces oversampling of
the polar regions and simplifies the transfers
from and to the mapping orbit lt has also been
found to be advantageous for the navigation
process based on viewing landmarks on the
surface. The orbital period will usually be

Figure 5. Schematic of the
mapping strategy for a
fast-spinning small nucleus

(tumbling) and the spin rate and phase will be
determined. Later, when the comet image
increases, more detailed and accurate
kinematic properties, such as spin-axis orientation and rotation period, will be determined

The first series of mapping images will be
obtained towards the end of the aooroach
phase, when the comet extends over
500x500 pixels in the narrow-angle camera
From these images, a better estimate of the
comet nucleus's rotational state, including
nutations, can be derived. Moreover, accurate
knowledge of the relative motion of
the spacecraft will be obtained
f

rom observing directions of

landmarks against directions of

qtars in the hacknrjgpl The
gravitational constant becomes
detectable at about the same
distance (100 to 50 nucleus radii),

Mapping and surface package
delivery
In spite of the low gravity, it will be
orbit the nucleus.
Simulations show that orbits can
be chosen which remain stable
over hundreds of days, even when
the 'sphere of influence' shrinks to
7 km, for a 'small' comet with a

possible

to

mean radius of

1

km, approaching

its perihelion. Moreover, even in
the gravity field of a nucleus of
extremely irregular shape, quite
close orbits that do not encounter
the body can be constructed

Remote observations

of

the
be
performed in two stages. First, the
illuminated surface will be mapped to a resolution of better than

surface

14

of the nucleus will

greater than the spin period, which means that,
unlike the case of Earth observation, horizontal
swaths will cover the surface (Fig 5). Usually, it
will be possible to map the whole surface
during half a revolution The semi-major axis of
the orbit will be chosen as a function of comet

gravity and spin rate, taking into account the
following constraints:
- coverage without gaps
- safety, i e. proximity to an irregular surface

of data,

for

-

volume

-

transmission
time limit to complete the required coverage

especially

real-time

-

and orbit stability
resolution and viewing angle

-

continuous communications to Earth,

to

surface

normal

rosetta

In the case of slowly rotating or non-rotating
comets, it becomes necessary to use more
than one revolution in the same orbit with

eccentric orbit (pericentre altitude as low as
possible, e.g. 1 km) with a pericentre passage
near the desired landing site. The time and

manoeuvres (small comet).

directron of separation have to be chosen such
that the package arrives with minimum vertical
and horizontal velocities relative to the local
(rotating) surface. The attitude of the spinning
device at separation should also be aligned to

camera slewing (large comet), or more
than one orbit by means of plane-change
On the basis of the mapping data and the other
remote-observation data, some five areas
(500 mx500 m) on the cometary surface will

be selected for 'close observation', over which
the spacecraft will fly as low as possible. The

lower altitude limit will be set by the
navigational accuracy and by shape and

surface{opology constraints, but fly-over
altitudes of one mean nucleus radius appear
feasible.

the surface normal expected at impact, if
possible A spin-eject mechanism will separate,
the surface package from the spacecraft with a
relative velocity of less than 2 m/s
Several scenarios, including active, autonomous control at separation or at impact, have

been studied but a passive scenario is
preferred. Damping at impact will be
necessary to reduce the rebound, which could

Manoeuvre strategies have been devised for
sequences of close-observation orbits over
different surface points, taking into account:
- continuous illumination of solar arrays

-

uninterrupted communications

safe orbits (no encounter with nucleus in
failure cases; not possible, for long time

intervals, around

a

highly nonspherical

nucleus)

-

lead to the surface package escaping the
comet's gravity field. In the selected design,
the surface package is still expected to
rebound and come to rest as much as several
hundred metres from the initial impact point.
Prediction of the final 'landing site' may thus be
difficult and the package's final attitude cannot
be guaranteed, so the design will have to cope

with'tooole-over' srtuations.

illuminated observed area, and a viewing
angle (to the local surface normal) below

The Rosetta spacecraft

erp

The spacecraft's design, based on an existing

avoidance of debris and gas and dust jets

'Eurostar' telecommunications satellite olatform, is very well suited to the requirements of

Surface package delivery will be from an

the proposed potential mission
scenarios in terms of allowable
mass at launch and tankaoe
caoabilities.

The configuration of the spacecraft, with a typical example of a
surface Probe attached, is shown

in Figure 6. The model spacecraft's dry mass is 1035 kg, and its
launch mass for the reference mission
Comet SchwassmannWachmann 3is2245 kg, including
the launch adaoter. The cor-

to

responding launch margin is
180 kg for the reference mission.
For the alternative mission options,
this launch margin varies between
90 kg and more than 1000 kg

As the mission-analysis discussion
in the preceding section shows,
wide range of relative Sun/

a

spacecraft/comet,

Sun/space-

craft/Earth and Target/spacecraft/
Earth angles will be experienced
during the mission. The only way

to

avoid complex sequential
operations is to consider a spacecraft with solar arrays, directional

Figure 6. The Rosetta
spacecraft conf iguration
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Figure 7. Exploded view of
the Rosetta spacecraft

antennas and

scentfc sensors that can

be

pornted in different direct ons independent y of
one anotber. The solut on reta ned for Rosetta s
to have a one-axis-g mballed steerall e so ar
atray a two-ax s-gimba ed steerab e high-gain

antenna, and body-mounted instruments for
science aro <pacecraft ravigatror

The specific accommodation of nstruments
aro eqriprent Ailr r tf e >pauecra'l 'es- ts
f rom the adopt on of a modu ar approach
aimed at srmp ifying deve opment ntegrat on
and testing One of the spacecraft's side ,'val s
and ts Lrpper wa I are devoted to the sc ence
payload, wh e the other side r'val s are each
devoted to a single subsystem, as shotr,rn in the
exp oded v ew (F g 7)
Desp te the wide range of so ar f uxes, m ssion

pl-ases

ard sola'.aspect angles r"r ll-

IO

erelry ald s, erce-data

dor,r

rl ^t

crtica phase after

separation from

a

dor,vnlink capab lity v a the
omni-coverage low-ga n antenna s prov ded A
steerab e 2 m-d ameter parabo c d sh r'v a ow

auncher,

command receptron and high-rate sc ence
data transmission to Earth, and a combinaton

of a med um-gain antenna and a pair of owga n antennas wi serve as a back-up for

emergency command ng and low rate
telemetry r'vhen the h gh garn antenna cannot
be used
r',,e d [[erel do
. ^,^^i^A
>Cl!"l,LCLl

h -^^i
lld-Ull

rrlir(

te

enelry

,-.J , r
ll^^ I '^^
t lU U >tdl--^^IUE

ra e>

car

be

l,-nl , nnn
rhn
UULVVUg I ll lC

spacec'alL aro tne E"rtl^. ard o- the capabilit es of the ground station, which n the a -ESA

baseline scenario

vv

I be either the GSOC

We herm station (30 m dish)or ESA's Perth and
V afranca stations (15 m d shes)

r f- ctr

Rosetta will have to cope, a very s mple therma
des gn is poss ble Th s vvill be achieved by
-(,19 pass ve r)Jlal or ov neals o' nulti
layer rnsu ation and b ack pa nt, and the use of
electrical heaters For communicaton Rosetta
re es on a combined SiX band system rry th an
S-band te ecommand uplink and an X band
le

For the

the

Rosetta s data-handling systern has to provide

the

nk betr,veen the onboard nstruments and
lre g'ou^o ard ro co,r'gr-,'e ard aopl'sl 3ll lhe
-..[<1,11p11s i. ar-enrdanCe trriLl- the .'liS:,On

constraints and

preva

lrng

real-t me

envrronment Autonomous data-hand

ng

s

requ red because of:

the communication delays for the

t m-.-
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in all mission phases,
during which quasi-real-time closed-loop

control via the ground is excluded
the long periods without ground contact.
eg one ground contact every two weeks

package instruments, the Probe equipment
comprises four lithium/sulphur-dioxide primary
batteries (800 Wh), a control unit common to all
the equipment items and science sensors, a
power distribution unit, and
VHF-band

(baseline)

communications package

critical operations

-

rir

-

to

minimise operations costs

rrinn iho nr riat nrrJrse pnase
-,

the need to keep the high-gain antenna
pointed towards the Earth during mrssion
phases occurring at an intermediate
distance from Earth, i.e, more than 1 AU,
when the low-gain antennas can no longer
receive commands from Earth, and less
than 2.5 AU, when the Earth and the Sun
are not yet simultaneously in the field of view
of the medium-gain antenna.

a

for data

transmission. The total weight of support equipment
is 15 kg, including margins,

For simplicity, there is no telecommanding
foreseen between Rosetta and the Probe on
the surface, the single link being the science
data transmission at 0 2 kbit/s from surface to
spacecraft

Owing to the Probe's spin during the descent

flight its attitude with respect to the comet's
Rosetta's power is provided by a 48 m2 twowing solar array, with four panels per wing,

batteries provide energy storage and satisfy

surface at first impact can be determined with
good accuracy, but it will not be predictable for
the following impacts. The Probe will therefore
have to be covered with impact-damping
material, preferably comprisrng several layers

oeak oower demands

with different damping properties,

The surface Probe
The surface Probe is a multi-sensor Principal
Investigator instrument designed for in-situ

A simple way to avoid the Probe rebounding

which provides 472 W at a distance of 5 2 AU

from the Sun Two

7 Ah nickel-cadmium

analysis of the cometary surface over a period
of several tens of hours lt is to be deployed
from the Rosetta spacecraft at the end of the
observation phase
The basic concept for the Probe's flight phase
between election from Rosetta and impact on
the comet surface is that of spinning,
unguided ballistic body. The flight duration and
the conditions
impact are strongly
dependent on the Probe's ejection altitude and

a

at

the comet's gravity The physical size of the
capsule is limited by the allowable mounting
area on the spacecraft, the fields of view of the
other scientific instruments, and the space
required for communications antennas and
attitude thrusters, rather than by the space
inside the launcher fairing (4.5 m diameter)

The Probes shape is governed mainly by
the landing dynamics, Two main alternatives
can be envisaged: active or passive landing
scenarios The two scenarios actually differ
only in the design of the shock-absorber/
stabiliser concept, but both can be built around
the same Probe primary structure, and can

accommodate the same sensors and eouioment, except for communrcation antennas

The Probe's primary structure consists of
a cylinder supporting the spacecraft's
separation interface and some sensors (such
as the cameras of the in-situ imaging system)
and a circular plate supporting all the items of
equipment In support of the surface-science

18

external
layers being used to absorb small shocks, and
internal layers to absorb larger shocks (Fig 8)

after the first impact would be to open a press-

down thruster as soon as ground contact is
detected. A single 50 N thruster operating for
10 s would be sufficient to stabilise the Probe

on the surface This concept offers the
advantage of ensuring a top-down Probe
attitude for science observations, and allows a
wide field of view free of anv obstacles for
instruments (Fig. 8).
Three legs could be used to enlarge the base
area so as to prevent any tip-over at impact in
the event of encounterino an unexoected
obstacle
Compared with the purely passive concept, the
mass increase due to the stabilisation system is

fully compensated for by the potential mass
saving on the damping device, which is then
required to operate in only one direction
The Probe design elements presented here are
just some of the many possibilities, which might

or

eventually include penetrators
smaller
stations with fewer sensors that could even be
operated for several months on the cometary
surface,

G

Following the successful mission and return of the European
Retrievable Carrier and its instruments to Europe, the EURECA
Project at ESA is planning to hold a

E(IRECA Symposium
at which the technical and operational achievements of Europe's
largest and first reusable spacecraft will be presented by the
project team, the operations team and by representatives of the
industrial consortium. The discussions will include a summary
of the scientific accomplishments of the mission, as well as first

of the post-flight investigations currently underway at
various laboratories and companies, where scientists and
engineers are taking advantage of the unique opportunity to
results

examine an entire spacecraft after 11 months in orbit.
The Symposium will cover aspects such as
. specific EURECA design features
o the performance in orbit
. the mission preparation and ground control
. cooperation with NASA (shuttle deployment/retrieval)
. the payload integration and operations, etc.
Emphasis

will be on experience gained and the lessons learned for the benefit

of future missions and spacecrafts.

27 - 29 April 1994
ESTEC Noordwr.ik (The Netherlands)
For further information, please contact:
Rolf Domesle
(EURECA
Project), 2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands
ESTEC
(+31)
1719-83411, Fax: (+31) I7L9-83042
Phone:
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Huygens
A Technical and Programmatic Overview
H. Hassan, C. McCarthy &

D. Wyn-Roberts
Huygens Project, ESA Science Projects Department, ESTEC,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Huygens is the ESA-provided element of Cassini/Huygens, the joint;
NASA/ESA planetary mission to the Saturnian System. Titan, the
largest moon of Saturn, is a major target of the mission. The Saturn
Orbiter is to be provided by NASA, with a significant contribution from
the ltalian Space Agency under a bilateral NASA/ASI agreement. The
spacecraft will be launched in October 1997, with Huygens attached to
the Saturn Orbiter. Released from the mother spacecraft after a sevenyear-long interplanetary journey to Saturn, the Huygens Probe will
plunge into Titan in late 2004. Huygens is designed to enter and brake'

in Titan's atmosphere in order to parachute a fully-instrumented
robotic laboratory down to its surface.

From the scientific viewpoint, the main Huygens mission phase, which
is designed to last 2 lo 2.5 hours, will be the parachute descent.

through Titan's atmosphere. Scientific measurements will also be'
performed during the entry phase, which will last just a few minutes.
The Probe resources are sized to allow scientific measurements even
after it has impacted on Titan's surface for at least a few minutes' The
Probe's radio link will be activated early in the descent phase and the'
data will be relayed to the Cassini Orbiter for on-board storage and
subsequent transmission to Earth.

Historical backgound
In October 1997, an American robotic space-

The Probe that Cassini will deliver to Titan is
named after the Dutch scientist Christian
Huygens Using improved telescope optics, he

found in 1659 that the strange 'arms' noted
decades earlier by Galileo were actually a set
of rings. Whilst observing Saturn, Huygens also
discovered the moon Titan, and hence the
choice of his name for the ESA Probe

During its descent, and possibly for a short
time once it reaches Titan's surface, Huygens
will beam data to the Orbiter spacecraft for

storage and subsequent relay to Earth
Once these valuable data have been safely
received on Earth, the Orbiter will begin using

its three dozen scientific sensors intensively to
examine the vast Saturn system
ln June 1982, the Space Science Committee of

tha Fr rrnnean Sr:ience Foundation and
the Soace Science Board of the

National

Academy of Sciences of the USA set up a Joint
Working Group (JWG) to study possible
cooperation between Europe and the USA in

the area of planetary science. One of

the

craft will begin a journey of many years to the
vast and exciting realm of Saturn. With a dry

ootential coooerative missions recommended

mass of roughly 2500 kg (5510 lb) and carrying
3000 kg (6615 lb) of propellant, it needs a boost
from the Titan-lV launch vehicle and several
planetary gravity assists (Fig.1) Both are
needed if Cassini is to reach Saturn with

Probe mission,

by the JWG was a Saturn Orbiter and Titan
A joint ESA/NASA Assessment Study of such a

sufficient orooellant to brake into orbit around

mission was conducted in mid-1984/85 ln
February 1986, the ESA Science Programme
Committee (SPC) approved Cassini for a

the planet and accomplish its mission: to

Phase-A study, with a conditional start in 1987

deliver the ESA Probe to the large, hazy moon
Titan, and then tour the Saturnian system for
nearly four years

During the course of 1986, the outlook for a
timely mission with NASA materialised and,
upon recommendation by ESA's Space

The Cassini mission is being undertaken by

Science Advisory Committee (SSAC) in
November 1986 the SPC approved the ESA

NASA and ESA and is named in honour of the

French-ltalian astronomer Jean Dominique
Cassini, who discovered the prominent gap In

Executive's proposal to proceed with a PhaseA study for the Cassini Titan Probe. This study

Saturn's main rings (now called the 'Cassini
Division') as well as the icy moons lapetus,

was subsequently carried out by a European
industrial consortium led by Marconi Space
Systems, from November 1987 to September

Rhea. Tethvs and Dione,

1988
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Following the completion of the Phase-A study,

NASA and ESA simultaneously

order to take advantage of the increased time
available. This resulted in a cost increase, but
also provided a highly desirable opportunity

released

coordinated Announcements of Opportunity in

October 1989 which called for proposals for
investigations using the Saturn Orbiter and/or
the Huygens Probe

The ESA Announcement

of

for the design to mature before the start of
Phase C/D the main development phase
The overall schedule is presented in Figure

At the time of writing, the project has

solicited two types of proposals:
(i) Principal Investigator (Pl) instruments, and
(ii) Interdisciplinary Scientist investigations

rllv n:rriod nr ri throo mainr errclomlevel reviews:
a System Requirements Review (SRR), in

qt tr-r-oqqfr

-

(tDS)

-

ESA received 20 Pl-instrument proposals and
eight IDS proposals, The ESA Huygens
selection, which comprises six Pl-instruments
and three IDS investigations, was announced
in September 1990 (Fig. 2).

-

therefore required to coordinate the payload-

selection activities with the early Phase-B
proposal preparaton The competing industrial
Prime Contractors were invited to technically
evaluate the proposed experiments, which
resulted in an early definition of the payload

challenge both to the Agency and to European
Industry Special systems such as the Thermal
Protection System (TPS) and parachutes have
to be developed specifically for the entry into

Titans atmosphere These factors and ESAs
geographical-return requirements presented
special management problems which had to
be solved in order to achieve the prescribed

interfaces,

e, the

a System Design Review (SDR) in October
1992

Technical and programmatic challenges
The Huygens Probe is ESA's first planetary
atmospheric entry mission and some of the
technologies required are very different from
those needed for more traditional satellite
missions This presents a considerable

Industry in April 1990 well before the
payload was selected Special efforts were

1991

winning Prime
taking the lead role Initially, the

Aerospatia

Contractor,
Phase-B was planned to last '12 months, but
drre to a chanoe in the Cassini schedule the
launch date was postponed from April 1996 to
October 1997 Consequently the Huygens
Probe Phase-B was extended by 13 months in

objectives.

The Industrial Team was finalised at the end of
Phase-B As Figure 4 shows, it represents a
very broad spectrum of European space
industry. The technical and programmatic

Figure 2. Instruments selected for the Huygens Probe
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in

February 1992, and

1993

to

The Phase-B study started in January

April 1991
a Preliminary Design Review (PDR)

The Phase-C/D was started in May 1993 and
the Prime Contract was signed in September

The tight Huygens project schedule required
an early Phase-B start, in January 1991 , which
implied that the preparatory Phase-B activities
had to be initiated in early 1990; in particulaq
the Invitation to Tender was due to be released

with

3.

Opportunity
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status of the project, including the experiments

remains satisfactory, although

by its special

nature the future development effort will require
extra vigilance on the part of the Agency and
Industry In addition, the Huygens/Cassini
interface has to be worked on intensively with
NASA/JPL, which also represents a formidable

c
EslI
SI

Actual
tuitestone

Figure 3. Pre-launch
mission schedule

challenge as both projects are being develooed in oarallel,
The Huygens Probe System and its mission
The Huygens Probe System consists of the
Probe itself and the Probe Support Equipment
(PSE) The Probe will descend onto Titan while
the PSE remains attached to the orbiting

-"e
I ll
PSE consists of the
and recover data
to
track
necessary
electronics
Jpduuulalt,
\/d,b>llll
^^^^i^: ^^^^^^.^+

from the Probe during its descent and to
process this data for delivery to the Orbitet,
from where it will ultimately be downlinked to
the ground. The PSE also Provides a
command and data link to the Probe whilst the
latter is attached to the Orbiter
Following its launch in 1997. the Probe System
will remain in a dormant state for the next seven
years as it follows its cruise trajectory via Venus,

Earth and Jupiter. before finally entering the
Saturnian system in 2004, dormant that is

except for its scheduled bi-annual health
checks. These checkouts will follow the preprogrammed descent-scenario sequences as

closely as possible and the results will be
relayed to Earth for examination by Probe
system and payload experts.

On reaching Saturn, the Cassini spacecraft wlll
enter a highly eccentric capture orbit around
the planet (Fig. 5) About 100 days after this

Figure 4. The Huygens
lndustrial Team
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The mechanical system
The Huygens mechanical system
consists of two major parts, namely the outer 'shell . consisting of a
front shield and back cover which
protects the Probe from the high
heat fluxes that it will encounter

during Titan atmosphere entry,
and the inner descent module
which will carry the experiment
complement through the cold
Titan atmosphere Since the Probe
is carried to its destination by
the Cassini Orbiter: the interface

between these two spacecraft

is

also very important.

During launch and subsequent
cruise phase, the Probe will be attached to the Orbiter. This combined configuration can be seen in
Figure 6. The launch phase is
mainly a design driver for the inter-

face fittings The cruise

phase

following launch has a duration of
7 years. whlch is a driver for part

Figure 5. The Saturn orbit

event, a trajectory-correction manoeuvre will
be initiated to raise the periapsis and targel
Cassini for its encounter with Titan. About 22
riatrq hcforo Tit:n pnnnr rntor - and AO rlerre
after the trajectory-correction manoeuvre

-

Prior to the Probe s separation from the Orbiter.
a final health check will be performed and the
coast timer will be loaded with the precise time
necessary to 'wake up the Probe systems 15

minutes prior to encountering Titan's atmosphere For the nexl 22 days the Probe will
simply coast to Titan with no changes imposed
on thp :tiitt tdo n2ramotara qvvuil
annrrirad
al
vv
separation and with no systems active except
for its wake-up coast timer.

22 day coast period, the Probe

will be switched on via its triple-redundant
coast-phase timer. After system initialisation,
the payload instruments will be activated in a
pre-programmed sequence; broadcast data
will be distributed to the instruments, containIng such information as spin rate, time,
temperature, altitude and special-event flags,
whilst on the other side scientific data will be
collected and packetised for relay back to the
Orbiter

z+

the
hot

environment at the Venus flyby to a very cold

one at the interplanetary distances,

The

mechanical system is also dormant during this
long cruise period.

the

Probe will be spun up and released from the
Orbiter Two days later, the Orbiter will initiate a
deflection manoeuvre to avoid Titan and
optimise its position for the acquisition of Probe
data during its descent.

At the end oI iIs

of the thermal design since
Probe has to go from a very

Howeve[ close to Titan, after the spacecraft
has flown through the rings of Saturn. the
Probe will be released from the Orbiter and will

coasl for 22 days before entering Trtan's
atmosphere The approach velocity of the
Probe will be 6 km/s and hitting the moon's

atmosphere at this speed will produce the most
dramatic environment of the entire mission for
the mechanical systeml This entry phase will
last about 3 mrnutes, during which the Probe's
velocity will fall to around 400 m/s The Probe's
impact on Titan's atmosphere (mostly nitrogen,

with some methane and argon) will cause a
shock wave to form in front ol Ihe 2.7 mdiameter front shield. The plasma in the shock,

lust forward of the shield, will reach a
temperature of around 12 000"C Simultaneously, the deceleration force on the Probe will
reach its maximum of around 16 g. This high
temperature and deceleration level is a design

driver for most of the structure
At the end of this entry phase, a sequence of
mechanical events will be triggered which are
probably the most critical of the entire mission

When the on-board accelerometers detect a

velocity

of Mach 1 5 near the end of the

deceleration phase, a command will be sent

nuygens

that causes the pilot chute to deploy. This will
be followed immediately by release of the back
cover and then deployment of the main

on Titan's surface at a velocity of around B m/s,
there will be a chance to oerform some limited
surface-science measurements, assuming that
the Probe survives the impact

Mach 1.5 to Mach 0.6. The front shield will then

The mechanical subsystems

parachute. During a period of about 30
seconds, the Probe's velocity will fall from

be released and the descent module

will

Mechanisms

descend slowly below the main parachute for

The Probe mechanism subsystem

about

of three interface fittings, connected together
by a ring of 1 9 m outside diameter, carrying a

15

minutes while initial scientific

measurements are made, Thereafter, the main
parachute will separate from the Probe and
release a smaller stabiliser chute, causing the
Probe to descend faster.

spin-and-eject device

consists

and f ront-shield

and

back-cover release mechanisms.

During launch and through all mission phases
The total descent trme from deployment of the
first parachute at some 170 km above the Titan
surface will be 2.5 hours Followino the imoact

until in the vicinity of Titan, the Probe will
remain clamped to the Orbiter by pyrotechnic
release bolts that bypass the spin-and-eject

Figure 6. Configuration of

the Cassini/Huygens
composite (Orbiter and
Probe) during the launch
and cruise phases
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clevice These exnlosrve bolts wi I

be

fired

during the approach Lo Titan. thereby releasing
the Probe from the Orbiter under the action of

three springs, each exerting a force

of

The front shreld is covered by liles of a material

known as 'AQ60' developed by Aerospatiale
(F) This is essentially a low-density 'mat' of
silica fibres, The rear side of the Probe will

Newton A curved track and roller system

reach much lower tenperatures and lnere a

will ensure that lhe Probe spins at about 7 rpm
and leaves the Orbiter with a relative velocity of
i"^^-;^^
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spray-on layer of 'Prosial' material is used, This

and JPL and the system is now optimised to
take account of. for example. imprlse load
limitations on Orbiter-mounted experiments,
and Probe lateral-velocity error limitations,

performed as well as sanple test.ng at high
temperatures in plasma arc jets. for example.

5OO
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is

suilable for use at these lower temperatures

Fvtpncivp analvtical orediCttOnS
have been
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methane and argon ln Titan's
atmosphere, different chemical reactions are
levels

of

expected in the plasma compared witn Earth-

atmosphere re-entry

This leads to

high

expected levels of rad ation heating, but also to

higher uncertainty because not

I

all

the

necessary experimental data is available for the

t
I

high temperatures involved For this reason,
nencror
ft

rs

maroins
.,,*,y,,,"

ate

rncluded

in

the

predictions

The tile thickness on the f ront shield is
calculated to ensure that the structure will not

exceed 150'C This will ensure that Probe
internal temperatures do not rise to high values
during entry, so that conventional structural
pnninecrrnn r:an he rrsed The mass of this
"'v "*'
thermal-protection subsystem is more than
100 kg which is almost one third of the entire

Probe mass,
Parachutes

Th.^^
rrinn thO
^^"^^^,,+^^
^,^ ln
Lr ru
luLU) dlu
ru ho
uu r,cod
uruu rir
uurilrv
lllluu pdldul
Probes descenl The pilot parachute, of aboul
2 m drameter. will f,'st be ejected at a Probe

velocity of Mach 1 5 by means of the pyrotechnic election device A cartridge will be fired
Signature of the Huygens
industrial contract.
Seated from left to right,
L. Gallois, President of
Aerospatiale, J.-M. Luton,
ESA's Director General.
and R. Bonnet, ESA's
Director for Scientific
Programmes

The back-cover mechanisms are in fact three
rod cutters which hold the back cover to the

interface fittings These rod cutters are
pyrotechnically and mechanically redundant
(double initiators and dual cutting knives)
To release the back cover, simultaneous
commands will be sent to all three devices and
the rods then cut The same type of rod cutters

are used for the front shield These will be
fired 30 seconds later than the back-cover
mechanisms to allow the Probe to descend
through the unslable transonic region Three

velocity of 30 m/s.

The pilot chute will then pull away the back
cover, which is attached via a lanyard to the
main chute The main chute, which is some B m
in diameter, will then deploy rapidly slowing the
Probe down and stabilising it through the
transonrc regron

springs will push the shield away to ensure that

When the front shield is released, the main
parachute will pull the descent module away

it does not collide with the Probe just after

This ma n chute is sized specifically to separate

separation,

the descent module from the front shield lt is
tnn 12roo lo hc comngtible with the missiOn
descent time to the surface of Titan of 2,5
hours. Therefore, after about 15 minutes, three
more rod cutters attaching the main chute to
the descent module will be fired releasing the
main chute, which in turn will release a smaller
+h?t
^r^Liri^^- ^^--^f,.,+^
)Lduilt>ut
Pdtdur ruLU u rc will allow the.nodule
to descend faster,

Thermal protectron

The thermal-protection subsystem is specificallv desinned to nrotect lhe Probe from tl-e
ontrrr

na:tinn lt r-nnci<lg

Of

a baCk COVef made

from suitably stiffened aluminium sheet and
a front shield ol carbon-fibre face-sheet
honeycomb
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All three parachutes have the same so-called

'disc-gap-band' design A comprehensive
series of wind{unnel test campaigns were
performed early in the programme, for both

supersonic and subsonic conditions, to
measure the aerodynamic characteristics of
models of the parachutes, entry module and

rrnnor nlatfnrm ic in fant iho nilnt nhr

rto c

ejection device, which induces of load of
13 500 Newton on the too olatform for some
5 ms, inducing a complex response in the
platform and its equipment,
In addition, the heat losses from the equipment

descent module,

to the exterior have to be minimised during

Descent module

the cold descent phase, For this reason there is
a gap between the main platform and outer
shell. The main load path into the platform is

The descent module itself consists of a main

and an upper plattorm, both made of
a fore
dome and after cone made from thin

via three large radial struts integrated into

aluminium honeycomb. enclosed by

platform inserts These struts are made from
titanium tubing again to minimise heat

aluminium sheet, suitably stiffened (Fig 7)

conductance.

The fore dome also has external spin vanes to

Thermal control

Figure 7. The descent

produce

Finally, the thermal control of the Probe, which

module

a

controlled rotation during the
descent. This rotation is decoupled from the
parachutes by means of a swivel bearing
mounted in the parachute line. The controlled
spin is required for the scanning of the scientific

camera (DISR).

The descent-module structure has

is the responsibility of DASA in Munich,

is

essentially driven by the battery requirements.
The batteries have to be cold during storage
and warm during operation Unfortunately, the
external environments durinq the mission are
exactly the oppositel

several

different design drivers The main driver in
terms of structural strength is the 16 g entry
load. However, the outer shell must also be
designed to avoid buckling when descending

through the extremely cold (-200') Titan
atmosphere

The main platform carries almost all the
housekeeping equipment and experiments,
whereas the upper platform is mainly designed
to carry the parachutes The main driver for the

A passive control approach is used, but this
differs from that for conventional spacecraft
because of the combination of 'usual' deepspace thermal control, using multi-layer
insulation, with convective cooling during the
descent through the Titan atmosphere, where
foam insulation has to be used,
For the coast phase also, after the Probe has
left the Orbiter, the temperatures internally have

to be prevented from falling too low by using
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radioactive heater units supplyrng some

of the data gathered by the Probe

30 watts

commence.

Tho 2 5 hnr rr nnoreiinn iimo fnr tha anlrr:l
mission is thermally only a transient phase and,
despite the approximately 300 watts of power
dissipation, it is difficult to produce a reasonably high temperature for battery operation

The Huygens Probe will have to operate in an
autonomous and faulttolerant manner durlng
its Titan descent as neither ground control nor
failure recovery will be feasible due to the

when the temperature of the outside atmosnhere is aror rnd -2OO"C
Another problem occurs in the early part of the
nrr
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Venus at a distance of 0.6 AU from the Sun To

can

extreme distance and signal propagation delay
involved Therefore, no telecommand access to
the Probe is provided for after its separation
from the Orbiter. A schematic of the Probe's

electrical architecture which provides this
autonomy and fault tolerance is shown in
Figure

B.

avord Probe internal temperatures becoming
too high, it mLrst be shaded from the Sun by the
Orbiter's high-gain antenna. Some limited solar
exposure for telecommunications purposes
can, however, be tolerated

The electrical system
The electrical system design for the Huygens

Probe posed

a

number

o[ unique design

challenges for the Agency and its European
contractors, such as:

Units (CDMUS) will be initialised at Probe
switch-on, redundant accelerometers will
detect its entry into Titan's atmosphere, and this
in turn will initiate the descent seouence. The
first commands will be to deploy the pilot chute,
to release the back cover and to release the
front shield Next the transponders (Tx) will be

- a

powered up and experiment activation will
continue Ten minutes later, the main parachute
will be jettisoned and, at a time corresponding

-

to an altitude of about 20 km, the

-

seven-year dormant phase between
launch and mission operations
environment extremes due to a variation in
Sun-soacecraft distance from 0.6 to 8.5 AU
natural and induced radiation
a round{rip communication time of more

than 2 hours when the spacecraft is

at

-

radar

altimeter will be activated

The electrical subsystems
The Electrical Power Subsystern (FPSS)

Whilst the Probe is attached to the Cassini

Saturn

mass and volume constraints associated
i^^^
^ ueeu-suaue
a
mlsslon,

,",i+h

wrLil

During the Probes descent to Titans surface,
the data acquired are to be transmitted to the

Orbiter. power will be provided by the
latter's three Radio-isotope Thermoelectric
Generators (RTGs) in the form of a regulated
30volt bus, After separation, the Orbiter will

Orbiter in real time via a hot-redundant S-band

continue to provide power to the PSE, but the
Probe's power during the coast and descent

B

link The highest data rate required will be
kbit/s The outout oower of each Probe

sulphur-dioxide (LiSOr) primary batteries,

Lransmitter is 10 W which is the state of the art
limit for solid-state amplifiers The Probe

The EPSS architecture (Fig 9) is organised

antenna gain is limited by the need for a wide
beam. capable of covering a Probe aspect

angle as seen from the Orbiter ranging from
about 30" to 50? The aspect angle of the Probe

depends

on its

targetting

on Titan:

the

selection of the target, however, is dominated
by payload requirements and entry-trajectory
constraints,

On the Cassini Orbitet the link will be received

via a high-gain antenna pointed towards the
Probe's nominal position This antenna is also
to be used for communication with the Earth,
which means that realtime downlinking of the
Probe data is not possible lt will therefore be
stored on-board the Orbiter until after completion of the Probe's mission At that point, the

Orbiter will be slewed so that its high gain
antenna is Earth-pointing and transmission
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On-board software residing in the Probe's
redundant Command and Data Management

phases will be supplied by its own lithium

around an energy source of five batteries, each

consisting of two thirteen-cell modules. Each
battery is connected via a relay to its own
Battery Discharge Regulator (BDR), the output
of which is connected to a common power bus.
Fach rser is nrnvider-l with a nominal and a

redundant output via a separately switchable
solid-state current limiter. The subsystem can
survive the loss of any one of its five parallel
strings i e one battery, one relay or one BDR
and still support a complete mission.

-

-

The Command and Data Manaqement Subsystem (CDMS)
The CDMS provides the monitoring and control
of all Probe subsystem and payload functions,
as well as providing the interface with the
Probe Data Relay Subsystem (PDRS) in order
to suooort communications with the Orbiter's

huygens

@

E
@
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Payload

Figure 8. The Huygens Probe's electrical architecture
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Figure 9. The flow of Probe data between ESOC in Darmstadt (D) and JPL in California (USA)
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data handling subsystem These functions are

Launch and operations

suooorted via two identical hot redundant
Command and Data Manaqement Units
(CDMUS; Fig 8)

The Cassini spacecraft will be launched from
Cape Canaveral in October 1997 by a TitanlV/Centaur launcher. Probe ooerations will be
conducted from the Probe Operations Centre
(POC) at ESA's European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt (D), in coord-

The CDMS also includes an Arming Timer
whose function is to supply pyrotechnic arming
commands, following a hard-wired sequence
which is initiated on detection of the peak entry
'g-forces'. This provides a hardware-managed

is fully independent of the
nrocessor ancl Probe on-board software

ination with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

in Pasadena (USA), which will be responsible
for interactions with the Orbiter. All commands

timelining that

to the Probe will be routed from the ESOC POC

operation

to the NASA Mission Suooort Area at JPL for
uplinking via the Orbiter.

The Mission Timer Unit (MTU) also forms part
of the CDMS, this is a triple-redundant hardware programmable clock whose role is to
'wake up' the Probe after an in-orbit duration of
nominally 22 days.
The remaining components of the CDMS are a
Radar Altimeter (RA) and a Sensor Package
The RA operates from an altitude of about
20 km until near the surface and its measurements are critical for exoeriment ooeration.

During in-orbit checkouts during the cruise and

Saturn-orbit phases, and during the descent
phase to Titan's surface, near-real{ime Probe
science data will be processed at the POC
Whenever the presence of investigators is
required or useful, they will be present at the
POC for evaluation of the telemetry coming
from the scientific instruments
Figure 9 is a schematic of the data flow and a
typical data-handling task distribution between
ESOC and JPL.

The CDMS sensors oerform the followino
functions:

- a

g-switch function for unambiguous
detection of entry into Titan's atmosphere

-

and activation of the arming timer
a spin-measurement function performed by
radially mounted accelerometers
an axial acceleration measurement function
using axially oriented accelerometers.

The Probe Data-Relay Subsystems (PDRSS)
The PDRs can be broken down into two main
blocks (Tx 1 & 2), which are sited on the Probe
itself and in the Probe Support Avionics (PSA 1
& 2) which remain on the Orbiter (Fig 8)

Each Probe transmitter consists of an oscillator

and synthesiser module, a modulator and a
10 watt solid-state power amplifier, Data
received from the CDMUs is modulated and
upconverted to S-band before being fed to the

output stage and antenna The transmitters
operate in hot redundancy, each havrng a
separate antenna, one of which is right-hand
and the other left-hand circularly polarised The

transmit frequencies are also separated by
20MHz to orovide ootimum channel isolation
The PSA architecture has an analogue and a
digital section. The former is mainly devoied to
the signal down-conversion from S band to the

lF frequency. while the latter performs the
signal-acquisition and tracking task ln addition

to controlling the scientific and PSA housekeeping data flows, the digital section also
controls data communications with the Orbiter.
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Conclusions

The design of the Huygens system

and
subsystems is now largely frozen and at this
moment engineering-model hardware is being
produced at the equipment suppliers throughout Europe Although required to support only

some days

of

free

flying operation,

the

Huygens system design has presented some
unusual design challenges. These challenges
have been met successfully and workable
solutions have been found for all oroblems so
far encountered.
The current Probe baseline is designed to meet
all scientific and mission oblectives with an
optimised design whose performance allows

us to satisfy the requirements with adequate
system-design margins lt would be premature
and over-optimistic to claim at this stage that all
problems have been solved, but we can

already look forward with confidence to
receiving pictures from Titan's until{hen hidden
surface early in the next
G

century
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Titan
Titan. the largest moon o[ the planet Saturn,
was discovered in 1655 by the Dutch Astron-

omer Christiaan Huygens, who was then
observing Saturn's rings The presence of an
atmosphere around Titan was suggested by
the Spanish Astronomer Jose Comas Sola in
1908, but was only conf irmed in 1944, when an
American astronomer of Dutch origin, Gerard
Kuiper, discovered gaseous methane at Titan
through spectroscopic observations, Titan's
atmosphere was then thought to be mostly

composed

o[

methane, until

Voyager-1

revealed that nitrogen is its major constituent,

as on Farth Vovaoer also confirmed
presence

of

gaseous methane.

the

but

in

concentrations of only a few percent
Unlike most of the other newly observed Solar-

System bodies, the wonders of which have
been revealed from imagery, Titan, in the
images taken by Voyager (Fig 1). showed a
featureless orange face Most of the excitement
during the Voyager encounter was produced

by the infrared spectroscopic observations.
which revealed methane, ethane and several
more complex organic molecules in Titan's
atmosphere Hydrogen was also detected in
appreciable quantities (02o/o) The confirmation of the suspected presence of hydrogen
cyanide (HCN) which is a critical building
block for the more complex molecules of life,

and therelore of great

significance

to

exobiologists, confirmed the unique nature
of Titan in the Solar System,
Voyager-1 flew within 4000 km of Titan and
radio soundings made during the flyby allowed
the moon's atmosphere to be probed down to
its surface Among other things, this allowed

the radius of the moon's invisible surface to

JI

G outtetin zz
be measured precisely, while analysis of
the spectroscopic and radio-sounding data

Table 1. Properties of Titan

provided the moon's main physical parameters

Surface

(Table 1)

Mass

radius

2575+0 5 km
1 3+6x1023 kg
(2 2olo

Considering the size of the solid body itself,
Titan is the second largest moon in the Solar
System after Jupiter's Ganymede, and is larger
than the planet Mercury lf, however, its thick
atmosphere is included (the 1 mbar pressure
level is at 200 km), Titan can be considered the
largest moon in the Solar System.
Initiated by solar ultraviolet radiation and highenergy electron impact, which induces

CH, and N,, a complex photochemistry is at
work in Titan's atmosphere. lt produces a lot

of organic compounds - ethane (C2H6),
anatrrlono
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(CrHr, propyne (C3H4), diacetylene (C4H2),
hydrogen cyanide (HCN), cyanoacetylene
(H3CN), cyanogen (C2N12),

and

dicyano-

-

which have already been
detected with mixing ratios of 10-5 to 10 8
in the gas phase of the atmosphere, Two
O-compounds, CO (mole fraction 10-4) and

acetylene (C4N2)

CO, (mole fraction 10 u) have also

been

detected. This complex organic chemistry also
gives rise to a photochemical fog, the so-called
'Titan haze', which shrouds the moon.

Analysis of the Voyager images and infrared
spectroscopic measurements have provided a
great deal of information about the physical
properties oI haze particles, called 'aerosols',

which are probably organised rnto several
layers, with the top layer as high as perhaps
500 km. Haze particles are composed of a
wide variety of H, C, N compounds and
opaque refractory materials, but very little is
known about their chemical comoosition or the
chemistry at work in the solid and liquid phases
of those particles
At first, the Voyager scientists were disappointed because the surface remained hidden from

the

spacecraft's cameras However, the

understanding of the atmosphere, and the use

of simple thermodynamics laws, led to

the

hypothesis that Titan's surface was covered by
global ocean
ethane/methane and

a

of

nitrogen, which is soluble in both. The
presence of an ocean would have profound
implications for the atmosphere and the CHo
hydrological cycle The putative oceans

themselves, for the complex organic chemistry
that would be at work there. and the potential

exobiological implications, are the subject ol
numerous studies

The main features of the atmosohere and
surface of Titan are illustrated in Fiqure 2.
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Titan in the Solar System. The chemical

ln the wake of the excitement about the
Voyager-1 observations (and those made by
Voyager-2 six months later), several European

composition of Titan is very similar to that of the

scientists,

The birth of the Cassini mission
Voyager-1 indeed confirmed the uniqueness of

primordial Earth 4.5 billion years

ago

The

major difference between the two bodies is that

D.

Gautier,

W. lp and

others,

responded to a regular 'Call for ldeas' issued
by ESA's Director of Science in late 1982, with

orooosal to embark on a new mission to
revisit Saturn and in particular Titan, in

Titan is much colder than the Earth; this cold
temperature prevented life from appearing on
Titan. Study of the organic chemistry on Titan
will, however, provide important clues regard-

a

ing the prebiotic chemistry that was at work on

studied jointly by ESA and NASA, supported by

Earth after the birth of the Solar System.
Scientists consider Titan as a deep-frozen

Eurooean and American scientists.

collaboration with the Americans. The Cassini

mission was subsequently born and was

a

joint science team composed of

both

Earth.

In 1988, ESA's

participation

in the

Cassin

mission, the Titan Probe, was selected as the
first medium-size mission for ESA's long-term

Space-Science: Horizon

2000

Programme,
During the selection process, in order to clearly
identify ESA's contribution to Cassini, it was
given the name'Huygens',
honour of
the scientist who discovered Titan. The

in

Cassini/Huygens programme officially got

underway in 1990 and today's planninE
foresees a launch in October 1997.
Preparing for Cassini/Huygens
The detailed nature of Titan's surface

wil

probably remain an unsolved puzzle until the
arrival of Cassini and the Huygens Probe
Howevel prior to and particularly since the

mission's selection, there has been a
substantial programme of ground-based
observations of this object The Hubble Space
Ielescooe has also contributed to the recent
Titan observations, and it is hoped that it wil'
soon be providing even better observations
with its corrected optics.

Since 1988, annual ground-based radar
observations using the Goldstone facility in
California as the transmitter and the Very Large

Array

in New Mexico as the receiver, have
a highly reflective surface to Titan,

revealed

which is inconsistent with a global ocean of
light hydrocarbons. The large observed daytoday variability in the radar reflecttvity is also
quite puzzling. Although the ever-improving
optics of modern ground-based telescopes are

making Titan's surface more accessible to
today's astronomers, these new data are
tending to complicate the puzzle about the
nature of Titan's surface rather than resolve it

Apart from the surface question, the hunt for
new molecules in Titan's atmosphere is also the

subject of many ground-based observations
Recently the acetonitrile molecule, CH3CN,

was discovered in Titan's atmosphere by
French astronomers. lts presence was
predicted by photochemical models and it has
significant implications for those who look at

Figure 2. A cross-section
of Titan's atmosphere
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Titan as an 'Earth before ilfe' The presence of
argon in the Saturnian moon's atmosphere is
also the subject of continuing research. srnce it
would provide important clues about the origin
of Titan's atmosphere. Any argon concentration

also has important consequences for

the

aerothermodynamic heat fluxes that Huygens
will experience during the entry.
Another topic of research that is actively being
olrrsued is the orrestion of the zonal circulation
of Titan's atmosphere, which is super-rotating
like that of Venus Knowledge of these zonal

winds is also important for the design of the

Huygens Probe mission, since

a

large

uncertainty in their magnitude could impose
severe constraints on the design of the link
between the Probe and the Orbiter.

-

observe the temporal and spatial variability
of Titan's clouds and hazes
characterise Lhe Titan surface
determine the structure, composition and
geological history of Saturn's icy satellites

-

study the structure of the rings and the
composition of the ring material, and

-

study the structure. chemicai composition
and global dynamics of Saturn's magnetosohere,

An important asoect of the Cassini mission is
the study of the interactions and interrelations
between the varrous parts of the system The
study of the interrelation between the rings and
the icy satellites, and that between the satellites

and the ionosphere of Titan with the magnetospheric plasma, are key Cassini mission
objectives

Our knowledge to date of'Titan was summarised, for the benefit of all scientists
preparing for the Cassini/Huygens mission, at
the 25th ESLAB Symposium held in Toulouse
(F) in September 1991. The Proceedings of
this Symposium, organised by ESA Space
Science Department in collaboration with the
Observatoire Midi Pyrenees (F), serve as a
sound reference both for the mission and
instrument developers, and for the scientists
working on Titan.

More specifically, at Titan it is hoped to:
determine the physical characteristics of the
atmosphere, particularly its density, p ressu re
and temperature as a function of height
determine the abundance of atmospheric

-

-

constituents, including

any noble

establish isotope ratios

gas:

for

The scientif ic objectives

abundant
elements; constrain scenarios of formation
and evolution of Titan and its atmosphere
observe vertical and horizontal distributions
of trace gases: search for complex organic
molecules; investigate energy sources for

Broadly speaking, the scientific aims for the

the

Cassini/Huygens mission are to:

photochemistry of the stratosphere: study

-

determine

the dynamical

the
behaviour of

Saturn's atmosphere

-

determine the chemical composition and

the

physical structure

-

and the

energy

balance of Titan's atmosphere

atmospheric chemistry: model the
formation

and composition of

the

aerosols

-

measure winds and global temperature;
investigate the cloud physics, general
circulation and seasonal effects in Titan's
atmosphere; search for lightning discharges

Table 2. The Huygens investigations
Instruments

Objectives

Principal nvestigator

Huygens Atmospheric Structure
lnstrument (HASI)
Mass 6 7 kg

Atmosphere temperature and pressure profile, winds
and turbulence Atmospheric conducttvity Search for
lightning, Surface permittivity

M

Gas Chromatograph & Mass Spectrometer

Atmospheric composition profile
Aerosol pyrolyzats analysis

H B Niemann,
GSFC, Greenbelt (USA)

Aerosol Collector & Pyrolyser (ACP)
Mass 6 7 kg

Aerosol sampling and three temp step pyrolysis

G M. lsrael,

Descent lmager/Spectral Radiometer

Atmosphere composition and cloud structure Aerosol
properties Atmosphere energy budget Surface imaging

M G Tomasko,
University of Arizona, Tucson (USA)

Surface Science Package (SSP)
Mass 4 2 kg

Titan surface state and composition at landing site,

J C. Zarnecki,

Doppler Wind Experiment (DWE)
Mass 2 1 kg

Probe Doppler tracking from the Orbiter for zonal wind
profile measurement.

(DISR)

Mass85kg

I

Fulchignoni,
University of Rome (l)

SA Verrieres-le-Buisson (F)

University of Kent, Canterbury (UK)
M K Bird,
University of Bonn (D)

the huygens scrence mrssron

-

determine the physical state, topography
and the composition of the surface, infer the
internal structure

- inrroctinato tha rnnor
"vY"' 2tmncnhoro

itc

ionisation, and its role as a source of neutral
and ionised material for the magnetosphere

of Saturn
The Huygens Probe will address the first five of
these oblectives by making local in-situ and

remote-sensing measurements

all along its

trajectory. The Cassini Orbiter, during

its

repeated flybys of Titan, will address all six
objectives in a complementary manner and on

a global scale
Cassini/Huygens mission overview
The current development plan calls for the
Cassini/Huygens spacecraft to be launched in
October 1997 by a Titan lV/ Centaur rocket from

22 days before Titan encounter Shortly after
Probe release, the Orbiter will perform a
deflection manoeuvre to set up the radiocommunication geometry necessary between
it and the Probe during the latter's descent
phase, This manoeuvre will also set up the
initial conditions for the satellite tour after the
completion of the Probe's mission

Huygens encounter with Titan is actually
olanned for 27 November 2004 The Orbiter
will act as a relay station and the Huygens
Probe's data will be received via the Orbiter's
High-Gain Antenna (HGA) which will be
pointed at the Probe throughout its mission
This configuration will preclude a simultaneous
real-time link to Earth from the Orbiter and so

the Probe data will be stored on the Orbiter's
two solid-state recorders for later transmission

to Earth

Cape Canaveral in Florida, Weighing more
than 5.5 tons at launch, the spacecraft is too

A Titan encounter scenario is being worked out

heavy to be injected directly onto a trajectory to
Saturn and so will require the boosts of several

that will allow remote-sensing observations of
Titan s atmosphere near the Probe's entry site

planetary'gravity assists', The interplanetary
trajectory therefore includes fly bys at Venus (in

from the Saturn Orbiter immediately after
completion of the Probe's mission. Simultaneous remote-sensing observations from the

April 1998 as well as June 1999). Earth

(in

August 1999) and Jupiter (in December 2000)
As result, the October 1997 launch

a

opportunity allows Saturn to be reached in
about seven years Other launch opportunities
(degraded because they do not include a
Jupiter fly-by) exist in December 1997, and in
1998 and 1999, but are less favourable from

Orbiter and local in-situ observations from the
Probe will allow the Huygens observations to
ha nr
ri inin a nlnhal nnntavt Tha nraeivv
ver
simultaneity of the observations will allow the
Probe data to be used to provide 'ground{ruth'
calibration of the Orbiter's observations

pornts.

At the end of the Probe mission phase, the
Saturn Orbitef equipped with 12 scientific

Arrival at Saturn is planned for 2004. The Probe

instruments of its own, will start a four-year tour
of the Saturnian system. This so-called 'satellite

is to be

tour' involves more than 40 Saturn-centred

the launch-performance and/or scientific stand-

released from the Saturn Orbiter
during the initial orbit around Saturn, nominally

orbits, connected by Titan gravity-assist fly-bys
or propulsive manoeuvres The size of these
orbits, their orientation to the Sun-Saturn line,

and their inclination to Saturn's equator are
dictated by the various scientific requirements,

Collaborating Institute(s)

Univ of Padova (l), Univ of Kent (UK), lAU, Rome

which include: Titan ground{rack coverage,
(l)

FMl, Helsinki (SF), LCPE, Orlean (F), Univ of Graz (A)
SSD/ESA, Noordwijk (NL), lAA, Granada (E),

Univ. of Michigan (USA)

Univ of Graz (A), SRl, Graz (A)

DESPA, Meudon

(F) MPIA, Lindau (D), TU

Braunschweig (D)
RAL, Didcot (UK), UMIST, Manchester (UK)
ESA/SSD, Noordwijk (NL), SRC Warsaw (P)

icy-satellite fly-bys, Saturn, Titan or ring occulta-

tions, orbit inclinations and

ring-plane
crossings. The Saturn Orbiter will observe Titan
during each of its fly-bys of the moon,

The Huygens scientific payload
Huygens investigations, involving six instruments provided by Principal Investigators and
three Interdisciplinary Investigations, were
selected by ESA in September 1990 (Table 2
and Fig. 3).The six instruments to be provided
by the scientific community are as follows:
The Gas Chromatograph and Mass Spectrometer (GCMS)
The GCMS is a very versatile gas chemical
analyser designed to identify and quantify the
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Figure 4. A few hundred
metres before impact, the
DISR will switch on its
surface lamp in order to
acquire spectra of the
surface material

The Descent lmager/Spectral

Radiometer

(DrsR)

This instrument can take images and make
spectral measurements usrng several sensors

covering

a wide spectral range

ultraviolet to the infrared (0.35 to

1

f rom the
70 microns),

An imoortant feature of Titan is its thick atmosphere containing aerosols whose temperature
structure is determined by the radiative and
convective heat{ransport processes The DISR
will measure both the uoward and downward
heat fluxes A solar aureole sensor will measure
the solar intensity in the halo' around the Sun,
which will indicate the amount of sunlight
scattering caused primarily by the aerosols in
the atmosphere along the sensor's line of sight
This in turn will allow the physical properties of
the aerosol oarticles to be deduced.

The DISR will also be equipped with a side-

The amount of light striking Titan's surface

is

about 350 times that striking the Earth's surface
during full-Moon. While this surface illumination
is sufficient for imaging, a special lamp on the
Probe will be activated a few hundred metres
above Titan's surface to provide enough light in

the methane absorption bands to be able to
make soectral-reflectance measurements
These will provide unique information for
studying the composition of the surface
material (Fig 4)

The Huygens Atmosphere Structure Instrument (HASI)
The HASI comprises several sensors, including

accelerometers,

a

temperature sensor, a

pressure sensor and an electric-field sensor
array, Ior measuring the physical properties of

the atmosphere, including its

electrical
properties. The set of accelerometers will be
optimised specifically to measure the Probe's

in

order

to

infer

looking horizon-viewing imager to take pictures
of the clouds.

entry deceleration

The DISR also has the ability to address one of

The electric-field sensor consists of a relaxation

the prime objectives of Huygens, namely to
investigate the nature and composition of
Titan's surface. Iwo imagers - one visible and

atmosphere

-

the

atmospheric density in the upper stratosphere.

probe to measure the ion conductivity of the

and

a

quadrupolar array of

electrodes for measuring the permittivity of the

looking downward and outward
one infrared
will observe the moon's surface as the Probe

atmosohere and that of the surface materral

spins slowly Mosaic panoramas can

electrodes of the quadrupolar array are also to
be used as an electrical antenna to detect
electromagnetic waves in Titan's atmosphere,

be
assembled by panning several exposures, By

taking several panoramas at different times
during the last part of the descent, it may be
possible to infer the Probe's drift, provided the
surface is not featureless, thereby contributing

to the wind measurements.

after and possibly prior to the impact

Two

such as those produced by lightning flashes
(Fis 5)
Recently, the ability to process the surfacereflected signal of the Radar Altimeter, which is
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It is hoped that these Doppler measurements

will be so sensitive that by having the Probe
transmitting antennas offset from the spin axis
by just a few centimetres, it will also be possible

to determine the Probe's soin rate and soin
phase The swinging motion of the Probe
beneath its parachute and other radio-signalnarlrrrhinn
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attenuation, may also be detectable from the
srgnal

The Surface-Science Package (SSP)
The SSP is a suite of sensors designed to

determine the physical properties of the
rrface :t tho imnant cito :n.l tn nrnrrido

qr

unique information about its composition. The

package includes
,",:

an

accelerometer to

measure the impacl deceleration, and other
sensors to measure the index of refraction, the

temperature,

the thermal

conductivity,

the heat capacity, the speed of sound and the

Figure 5. HASI has the

ability to detect lightning
during the Probe's
descent, by means of
sensors mounted on
deployable booms. The
inset shows a development
model of a boom

tho allilrrdo qonqnr nrnvidorl aq n:rt n{ tho
Probe system, has been added to the HASI
This will allow important information to be sent

descent track

dielectric constant of the (liquid) material at the
impact site.
also includes an acoustic
sounder, which will be activated a few hundred
metres above Titan's surface. A tilt sensor is
also included in the SSP to indicate the Probe's
:iiitr rda efior imnant

The Doppler Wind Experiment (DWE)
The DWE requires the addition of two Ultra-

Although the SSP objectives are primarily to
investigate the moon's surface, several of the

back aboul the surface topography and
radar properties below the Probe. along

its
its

stable Oscillators (USO) to the Huygens Probe
data-relay subsystem The Probe Transmitter
USO (TUSO) will provide a very stable carrier
frequency for the Probe-to-Orbiter radio link;
the Receiver USO (RUSO) on-board the Orbiter
will provide an accurate clock lor tne Doppler
nrnnoccinn nf tho ronairrad aarrior cinnel Tho

J('

ll

SSP's sensors wiil be able to contribute
significantly to the study of the properties of
Titan's atmosphere during the descent phase

The payload accommodation

Probe drift caused by the winds in Titan's

All the payload elements described above are
accommodated on the Payload Platform, as

atmosphere will induce a measurable Doppler
shift in the carrier signal. The Doppler signature
in the Probe radio signal will be extracted onboard the Orbiter and merged into the Probe

shown in Figure 6 The ACP and the GCMS
are single-box instruments, with their inlets
protruding beneath the Probe to gain direct
access to the gas flow The DISR consists of

data stream recorded on the Orbiter's solid-

two boxes: the sensor head and the electronics

state recorders.

box; the sensor head is mounted on the

Figure 6. The instrument
platform of the Huygens
spacecraft (viewed from
above and below)

of the

platlorm,

in

order

to

The SSP consists of two boxes: the so-called

accommodate the field-of-view and scanning
ronrriremo.ltc 'ho clcclpgpiCS bOx S mOUrted

'top hat' structure, which accommodates all the
sensors, and an electronics box The top hat s
rocaled benealr the platfo'n. to provioe for
sensor wetting n the eventof the Probe landing

periphery

on the inner part of the platform and connected

to the sensor head via a short harness. The
HASI sensors, with the exception of the
accelerorneters, are n ourted eitf'e' or a fixed

a iquid lt is aso equipped with a 'pylon'
docinne.l ln lr:ncmir tha imn:nl
dor-o
or:t nn tn
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p
tne accelerometers located on ll-e alform
in
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The TUSO of the DWE is also housed on tfre

minimise any perturbations in the electrical-

experiment platform, while

rra lvuatvu
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accommodated in the part of Huygens that wtll
remain attached to the Orbitet namely the
Probe Srpport EquiprnenL (PStt

r:haroe distr nr r'io. aT *he [ield sensors caused
oy tne body of the Probe Tie acceleromelers
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the RUSO

is

its entry configuration
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The Huygens mission phase
The descent sequence is illustrated in Figure 7,
which shows the major events. The batteries
and all other resources are sized for a Huygens
mission duration of 153 min, corresponding to
a maximum descent time of 2.5 h and at least
3 min, but possibly half an hour or more, on
Titan's surface,

Only one experiment, HASI will perform
measurements during the entry phase These
data and other data acquired by all other
instruments before establishing the radio link to

the Orbiter will be buffered within

which time the latter's high-gain antenna will be
turned away from Titan

lf the Probe should survive the impact, the
depletion of its batteries or its cooling to about

-180"C are thought to be the two most likely
causes of mission termination
Figure 8 is an artist's rendering of the Huygens
Probe sitting in the Titan landscape, in which
plausible meteorological and surface features

- methane/ethane rain and oevsers
also illustrated

-

are

each

instrument. Each channel of the redundant link
to the Orbiter is designed to operate at 8 kbit/s
throughout the descent

The instrument operations will be based on
Probe time in the upper part of the descent.
and on measured altitude during the lower
part. During the last 20 km of the descent, the
Probe's height above the Titan surface will be
measured by a radar altimeter.
The Probe will impact the surface of Titan with
a velocity of about 5-6 m/s The probability of
the Probe's survival cannot be estimated on
purely engineering grounds, since there are
too many unknowns. Science measurements
will be programmed to go on for at least 30 min

after imnar:t Thc Orhiter will 'listen' to the
Probe for 3 h in total i.e. for at least 30 min
after impact. The Probe's end-of-mission is

set to occur at the end of this 3 h-long
communication window with the Orbiter, at

The Huygens science operations
After separation from the Orbiter, the Probe will
operate autonomously, the radio relay link to
the Orbiter being one-way for telemetry only
Up to that point, telecommands can be sent via

an umbilical link from the Orbiter (which also
provides electrical power to the Probe), but this
facility will be used only during the Cruise and
Saturn-Orbit phases for monitoring the health
n{
or rl-rorro+nma
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instruments during the six-monthly checkouts.
There will be no scientific measurements prior
to Titan arrival, and for most of the cruise the
Probe will be switched off During Ihe 22-day
Coast Phase after separation from the Orbiter,
only a timer will operate to activate the Probe
shortly before the predicted entry into Titan's
atmosphere The programming of this timer
and the activation of the Probe's batteries will
be the last activities initiated bV command from
the ground,

Operation of the Probe, and the collection of
telemetered data, will be controlled from a

The Huygens Science Working Team

dedicated control room, known

At the time of payload selection, ESA also
selected three Inter-Disciplinary Scientists
(lDSs) specialised in the fields of : Titan
Aeronomy (D Gautier, Observatoire de Paris,
Meudon); Titan Atmosphere/Surface Interactions (J.l Lunine, Univ. Arizona, Tuscon); and
Titan Organic Chemistry and Exobiology
(F Raulin, LISA/Univ. Paris Xll, Creteil)

as

the

Huygens Probe Operations Centre (HPOC) set
up at ESOC in Darmstadt (D) Data collected by
the Probe will be oassed to the Orbiter and
stored on solid-state recorders for subsequent
transmission to Earth at times when the Orbiter
is visible from one of the Deep-Space Network
(DSN) ground stations. From there the data will
be forwarded to the Cassini Mission Support

Area (MSA), where the Probe data will be
separated from other Orbiter data before being
stored in the Cassini Project Database (PDB).

The HPOC Ooerators will then access this
database to retrieve Probe data
Probe subsystem housekeeping data will be

used

by

ESOC

to

monitor

the

Probe's

(swr)

Figure 8. Artist's
impression of the Huygens
Probe sitting on Titan's
surface on a rainy
afternoon!

All Huygens Principal Investigators and InterDisciplinary Scientists are members of the
SWT, the role of which is to advise the Huygens

Project Manager on science-related design
issues and resource sharing between the
different exoeriments, and to advise on the
development and implementation of the
Huygens Probe Operations

Centre.

G

performance, while data from the science
instruments will be extracted for forwarding to
the investigators. During the Cruise Phase,

these data will be shipped to the scientists'
home institutes via oublic data lines or on a
hard medium such as diskette or CD-ROM
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Some Insights Into the Hipparcos Results
L. Lindegren
Lund Observatory, Sweden
Team Leader, Hipparcos NDAC Consortium

J. Kovalevsky
CERGA, Observatoire de la Cote d'Azur, France
Team Leader, Hipparcos FAST Consortium
E. Hog
Copenhagen University Observatory, Denmark
Team Leader, Hipparcos TDAC Consortium
G. Turon
Observatoire de Paris, Meudon, France
Team Leader, Hipparcos INCA Consortium

M.A.C. Perryman
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
Hipparcos Project Scientist
and the Members of the Hiooarcos Scientific Consortia

The scientific motivation underlying

ESA's

to

establish

an

the

extremely precise stellar
large number of stars,

around the Sun. Observational difficulties
associated with the measurement of this tiny
effect through the Earth's atmosphere have

and. in the process, to
determine the physical parameters of a very
reference frame

par/+i^, ,1^,
^^

uourar +h^^^
Ln0se

in

L

rylng

relatively near (in galactic
terms) to our Solar System
Th^
^^^,,/^+^
I rru auuuraLe
il rcasufe-

hitherto limited use of the oarallax technioue to
the several hundred stars lying within a few tens
of light years from the Sun. One of the goals of

ment of stellar distances

Hipparcos has been to drastically expand the

possibility
observed
nrrantitioc - qr rr-h aq Anparent magnitude, angular
diameter, and angular mo-

space

leads to the
of transforming

tion nroiected onto

the

as

celestial sphere

into absolute physical quantities
such
absolute

-

luminosity, stellar radius,

and the star's velocity
through the Galaxy Accurate determination ol
these quantities is of great importance

in

advancing present theories of stellar evolution,

in gaining further

understanding

of

stellar

structure, and for unravelling the kinematic and
dynamic complexities of our Galaxy's structure

and motion.

The only rigorous way

to determine

the

distance to a star is throuqh the measuremenl
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of its trigonometric parallax. This utilises

angular displacement of the stellar image as
observed from widely separated points, such
as the different positions of the Earth in its orbit

Hipparcos space astrometry mission has been

in

which accurate

trigonometric

distances are measured.

The Hipparcos satellite. which completed

its

mission in August 1993, furnished enough data
completely fulfil, and indeed very
significantly surpass, all of its original scientific
goals (see earlier articles in ESA Bulletins 69
and 75). The immense data-processing task is
still proceeding, and the global iterations and

to

data verifications are exoected to reouire a
further two years before a satisfactory stellar

catalogue becomes widely

available.

Nevertheless, preliminary stellar catalogues
have been produced, and the 100 000 stars in

the programme now have their

parallaxes
estimated to better than 0002 arcsec, sufficient
for distance estimates to be made for stars as
far as 1000 light years distant from the Sun.

hipparcos results

First Accurate Three-Dimensional Mapping of
the Celestial Sphere by Hipparcos
The extremely accurate positions, motions and
stellar distances determined from the Hipparcos
data will eventually result in an enormous stellar

of unprecedented accuracy and
scientific importance, which will place ESA's
catalogue

contribution to the measurement of star oositions
in a remarkable historical context. Over the last
two thousand years, stellar positions have been
compiled into catalogues furnishing increasingly
more accurate two-dimensional coordinates
projected onto the celestial sphere Depiction of
the heavens has also evolved through the ages,
and has included the celestial globe, the
astrolabe (commonly used during Medieval times
to help locate celestial objects and solve practical

in

astronomy and navigation), the
armillary sphere (an open framework emphasproblems

ising the principal coordinate circles), and the star

charts, devoted

to

celestial cartography, or

uranograpny

These tremendous works combined remarkable
scientific, artistic, and decorative skills, and aimed
to assist in the visualisation of the arrangement
and extent of the ancient constellations, written
descriptions of which date back to the works of
Ptolemy in his classic Almagest of the Second
Century A,D. Famous examples of these star
charts include the Uranometria atlas of Johann
Bayer (1603), the Prodromus Astronomiae of
Johannes Hevelius (1690), the Atlas Coelestis
of John Flamsteed (1729), the Uranographia atlas

the

determination of the two-dimensional
coordinates of the stars, with increasing accuracy,
increasing numbers of stars, or increasing limiting
magnitude,

A

dramatic indication

of both the scientific

objectives and the remarkable success of the
Hipparcos mission are the accompanying three-

dimensional

sky images, which are

being

published here for the first time, based on the

global solution of the first 30 months of the
mission data. A nonlinear transformation between
real and aooarent distance has been used for

these images, partly to enhance and facilitate
appreciation of the depth effect, and partly to limit

the scientific information conveyed in

these

images in advance of catalogue completion. The
three-dimensional images correspond to the view
of the celestial sohere that would be obtained with
a separation of about 2 light years between the left
and the right eye (rather than the 000003 light
year used by Hipparcos, namely the diameter of
the Earth's orbit) Stellar images are shown with a
size proportional to their apparent brightness
(except for stars fainter than about 9 mag which
are all shown the same size) The accompanying
black and white images are the corresponding
regions of the sky, as they appear to the naked
eye and from which, of course, depth information
is entirely absent

numerous celestial mapping programmes of

It should be stressed that the stellar distribution
perpendicular to the plane of the sky is, for the
vast majority of stars, and for the very first time,
using the tremendous depth and precision of the

considerable scientific importance have continued since then, all of them concentrating on

Hipparcos data, an accurate reflection of the true
stellar distribution in space,

of Johann Bode (1801), and the

Uranometria
Nova of Friedrich Argelander (1843). Huge and

The 3-D images on the
following pages should be
viewed using the red/green
coloured glasses provided,
with the red filter covering
the left eye, and the green
filter covering the right
eye. The images should be
viewed in good lighting
conditions, from a distance
of some 50-100cm, with
the line joining the two
eyes parallel to the horizontal sides of the image.
As the two separate
images for the two eyes
'fuse' into a single image,
the depth of the stellar
distribution should become
clear. lt may take several
minutes of viewing for this
effect to become fully
apparent. lt may be worth
experimenting with
different viewing distances,
and with and without
spectacles if these are
usually worn.

Scientific Involvement in the Hipparcos Mission
Four European consortia collaborate with ESA jn the scientific conduct of the Hipparcos Project. Representatives of these Consortia form the Hipparcos
Science Team, which has advised ESA on all aspects of the mission since the Project's acceptance within the ESA Scientific Programme in 1980 The
membersare M AC Perryman (Chairman), U, Bastian, PL Bernacca, M Crez6, F. Donati, M Grenon, M, Grewing, E Hgg, J Kovalevsky, F. van Leeuwen,
L Lindegren, H. van der Marel, F. Mignard, CA Murray, RS Le Poole, H Schrijver and C Turon
The active leading Scientific Consortia participants are:

FASTConsortium:J.Kovalevsky(TeamLeader),M Badiali,PL,Bernacca,HH Bernstein,G Borriello,B Bucciarelli,FDonati,J-L Falin,M Froeschl6,
R Hering,M Lattanzt,H.Lenhardt,JF.Lestrade,H vanderMarel,F. lvignard,B Morando,R Pannunzio,JL Pieplu,RS LePoole,RA Preston,S Rose[
H Schrijvel G. Seryds, H G Walter and R Wielen
NDAC Consortium: L. Lindegren (Team Leader),

DW Evans, E Hpg,

F. van Leeuwen, C

A

Murray, lvl J, Penston, C. Petersen and

S

Soderhjelm.

TDACConsortium:E H@g(TeamLeader),G Bdssgen,U Bastian,PL.Bernacca,D Egret,M Grewing,VGrossmann,J.L.Halbwachs,J Kovalevsky,
EvanLeeuwen,L Lindegren,VMakarov,H Mauder,H Pedersen,C Petersen,PSchwekendiek,MAJ Snijders,K WagnerandA Wicenec
INCA Consortium: C Turon (Team Leadeo, M, Creze, D Egret, A G6mez, M. Grenon, H. Jahreiss, Y Requidme, A N Argue, A, Bec-Borsenberger,

J

Dommanget, M

O

Mennessier, J,C, Mermilliod, L. Prevot, F. Arenou,

M

Chareton,

F,

Crifo, D, Morin,

B

Nicolet,

O

Nys and

M

Rousseau

These names represent the involvement of some 150 scientists who have been, or still are, involved in the preparations for and execution of the data analysis
and observing programme preparation A full description of the scientific organisation of the project was given in ESA Bulletin No, 69, pp 34-35
The authors acknowledge the outstanding contribution to the scientific success of the Hipparcos mission provided by industry (including the prime contractor
Matra Marconi Space), the ESA Project Team, and the ESOC satellite operations team
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URSA MAJOR
The 3 D illustrations on these two pages cover the constellation

of Ursa Major (centred at about 12 h in right ascension and
+60 deg in declination, and covering a region of about
36 x 31 deg) The black and white image (right) shows the field
+h^ lor\vu uyv
^^ i+
^^^^^'^J +^
cve Thc
helow shows the
I r ru rimaoe
rqVU u
lL dppudl
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dJ
three-dimensional spatial distribution of stars in the region of
r

the constellation as it appears now. The right hand page shows
the same area of the sky but with the stellar distribution as it
will appear 60 000 years from now. This has been extrapolated
into the distant future using the very accurate determinations of
the orooer motion for each star derived from the satellite data
The seven stars formrng the well-known constellation stand out
well in front of the background stars. These stars have their own
distinct motion in space, and in several thousand years' time

their relative motions will make the constellation
unrecognisable compared with its present form,

quite

hipparcos results

CYGNUS and LYRA
(Front Cover)
The cover illustration is of a 40 x 35 deg area of the sky
including the constellations of Cygnus and Lyra, and is centred
at about 20 h in right ascension and +40 deg in declination,
The black and white image (right) shows the same field as it
appears to the naked eye The brightest star in the constellation
of Cygnus, to the top left of the field is the first-magnitude star
Alpha Cygni, or Deneb. The brightest star in the constellation
of Lyra in the middle right of the field is the zero-magnitude
^+^,
srar

A t^h^
t ,,"^^
/^
(Jr
^" \vega
Arpra
Lyrae,

Below: The constellation of Ursa Malor as it will appear 60 000
years from now,
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CASSIOPEIA
The illustration below covers the constellation of Cassiopeia
(centred at roughly t h in right ascension and +60 deg in
declination, and covering a region of about 31 x 26 deg). The
distinctive 'W' formed by the five brightest stars in this wellknown constellation is evident in the black and white image
(right), showing how the field appears to the naked eye.
The ancients regarded the heavens as a ceiling or dome over
the Earth, and later as a sphere surrounding it The constellations have little practical relevance to modern astronomers or
astrophysicists, and are not physical associations of stars.
Rather, they were used to represent the pattern of stars in the
sky using depictions of imaginary people, creatures or objects,

z+o

hipparcos results

SCORPIUS
This illustration is of the constellation Scoroius. visible from the
Southern Hemisphere. lt is centred at roughly 17 h in right
ascension and -30 deg in declination, and covers a region of
approximately 42x36deg. In the naked-eye representation
(right), the constellation extends from the cluster of bright stars
at the bottom left of the field, and sweeps up vertically through
the line of bright stars, including the brightest in the constellation the first-magnitude stal Antares to the collection of
slightly fainter stars to the top right of the field.

-

-

The four 3-D fields illustrated here together cover about one
tenth of the entire sky, all of which has been mapped by the
Hipparcos satellite. The Scorpius region, typical of the celestial

sphere mapped by ESA's astrometry satellite, contains some

5000 stars included in the main Hipparcos

observing
programme, and nearly 50 000 measured astrometrically and
photometrically with the Tycho experiment.

@
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Figure 1. Orbiting Earth at an altitude of 325 nautical miles perched on a foot restraint on the RMS arm, astronauts Story Musgrave and
Jeffrey Hoflman complete the last of the five space walks. Australia's west coast can be seen in the background
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The HST First Servicing Mission
A Fantastic Success
D. Eaton
ESA Science Projects Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
Prior to the launch of STS 61, which was the
official NASA Space Transportation System
designation for the HST First Servicing Mission,

it had been widely billed to be 'the

most

ambitious NASA mission since the days of the
Apollo Moon shots', In fact, even the most
optimistic people were prepared to settle for
only a small fraction of all of the planned tasks
being accomplished

the replacement of the failed gyroscopes with
new ones and the fitting of either the New Wide

Field and Planetary Camera or COSTAR
(Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial
Replacement)

to correct [or the spherical

aberration introduced by

the HST

primary

mirror's faulty shape

Table 1 shows the complete list of hardware

of the Mission was not
serendipitous Although public attention.
understandably, was focussed on Space
Shuttle Endeavour's seven-man crew, there

changes envisaged, but the official definition o1
a minimally successful mission included only

were thousands of engineers and technicians
working 24 hours per day throughout the 10

In the last issue of the Bulletin (No. 76, November 1993), I reported on

and resolve problems (euphemistically known

the final preparations for the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) First
Servicing Mission. Now happily, it can be recorded that the Mission
has been an outstanding success, achieving, and in some cases
surpassing, the hopes of all of the participants. The four EVA
astronauts, with dedicated support from the ESA astronaut, Claude

In order to provide this support, there were
countless meetings and an intensive training

The success

days of the flight to support them, to investigate

as 'anomalies'), and to make decisions in nearreal{ime whenever necessarv

Nicollier, who operated the Remote Manipulator System (the Shuttle's
robotic arm), completed all planned tasks within the five scheduled
days without needing to use any of the contingency days built into the

programme extending over several years,
Th^^^
^+^'+^! dl
^+ r^^'ll
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level and oraduallv
became more and more complex until

overall programme.

+h^v^

ultimately, in the last five months before launch,
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of Joint

lnteorated

Simulations (JlSs) where everyone involved,
Table 1. Hardware to be carried on the
Shuttle for the First Servicing Mission
Primary items to be installed:
Wide Field/Planetary Camera ll (WFPC-Il)
Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial
Replacement (COSTAR)
Space Telescope Solar Array 2 (STSA 2)
Two gyroscope units (RSU-2 and RSU-3

-

electronics)
Magnetometer-1
Solar Array Drive Electronics (SADE) unit

Secondary items to be installed:
Goddard High Resolution Spectrometer (GHHS)

-

repair kit

-

Magnetometer-2
DF-224 Coprocessor
Gyro-1 fuses (RSU-1)

to the senior
managers, had to be in the physical locations

from the junior technicians

they would occupy during the actual Mission
For these JlSs, Endeavour's crew was in a
srmulated Shuttle cabin and the EVA astronauts
in a large water tank at Marshall Space Flight

Center (MSFC) or at Johnson Space Center
(JSC), carrying out the tasks that they would
later have to perform in orbit.
During these simulations, a team of experts
introduced possible problems that might arise
during the mission in order that the astronauts
and the engineers and managers of the ground

teams could practise the communication
techniques, carry out the type of investigation
that would be needed during the mission, and
come to decisions on the steos necessarv to
resolve the anomalies.
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Although these JlSs were not very popular at
the time, involving as they did much travelling
and extremely unsocial working hours, their
value was very evident when difficulties arose
during the mission itself

The daily round
Table 2, reproduced from the previous Bulletin

article, shows the overall Mission planning
based on a 2 December 1993 launch date.
Subsequent to this, the launch date was
advanced one day to increase the margin for

completing the mission prior to Christmas.
However, wind forces at the Kennedy Space

2. Summary timeline for the mrsslon in relation
Time (MET) and Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
Table

Malor Event

MET

DHM
00;00:00

:03:00
01:2345

Shuttle launch (1 December 1993)
Close HST aperture door
Manipulator arm grapples HST

02:00:40

Berth HST

03:02:.1 5

SA +V2 Wing retraction
SA -V2 Wing retraction

01

03:03:30

to Mission Elapsed
GMT

DHM
335 09
336 12
337 09

30
30

1
13

45
00

338
338

.1

.15

Center (KSC) landing runway (known affectionately as the 'Skid Strip ) were too strong on
'1 l-)pnomhpr tn nprmii a retUrn-tO-laUnCh Site
landing in the event that some Shuttle anomaly
required that the mission be aborted. A 24 hour
delay was therefore necessary. Happily, on the
second night conditions were excellent and the

launch took place as planned. This table is
therefore correct for the 5T5-61 mission as it
took place, except for the landing, since this
had to be advanced one orbit after comoletion

07:02.20
07:04:00
07:20.05

SA +V2 Wing deployment
SA -V2 Wing deployment

07:21

.00
07:21:1-

Unberth HST

07:23.2O
OB:00:45

Open HST aperture door

10:21

Orbiter landing

50

.45

Manipulator arm grapples HST
Manoeuvre HST to release position
Release HST

342 11 50
342 13 30
343 05 35
343 06 30
343 06 40
343 08 50
343 .r0 15
346 07 15

of all tasks in orbit because of the threat of
impending poor weather conditions at KSC.
Consequently, the overall 5T5-61 mission,
which had the possibility of lasting 14 days if all
three contingency days were used, reverted to

the planned nominal 11 days

It is perhaps

necessary

to mention here

a

convention used in the remainder of this article

the hst first servicino mission

Figure 2. The Hubble
Space Telescope (HST)
seen from Space Shuttle
'Endeavour' just prior to
rendezvous. Denham
Sound and Shark Bay on
Australia's west coast can
be seen below the waiting
arm of the Shuttle's
Remote Manipulator
System

Extra Vehicular Activities (EVAs) started
each day JSC
(Houston) time (06.00 h European time) and

the astronauts and the resourcefulness of
the ground crews to their limits. They also

lasted for some 6 to 8 hours. Desoite the fact

tions and JlSs.

The

at

approximately 2300

h

that these activities were occurring in

the

middle of the night at JSC, they were always

referred

demonstrated the value of the various simula-

to as 'dav' activities, and those

occurring during ciew's sleep periods as
'night' activities. This article maintains that
nomenclature when describing the EVA tasks

Apart from the delayed launch, the difficulties
started when the Shuttle aooroached HST in
preparation for 'grappling' it with its robotic arm
and berthing it in the cargo bay The astronauts
reported that one of the four solar-array blanket

of STSA-1, appeared to have a
severe bend in one of its booms and was badly
distorted. Unfortunately,
this time the
assemblies

Table 3 shows the operations planned for each
EVA day during the Mission. With one or two

very minor exceptions, this overall schedule
was maintained for the comolete duration of
the HST FirstServicing Mission However,
hidden behind this statement, which makes the
activity schedule look conservative and easy to
accomplish, were a number of almost daily

incidents, which tested both the ingenuity of

at

antenna that could transmit live video oictures
to the ground was being used for the Shuttle's
approach radar to enable it to rendezvous
safely with HST, and so those of us on the
ground could only conjecture how bad the
situation really was.
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the Shuttle's Remote Manipulator System, the
Telescope was berthed in Endeavour's cargo

After some sterling efforts by Story Musgrave
and Jeff Hoffman, the two astronauts selected
for the first EVA, this finally worked and the
doors were successfully closed

bay and we could see the extent of the
distortion for the first time. For the ESA and
British Aerospace engineers who had been
responsible for designing and building both

Later that same 'day' (actually at about 6 a m
US Central Time), after the astronauts had
comoleted the first EVA and were back inside

STSA-1 and its successor STSA-2, it was not a

the Shuttle cabin, the two solar-array wings

pretty sight! One boom was distorted out of its

were retracted. The first. the non-buckled one,
retracted smoothly from a mechanical viewpoint, although there were one or two halts in
the retraction, believed to be due to a marginally set microswitch turning off the

Following the incredibly smooth capture of HST

by ESA astronaut Claude Nicollier operating

correct plane by about 60 cm (2 ft) and the
boom itself aooeared to be kinked in two
places.

drive electronics However, when
the buckled wing was retracted,

was clear that there would

it

be

significant difficulties. As the wing
retracted, the bowing became
worse, since the distortion was

now a greater percentage of the
still-deployed length, until finally,
as the retraction reached the point
of the major kink in the array, the
solar blanket itself became slack,
indicating that one boom had

stopped moving. In accordance
with the agreed Flight Rules, the
astronaut stooped the retraction at

this ooint to allow time for
reflection by the ground crew

This did not take long. Basically,
it was felt that we had one successfully retracted wing to bring
back to Earth for examination or to
Table 3. Mission outline for

each EVA day.

It was thought that

retraction of the wing,
scheduled for the end of the first EVA, might
shake the boom free and so it was decided to
leave the original planning in place, but to
retract the 'good' wing (i.e. the undistorted one)
first.

The next day, the first EVA day, revealed two
problems. Following a smooth exchange of the

a flight spare if, for some reason,

difficulties were encountered in installing the

new array. On the other hand, if further
to retract the buckled

attempts were made

array, there was a slight danger that the boom
might fracture and thereafter constitute a

hazard for the astronauts during the second
EVA. The decision was therefore taken to
jettison the wing at the start of the second EVA

faulty gyroscopes, a major difficulty arose in
closing the doors of the HST bay that housed

oay

them This was because when the

Curiously, the intermittent stopping of retractron
of a wing due to microswitch failure and the
inability to retract a wing due to physical

doors
were open during the exchange process, one

was in sunlight and the other in shade The
temperature difference between sunlight and
shade in space is of the order of 150'C and as

a

deformation had both been simulated durinq
one of the JlSs

result the doors would no longer mesh

correctly to close Overcoming this problem
took about one and a half hours of strenuous
activity and it was finally resolved by a bruteforce aooroach The handle of the recalcitrant
door was attached to a firm part of the HST by
an adjustable tether. This could be attached to
the two elements and then shortened via a
handle to pull them togetheq rather in the way
that it is oossible to winch a car out of a ditch.
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The first EVA day had been an exhausting one
both physically and mentally. The EVA activities

had lasted almost eight hours and the ground
crew had had a 13-hour day, with some difficult
decisions having to be taken near the end oj
the shift
On the second day, the EVA astronauts were
Tom Akers and Kathy Thornton, and it was

the hst first servicing mission

Kathy who, early in the shift, had the task of

carrying the damaged array, whilst she was
standing on the robotic arm, to the highest
possible point above the Shuttle and then
releasing it to become a further piece of space
debris. However, as it will re-enter the Earth's
atmosphere within about a year, it will not
pollute space for long.
Tom and Kathy then installed the new solar
arrays on HST and stowed the remaining wing
of STSA-1 in the solar-arrav carrier for return to
Earth.

Shuttle. This test proved successful and so
the co-processor was given a clean bill of
health!

The fifth EVA day was to be Story's and Jeff's

third, and hopefully final, space-walk.

The
major task for that day was to replace the SolarArray Drive Electronics (SADE) unit, which had
failed earlier in 1993. This was one of the units

within HST which was not designed for
replacement, and therefore some difficulty in
making the exchange was expected. This
nrnvpd
tn ho tho case and the taSk tOOk
v, vvvv
considerably longer than expected

A small thing that did not proceed exactly as
planned on that second EVA day was that a
microswitch guard on the HST latch for the
Primary Deployment Mechanism (PDM) on
each wing had suffered during tts three years in
space and could not be operated. After several
unsuccessful attempts to fix the problem, it was

decided to leave it as it was. Later, this was
found to have an effect upon STSA-2 PDM
deployment operations (see below)
And so to the third EVA day, with Story and Jeff

once more performing the space walk The
main task for this day was to replace the Wide
Field and Planetary Camera, and this went very
well. During the secondary task of adding

additional magnetometer units

(MSSs),

however, part of the thermal insulation became
loose and was lost. The absence of this

insulation could give rise to a light-contamination problem and so the crew, once back

in the Shuttle cabin, fabricated a

replace-

ment cover to be installed during a subsequent
EVA.

EVA day four saw Tom and Kathy conducting
their second EVA of the mission. Their prime
task this time was to install the telephone-kiosksized COSTAR, which would hopefully correct
for the spherical aberration caused by the

incorrectly shaped HST primary mirror. Once
again, this installation went very smoothly,
as did the secondary task of adding the coprocessor unit, which would increase the HST

One memorable moment of that fifth day was
that, during the above operation Story, who
was standing on the robotic arm, dropped a
small nut and it started to float down into the
cargo bay, Story alerted Claude Nicollier, who
was operating the arm, and he panned the arm
down so accurately that Story was able to pluck
the escaped nut in mid-space and return it to its
rightful positron.

A further task accomplished during this EVA
was the fitting of the astronaut-manufactured
magnetomeler covers,
One minor problem arose during this EVA. The

Primary Deployment Mechanisms

(PDM),

which move the furled solar arrays from their
initial position lying alongside HST's body to
be peroendicular to it, were scheduled to be

operated under ground command from
Goddard Space-Flight Centre (GSFC, in
Maryland) whilst the EVA crew observed, Due
to the inability to re-stow the microswitch guard
on EVA day 2, there was extra friction occurring
and the motors were unable to drive the PDMs
as expected. The design had allowed for this
eventuality and the crew were able quite easily,
using the normal tool kit, to make the deploy

ment manually.
Thereafte( the deployment of the solar arrays

themselves proceeded flawlessly and was

memory.

generally regarded as one of the most dramatic
highlights of the Mission For ESA and BAe,
which had been the Prime Contractor for the

Unfortunately, durrng the checking-out of this
latter unit towards the end of the day after the
EVA was over, the ground engineers detected

culmination of many years of effort

what they thought to be an error in the coprocessor. After working all night, the GSFC
engineers concluded that the problem was not
in the co-processor itself, but rather was a result
of the limited communications links between

the Shuttle and the ground, Early the next
day, a test was organised in which HST
communicated with Earth directly via the
TDRSS satellite chain rather than via the

HST solar arrays, this was the successfu

Happily, although there were some anxious
moments, everything was finally accomplishec
within the allocated five days of EVA and the
next day HST was released by Endeavour to
become once again the free-flying observatory
be. The crew
that was designed

it

to

reconfigured the Shuttle cabin for re-entry,
were interviewed by the President and VicePresident of the United States. and finallv came
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back to Earth, touching down at KSC at 00 26 h
Eastern Standard Time on 13 December 1993.

Table 4 The USA-based ESA/BAe Proiect
Team for the HST First Servicing Mission

The most ambitious space mission since the
Apollo Moon shots had been accomplished
1000/o successfully and on schedule!

R

The European Team's role in the First
Servicing Mission
Obviously, the major part of the FSM was
conducted by NASA. However, the ESA/BAe
team needed to support all operations
involving the solar array and those for the
SADE Consequently, we had a major role in
three of the five EVA days On day one, we
needed to supervise the retraction of STSAl:

GSFC

JSC

ESA

BAe

D
D

M

Figure 3. HST's new solararray panels, photographed
against the blackness of
space from the aft flight
deck of the Shuttle
(facing page)
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on day 2 we were deeply involved throughout

1000 in the morning, this was felt by very

the day in the replacement of STSA-1 by
STSA-2; and on day 5 there was the
replacement of the failed SADE with its
successor plus, the moment of truth, the

experienced launch-campaign attendees to be
the most exhausting they had ever participated

deployment of the new solar arrays

The proof of the pudding...

tn

There is an old English saying that the proof of
We also needed to be present in case anything
went wrong during any part of the mission
when we were not directly involved This inclu-

the pudding is in the eating In other words,
there is no value in making something look

rlod
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2
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vvI
vvv
ratures in the unusual thermal environment

which it was created So it was with the First
Servicing Mission Although it had passed off
very successfully as a Mission. it would be
valueless unless it also significantly improved
the health and scientific value of the Hubble
Space Telescope, Consequently. as soon as
the Telescope was released from the Shuttle
and before the latter's landing at KSC on the

HST was experiencing attached to the Shuttle

and, of course, making sure that

other
operations could not affect the solar arrays or
the instrument for which ESA has prime
responsibility, namely the Faint Object Camera

Our greatest problem in carrying out these
tasks was the shortage of manpower. Whereas
GSFC were able

to deploy over a

hundred

engineers at JSC and even more at GSFC itself,

the combined key expertise of ESA and the
Prime Contractor (BAe) totalled 15 persons
With this small number, we needed to maintain
a 24 hour watch at both JSC and GSFC, whilst
still having the key persons available, and fresh
enough to make difficult decisions if necessary,
during the critical points of the Mission Add to
this the need to attend Press Conferences and,
for the more senior members of the team,
repeated requests for interviews both from the
press and from television, and it can be seen
that the pressure was enormous, On top of this,

assistance was needed in preparing the daily
television summaries sent by satellite link to
Europe. Table 4 shows the ESA and BAe

prolect and management personnel wno
carried this load at JSC and GSFC throuqhout
rne campargn

attractive unless it also serves the purpose for

morning of 13 December, feverish activity was

at

GSFC and at the Space
under way
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore to find
out whether the hoped-for improvements had
in fact been achieved

The resulls were in fact incredible - even
better than the engineers and scientists had
darod tn hnnol Tha iiilar n:rrca.l hrr tho cnl:r

h^: uEvr
A^^^I rrrul
-,,ch

^-.^.,^
ldyJ I l4u
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though there was

reduced and even

a small residual jitter the

cause of which has not yet been established, it
was immediately clear that this would not be a
problem Of much more significance. however.
was the scale of the improvement in the Wide
Field and Planetary Camera images and in the
instruments served by the COSTAR lt is certain
that in future issues of the Bulletin there will be
articles from the scientific community about the
exact degree of improvement, but one example
can already be given
One of the ways of measuring the performance

Perhaps also because of the fact that the
'day's' activities typically started at 800 in the
evening and ended. usually with staff in a
somewhat emotronally excrted state. at aboul

nf : lclcqcnno is vi: the so-called encircled
energy' This is the percentage of the available
light contained within a O,1 arcsecond solid
angle The original specification for HST before
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Figure 4. Nova Cygni 1992 photographed by ESA's HST Faint Object Camera before and after the mounting of the corrective COSTAR optics

PRE-COSTAR

WITH COSTAR

Figure 5. The central region of the Active Galaxy NGC 1068 photographed by ESA's HST Faint Object Camera before and after the mounting

of the corrective COSTAR optics
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its launch in 1990 was that this figure should be
at least 7Oo/0. After launch, due to the spherical

aberration caused by the imperfection in the

work to prove the efficiency of the modifications
introduced into STSA 2 The industrral and ESA
teams will be re-assigned to other projects or

primary mirror, the actual encircled energy was

will retire and the residual hardware will be

about 150/o When it was decided to attempt a
remedy via COSTAR the target value, due to
the introduction of two additional mirrors, was
650/o The tests carried out so far have all
indicated actual encircled-energy figures well
in excess of the original 7Oo/o goal.

disposed

In other words, the corrected HST is substanti-

ally better than the original

expectations

Needless to say, the scientific community is
overjoyed and anxiously looking forward to
exploring the edges of the Universe!

of.

However there will still

be a strong

ESA

involvement in HST through the teams of
European scientists working in the Space
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore and at
the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in
Garching, Germany. Nevertheless, for many
this is the end of a Programme that has lasted
some sixteen years, and one that has had its
moments of anguish as well as its moments of
jubilation

The investigation of STSA-1
Although one wing of the first solar
array (STSA-1) had to be jettisoned

the other wing has been

suc-

cessfully brought back to Earth
ancl is the sr rhiect of an intensive
investigation within ESA Any item
that has spent some time ln space
and then been recovered is an ex-

tremely important element in extending the technical knowledge

that will lead

to

even

better

spacecraft in the future
ESA has already carried out such
investigations on its part of LDEF
/iho
I nnn-l-)r rr:tinn
Fvnncr rro

Facility) and on Eureca. However,
1 is a particularly valuable

STSA

acquisition since it contains solar

cells, interconnects,thermal blankets, and a number of mechanisms, all of which have been exposed to the harsh environment of

space for more than three and

a half years,

Study of all of these subsystems will give ESA
valuable information for the building and
testing of similar subsystems for its future
projects.

Apart from the investigation of units and other
hardware, the STSA 1 will be a further source of
scientific data The total area of this wing, when
deployed was approximately 30 m2, and thus
it constituted a substantial catchment surface
for micrometeorites and other soace debris,

The fact that one side of the array was
constantly pointed towards the Sun whereas
the other was in shade adds to the interest,

And finally....
The completion of the First Servicing Mission
brings to an end the hardware involvement in
HST of ESA and its contractors, aoart from the
investigation of STSA-1 and some analytical

It is appropriate that this long project should
have finished on such a high note and it is
certain that all those who have worked so hard
for so long will follow with interest and with
pride the scientific achievements that their
efforts over the years have made possible.
Apart from the scientific return, however, the
comradeship between ESA

and

European

Industry and between Europe and the USA
which this Prolect has created and nurtured will
iive with all of us who have worked on it for the
rest of our careers and
G

beyond

Figure 6. The jubilant crew
of the Hubble Space
Telescope Servicing
Mission (5T5-61). In the
front row are the three
crew members who

assisted from inside
Endeavour's cabin
throughout the five space
walks: from left to right,
ESA astronaut Claude
Nicollier (Mission
Specialist), with NASA
astronauts Kenneth
Bowersox (Pilot) and
Richard Covey (Mission
Commander). In the back
row, again from left to
right, are the four spacewalking astronauts: Story
Musgrave (Payload
Commander), Jeffrey

Hoffman, Kathryn Thornton
and Thomas Akers
(Mission Specialists)
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Using Lunar Resources
- The Next Step?
M. Lyonnet du Moutier
Directorate for Large-Scale Projects and Member of the Scientific Committee,
EIFFAGE, Paris

J. Collet
Long-Term Programme Office, Directorate of Space Station and Microgravity,
ESA, Paris

lntroduction
The general public's stunned reaction to the
launch of Sputnik was a good indication of the
imoact that soace endeavours would have on
public opinion in the years ahead. Just a few
years later, in the context of a cold war, John F.
Kennedy reacted immediately to the launching
of Yuri Gagarine into orbit by embarking on a
'conquest of the Moon', not merely for scientific
goals, but to bolster the USA's national rmage
and oresti0e

When the Soviets launched a small metallic sphere called 'Sputnik'
into space back in 1957 nobody imagined that it constituted the
prelude to some of the most gigantic projects of the 21st Century. Now,
as we stand on the verge of the second millenium, is the era of such
mammoth projects as Apollo over forever, or will man walk again on
the surface of the Earth's own natural satellite?
More than 50/o of the annual federal budget
was to be assigned by the United States during
the mid '60s to fund an $ 80 billion (cumulative
figure in 1990 dollars) programme, In the whole

history of mankind, never had so much money
been spent in so short a period on a prestige
programme
What enabled the starting, and the subsequent
success, of the Apollo Programme was the
convergence of
strong political will, of
formidable financial capacity, and of a

a

a

sufficiently mature industry to allow its development towards a lunar programme In order to

establish whether a return to the Moon is
desirable, we must first check whether this
convergence of factors is still with us today

The technology that was developed by the
USA to go to the Moon, and then later through
other space programmes, by the USA, the

USSR and Europe, is certainly sufficiently
advanced today to allow us to land safely and

precisely, without any further major development effort.
On the other hand. the oolitical will that was the
foundation of the Apollo Programme vanished
with the pulling down of the Berlin Wall. lt will
therefore be necessary to find a new political
CONSCNSUS,

Financial caoacities have also eroded since the

Apollo days. That funding was essentially
derived from the wealth accumulated during
the so-called '30 glorious years' that followed
World War ll. However, this period of
conspicuous prosperity has been followed by a
period of economic crisis, in which we still find
ourselves. lt is a World crisis linked mainly to

the creation of a global economy, with the
deepening of the gap between the countries of

the'triad' (North America, Western Europe and
the Asia-Pacific zone) and countries of the
south (mainly in Africa). The emergence of
Eastern Europe from a socialist economy must

also be taken into account: this evolutron is
not taking place under optimal conditions
and necessitates - and will more and more
necessitate

- investment by the

more

industrialised countries. At this stage, what we
see is not a short{erm crisis, but probably the
state of the World's economy until the end of
the century. This factor must also be taken into
account.
To those factors, two further pre-occupations
have cropped up which were not with us at the

time of the Apollo Programme: the availability of raw materials and their exploitation
under environmental constraints This is
particularly true as far as energy is concerned.
More precisely, the 21st Century will probably
be marked by a water shortage, but it could
also see depletion of its main energy
resources taking into account economic as well

a
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as environmental factors The successive

There might indeed, therefore, be an opportunity to return to the Moon, based on proven
technologies and on an optimum use of public
and private funding. The feasibility of such an
endeavour has been demonstrated by the
recent 'SYSTEMSI' study, led by ESA's Long

oil

shocks of the '70s and 'B0s can be considered
the forerunners of this major problem

Space can provide an answer to this energyresource problem in the 21st Century cleanly
and safely if we pursue a well thought out
exploitation of lunar resources, As explained
later, the exploitation of the Moon's store of

Term Project Office, which has taken into
account not only techniques developed in the

space industry. but also

helium-3 is just one of several such possibilities,
Of course, to do so, it would be necessary to

invest large amounts

of money

in the fields of

construction and the financing of large-scale
terrestrial

i

nf

rastructu res,

Given the
The next century's energy problem

present state of the global economy, massive
investments must not be sought today for a
oroblem that we will not face until several tens
of years hence However, it is necessary that,
from now on, we keep this option open ready

Increasing demand
In the past, mankind's consumption of energy
has always been on the increase, Now, for the
first time, due to increasing savings and better
control, energy consumption in the industrialised countries is tending to stabilise, and even
starting to fall in some instances

for the moment when such decisions will
indeed have to be taken. We already need to
begin preliminary studies and appropriate tests

on Earth, and then later in space,
On the other hand, as industrialisation keeps

on

lf the necessary steps are taken progressively,

one by one. mastering the

for public funding by encouraging

a

private

2)

is

of

economical sources of energy to support the
11 or 12 billion people expected to inhabit the
Earth in the 21st CenturV,
Current supplies

a

FossrT fuels

In coping with a relentlessly increasing
demand during the last century, man's only
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Consequently, one of the most critical energylinked problems that civilization is facing today
the development
safe, clean and

Such a reasonable and progressive approach,
in a context of international cooperation, can
create a new political will because it solves an
energy problem, linked with developing
countries, in
safe and environmentally
friendly manner. lt would also boost R&D and
thus create real jobs for tomorrow.

energy problems
(from '2100, recit du
prochain sidcle, Ed. Payot)

World

new tendency towards a decrease in

come (Fig

(F)

Figure 1. The factors

in the Third

industrialised countries, the global demand for
energy will keep on increasing in the century to

investment These private funds would not be
the sort of short{erm financing often referred to
in the space context in the past, but longterm
funding of the type invested in such projects
such as the Channel Tunnel or on a lesser
scale, the Prado-Carenage tunnel in Marseilles

contributing to the World's

expanding

consumption of energy in these countries is
bound to increase, constituting 650/o of the
World's demand by 2020 (Fig 1) Thus, despite

technological,
environmental and economic challenges as we
go, it should be possible to minimise the need

2100

A decrease of consumption per

inhabitant in industrialised countries.
An increase in developing countries

1950

2O0

This implies an increase in the
demand for energy and for electricity

usrng lunar resources

pre-occupation with energy has been with its
productlon First with coal, and then with the oil
that soon replaced rt thanks to its greater
profitability and better transportation facilities

mankind is consuming fossilJuel reserves
faster than they are being renewed. The search

power plants, hydroelectricity, wind energy, etc,
has been developed with the corresponding
R&D However, these new sources can only
provide limited quantities of electricity in terms

-

of the huge energy

shortfall that

will

be

encountered in the next century

for new coal and oil fields under the seas and
glaciers to keep pace with the demand for fossil
fuels will become more and more costly, and
ultimately will merely postpone the depletion of
the reserves for just a few decades

As regards oil, for example, the

previous

expected depletion date of 2030 cannot be
pushed back beyond 2050, as experts believe
that most of the World's main oil fields have
already been discovered With coal and gas,
despite the substantial resources, today's high

consumption

-

serving about 900/o of the

World's energy needs

the first signs of
tha novt

Various space-based concepts for generating
energy have been elaborated, including

both Solar Power Satellites built with lunar
materials and Lunar Power Stations butlt on the
Moon's surface Another option is the use of
lunar-sourced helium 3 in terrestrial nuclearfusion reactors.

Nuclear fusion
Primarily two types of fusion cycle are presently
being researched: the deutertum-tritium and

deuterium-helium-3 cvcles. The second of

-

will bring
depletion within

1OO rroarc

Intensity of energy use
Evolution of maxima

No matter how long it takes before

I

the depletion problem is felt, the
first priority is to face the environmental problems that fossilfuel consumption is causing Until

Developingcountries

now its impact has only been cona local scale, Today,

sidered on

however, we know that it is responsible for the greenhouse effect as
well as for acid rain, which on a
global scale have turned out to be
much more harmful to the environ-

ment than we ever expected.

Nuclear fission
Given the need to develop different sources of
energy, nuclear fission appeared to be the
most attractive of the exploitable candidates. lt
had a number of obvious advantages in that
the electricity it provided relied neither on oil
supply nor on the cltmate, the availability of
water to cool down the reactors being one of
the few constraints. In the event, however, this
new energy source did not develop very
rapidly, its prospects for success being

hampered by the high technology require-

ments and the inherent risk

of

these produces less radioactivity than the first,
but requires more energy and is dependent on
a fuel found only on the Moon for large-scale
energy production.

A

NASA Task Force set

up to study

the

provision of energy from space has compared

deuterium-helium-3 and deuteriumtritium cycles lt concluded that although the
physics requirements for D-He3 are more

the

demanding, the overwhelming advantages
resulting from the two orders of magnitude

nuclear

reduction of neutron flux are expected by many

proliferation The few recent accidents, added

fusion-reactor designers to lead to a shorter
time to commercialisation than for the D-T

to the still unresolved issue of radioactive-waste
storage, have also served to slow the spread of
new nuclear-fission plants.

Thus, during the 20th Century the considera-

tions governing energy production

have

changed in two main respects: while energy
savings have been encouraged, the nature
and the quality of the primary sources have

had to diversify and the use of renewable
energy sources

-

geothermal, terrestrial solar

Figure 2. Quantity of
energy spent for each unit
of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) by countries in
various stages of
development
(from '2100, r6cit du
prochain sidcle', Ed. Payot)

cycre.

The thermonuclear fusion of deuterium and
helium-3 has been studied in the USA on
the assumption that it might possibly be
developed in the next century, lt would
generate less than 0010/o of the long-lived
radioactivity per kWh of electricity that the
corresponding fission reactor produces In
addition, it could provide energy with a higher
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Figure 3. A prototype
melted-in-place' structure,
2 by 1 m at the opening
and2m deep, the
interior's rock and soil
having been excavated
after the construction of
arch and walls (from Lunar
Bases and Space Activities
of the 21st Century, 1985)
'

efficiency

-

approximately twice that of current

fission reactors

-

and there would be

no

danger to the public from radiation

The helium-3 needed for this reaction could
come f rom terrestrial sources during the
development phase up to, and including
the first commercial power plant. Thereafter, the
larger supplies that would be needed for large-

scale production could be found on the Moon
Lunar helium-3 sources have been identified in

reviewing data f rom samples coliected by
Apollo astronauts and samples analysed by the
Soviet Luna probes About 1 million tons could

be embedded in the lunar regolith, mainly in
areas containing the mineral elements found
primarily in basaltic maria. Thus, this scenario,
if proved to be realistic, will require the use of

lunar resources,
Lunar regolith could also be used to generate

oxygen (analysis of Apollo mission samples

that

shows
chemically-bound oxygen
constitutes 42o/o by weight of lunar rock), which
could be used as a propellant to power the

lunar lander up to lunar orbit and back down to
the lunar surface. Lunar materials could also be
used in fuel cells, to power rovers or to provide
some of the power to the lunar outpost and, to
a lesser extent, for life-support systems. Metals

such as iron and aluminium could be coproduced during the process of extracting
oxygen from the lunar rocks and soils,

That part of the study devoted

to lunar

equipment was performed in two phases, the
first of which was a critical literature study; the
second phase involved proposing equipment
options.

Lunar-equipment concepts: state of the art
The current state of construction equipment
concepts for lunar civil engineering has been
analysed by studying approximately 550
papers (about 6000 pages) in the Proceedings

of the most
This production and use of lunar resources is
based on an ability to mine materials on the
Moon, which seems feasible, with moderate
technological risk.

Limited technological risk vis-a-vis equipment
A first analysis shows that the equipment
needed to mine on the Moon could be an

that they address one of five fields of specific
interest in this context, ranging from lunar
environmental requirements or the concept
and design of lunar structures, to detailed
mechanical applicability of equipment technology under lunar conditions (motors, seals,
prprng, heat removal, dust cleaning, abrasion,

extrapolation of that used on Earth, after taking

wear, tele-operating mechanism, etc.).

into account the lunar conditions of gravity,
vacuum, temperature, hazardous solar radia.

These papers have been evaluated by the

tion, particle bombardment and abrasive dust,
The best way to reduce the technological risk
of this venture would be to create teams made
up both of engineers specialised in the field
. EIFFAGE (previously
Fougerolle-SAE), is a
leading European group of
companies specialrsed in a,,
fields of international
construction (bridges,
offshore platforms, etc ) and
civil engineering (dams,
nuclear power plants, etc ) lt
employs 48 000 staff and has
an annual turnover of 55
billion ECUs

62

relevant conferences on the
subject 98 of those 550 articles have direct
relevance to 'lunar construction eouioment' in

of

construction, and experienced space
engineers. This would allow critical choices to
be made based on real experience of job-site
hazards (building dams
other major
infrastructures in very hot/cold climates, at sites

or

EIFFAGE Scientific Committee', which gathers
together a handful of the most experienced
engineers in every field of construction. They
have concluded that several of the oaoers
contain views, concepts and considerations of

interest

in the lunar context; others give

qualitative recommendations for construction
and mining under lunar conditions. Only a few
papers have potential in terms of establishing

requirements, design criteria,

and

test

far from civilisation, etc.), coupled with real
knowledge of severe lunar conditions This
approach was already followed in the

recommendations for eouioment and materials
to be used for lunar construction and mining.

SYSTEN/SI study by asking the EIFFAGE group

Some relevant examoles
Drilling, boring and coring are basic civil- and
mining-engineering tasks when carrying out

of companies- to loin established space
contractors led bv DASA/ERNO

us ng lunar resources

(eg anchoring, ground penetration,
expLosives bore holes) Rotary and percussive
dr ing are common terrestrial techniques, but
new dr lling methods may prove more suitable
for the Moon, such as concentrated solar
power. lasers, heat or nuclear-powered rockmelt ng techn ques, etc (Fig 3)

civil works

Total systems for excavation and earth-moving
rn a lunar environmelT have been envisaged.
such as a bucket-wheel excavator and movable
conveyor An even more ambit ous 'concept for
a continuous earth-moving system' has also

been put forward (Fig

4)

A mobi e lunar miner is designed to be a selfcontarned machine which can excavate the
regolith down to a depth of 3 m, separates
partic es smaller than 50 microns trom the rest.
heats them. collects the evo ved gases n high

pressure cylinders,

and finally elects

Figure 4. Bucket-wheel excavator (from the Proceedings of Space '90)

the

nrncesqed .ennlirn hacn onto tf'e runa' surface
The energy s beamed to the mobile miner by
a permanenty mounted solar disk of approx-

matey llOm in dameter, which tracks the
miner while beaming the energy to its smaL
1O m-diameter receiver dtsh A mob,ile miner of
this type wou d collect about 33 kg of helium-3
per year (Fig 5)

lr a NASA sponsored sludy. concepts 'o' IWo
p eces of equipment for lunar-surface mining
operations were drawn up by the US Depart.
ment of the Inter or's Bureau of Mines: a R pper
Excavator Loader (REL) also capable of
operating as a oad-hau ing dump vehicle, and
a Haulage Vehicle (HV) capable of transporting
feedstock from the pit liquid oxygen containers
from the process ng plant, and materials

during construction (Fig

6)

Following a scenario established by the Lunar
Base System Study Team at NASAs Johnson
Snacc Center srx construction tasks have been
identified as activities likely to be performed at

an early lunar base All six tasks can

be

performed with only three common vehicles
and some shared equipment: a rover. a truck
and an excavator (Fig 7)

Figure 5. Artist's impression of the University of Wisconsin Mark ll lunar miner
(from Using Space Resources, NASA/JSC, 1991)

Figure 6.
(from the Proceedings of Space '92)

Figure 7. Excavator
(from the Proceedings

of Space '88)
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Equipment options

Throughout

the very

impressive

list

decision, because there would be no pressrng
of

time constraints.

published papers, it is noticeable that the major

for lunar equipment and lunar

The design of such lightweight equipment wil

operations in construction and mining have
been pioneered and extensively addressed,

require robotics, or tele-robotics management,

concepts

The harvest of views, ideas, opinions,
approaches, concepts and scenarios is
actually rich

in many aspects, but can stil
to completely contradictory

sometimes lead

recommendations in terms, for instance, of the
mass of the equipment needed, depending on
whether or not the general strategy involves
manned EVA/lVA activities.

'High-tech dinosaurs'
A series of proposed pieces of equipment have
masses that range from hundreds to thousands

of tons, which one might term

'high-tech
dinosaurs', Some are based on single-purpose
applications, while others are multi-purpose
machines, They are designed to achieve high

high tech sensor
systems, plus reliable and simple mechanics
which can
easily changed during
maintenance activities.

be

One of the most difficult development areas
would probably be the robots' sensors Present

advanced terrestrial technology cannot be
directly adapted to lunar operation for two main
reasons On the one hand, the robots presently
used on Earth are often awkward when mobile
It would therefore be necessary to improve their

'discernment' ability whilst on the move. For
instance, the Apollo astronauts perceived their
proximity to a lunar geological fault when they

Terrestrial experience with such equipment

saw the shadow of the side of the break on
which they were standing projected onto the
facing wall of the fault. Such decision making
by the robotic ants would require a completely
new generation of sensors In addition, all such

has shown that its assembly and

tasks are

production rates by employing
degree of automation,

a

substantial

on-site

transport and startup can involve substantial

effort and sometimes great difficulties In
addition, maintenance and the provision of
spare parts can be challenging and costly
aspects. Thus, due to therr limited versatility
and relatively low reliability, they may not be
suitable for initial operations at an 'Outpost
Lunar Base' In the longer term, however, they

mighi be worthy of reconsideration when the
space technology. energy resources and
human experience has attained higher levels
'Tele-robotic ants'
Another approach that comes to mind, but one

which has not in fact been worked out in
previously published papers, relies on much
lighter equipment, weighing perhaps less than
five tons. One can envisage an army of small
robots with one, two or at most three functions:
one robot could work, mine and transmit ore to
another robot in charge of processing it, which
in turn transmits the end oroduct to a third 'telerobotic ant', etc, 'Coordinating robots' would be
necessary to organise the job site 'Doctor

to be

performed

in a

new

environment. When people enter a room, they
perceive at first glance the position of a table,

its colour, its toughness, etc,, because it
pertains to their usual surroundings. This ability

is not yet applicable to a human on the Moon
and still less so to robots.

For robots to operate successfully in such a
new and 'hostile' environment, new sensor
technologies will need to be developed. in
terms of both the mechanics (eg. hardware)
and intelligent computerised systems (e g high
levels of power and software sophistication). lt
will be necessary for these developments to
have reached a level of maturity that allows new
levels of parallel creativity, Progress will need to
be tested first on Earth, in the short term, before
moving into space

The choice

of 'high{ech dinosaurs' or
-

'telerobotic ants'
or a mixture of the two
would only be taken after comparing the costs
with those of having astronauts operating in the

same lunar environment. Historical examples

robots' might also be envisaged, which could
administer 'first aid' (running diagnostics and
doing light maintenance tasks).

can also be of some help in this respect;
training during World War ll by the Japanese

The whole system would be managed from

trained soldiers were much more efficient than
large platoons of disciplined soldiers!

Earth or from lunar orbit, by engineers working
in teams, perhaps on a shift basis. Those teams
would monitor information coming from the
robots' sensors, such as indications of the
presence of boulders. The robots could even

stop work for a few minutes whilst awaiting a

oz+

rugged tele-operating systems, and virtual-

reality systems, using

army in very cold environments appeared to
indicate that small and flexible teams of well-

Limited environmental risk on the Moon
The setting up of a programme to exploit lunar
resources would benefit the Earth very
substantially lf the helium-3 cycle proves to be

usrng lunar resources

viable, this new energy source could replace
the traditronal ones such as coal. gas, nuclear

trench, the only lasting scar being caused by

fission, etc. The accompanying reductions in
radioactive waste, greenhouse effects, acid
gases and terrestrial mining would have a
major impact on the terrestrial environment,

resulting change in albedo and the removal of
small craters would not be visible from Earth
even through telescopes

although this great benefit must not be gained
at the detriment of the lunar environment!

lmpact on the lunar atmosphere

the cutting itself. Studies suggest that

the

Last but not least, we must consider the effects
atmos-

of dust and pollution on the Moon's
In mining the lunar regolith about half of the
material constituted by particles larger than

phere Some studies indicate that there might

50 microns would be immediately discarded in

the trench made by a mobile miner (Fig 5)
The remaining particles would be heated to

tons of regolith per year (the equivalent of all
surface mining on Earth each year) In theory,
this situation could be reached after the year

approximately 700'C to release the helium-3.
Large amounts of hydrogen and water would
also be produced in the process, After heating,

edly come into play before then, and possibly
other ways of finding energy, The main point is

mined regolith would also be discarded so that,
at the end of the process, the trench would be
refilled with regolith. This scheme is completely
different from the processes employed for
extracting minerals on Earth, where the mined
material is processed outsrde the mining area,

resulting in unsightly scars on the terrestrial
tanoscaoe.

Exoloitation of delimited fields
What might be the negative impacts of such

exploitation? Firstly,

it

could prevent

later

scientific analysis of original materials. To avoid

this, helium-3 extraction fields could

be

carefully selected in areas where conservation
measures would be taken before beginning
mining These measures could be based on
those used by archeologists on Earth.

Some people might also raise the objection
that mining would alter the view of the Moon
from Earth. The removal and subseouent
discarding of the regolith would change the
albedo of the mined surface slightly This type
of change can be seen, for instance, in the
Peruvian desert, where very large pictures
were drawn by the natives around 500 AD
Maria Reiche, a German mathematician, and
other scientists have shown that those large
drawings were made by turning brown stones

be problems if one were mining some 15 billion

2050, but other constraints will undoubtthat we should proceed cautiously, keeping the
situation under strict control,

The dust will also create problems for the
exploitatron rtself, because it takes a long time
to settle Tests are needed in order to limit the
number of breakdowns and to optimise the
exploitation effort under the prevailing dusty
conditions. In any event, the mining sites will
have to be far from all other sites of habitation
or areas of scientific interest, and if possible on
a part of the Moon not too visible from Earth

Given responsible management and the
containment of the technological and
environmental risks, as outlined above, the
potential profitability for investors and the large
benefits for mankind of a return to the Moon

could stimulate a mix of public and private
funding to support such a venture

Financing by

a

mixture

of public

and

private funds
I

nf rastructu re p rolects

Major projects can be broadly classifted tnto

Figure 8. Projected cash-

three categories: namely industrial, natural-

flow profiles for large
industrial, natural-resource

resource, and infrastructure projects (Fig 8)

and infrastructure proiects

upside down. To avoid this type of problem, the
mining trenches would be of limited length and,
as noted above, would also be constrained
within very limited areas.

The lunar mobile miner shown in Figure 5,
which would produce 33 kg of helium-3 per
year, would cover an area of approximately
1 km2 in that oeriod (a small number of such
miners would be needed on the Moon, despite
less conservative assumotions made in certain
papers) By comparison, the biggest strip mine

Earth, in Germany, covers an area of
21kmz and is 350 m deeo! On the Moon, the
material would be continuouslv returned to the

on
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Industrial projects, such as the construction of
communication satellites, are characterised by

large cash outflows at the beginning. They
need to have a fast payback period, because
of the obsolescence effect: for instance, rapid
technological change will soon require older
catallitoc

in

ho

newer,
oy na\^,ar
-Y'.tceo hrr

ranlaaod

,

m^16
more

efficient types. This type of scenario is now
consrdered a normal business risk and such

projects can be financed with the help of
insurance companies and short-term financing
techniques such as leasing
Natural-resource projects, such as prospecting

for and exploiting oil fields, involve very large
initial outflows and high cash flows are needed
to enable backers to recover their investments

Such ventures can be financed via

the

project

lmportance of the private sector in such
prolects
The role of a private operator is very important

for the success of such an operation. The
operator must first carefully assess the
feasibility of the project, for which they may be
expected to fund up to 200lo of the total cost,
They must assess the market and the potential
revenues, the technical feasibility for a given
budget (based on the potential market and the
costs of running the operation) and finally the
financial feasibility They also have to establish,
in conjunction with the public authority which
parts of the investment will benefit society as a
whole and will therefore be financed bv oublic

traditional project-financing techniques,

funds.

Infrastructure projects have a very specific
cash-flow profile over time. A huge amount
of financing is needed at the outset and it

The private operator will generally guarantee, in
full or in part, the cost of the infrastructure. Last
but not least, they will run the operation based
on the logic of private enterprise, which is very
important because the cash flows needed to

expands over

a very long period The

first

returns are not forthcoming before the end
of the project life-cycle. such as with the
launching of a communications satellitel In this

case, traditional leasing

or borrowing

reimburse the loans and caoital deoend
heavily on the quality of this management.

tech-

niques are not possible because the risks are
too high On the other hand, once the revenue
starts to be generated it will be almost never
ending. the Channel Tunnel being one such
example Once the Tunnel has been bored, it
will be available forever: the raiis may have to
be changed periodically, but the infrastructure
will always be there, Hence, the long-term
positive cash flow can be used to promote the
financing of the large initial investment
User needs
In Europe, before the 1980s, there was a clear
distinction between the public-service and the
private sectors. Public services and goods
were provrded by public entities, paid for by the
tax payer and given freely as a citizen's right,

In the above context, lunar-resource exploitation prolects would fall into the'natural-

resource'

and

'inf

rastructure

project

categories, generating sufficient cash over a
long period to allow the use of concession.
schemetype project financing The Eiffel Tower
is one of the most famous examples of this type
of funding (Fig. 9)

The Eiffel Tower example

The Eiffel Tower project had all the characteristics of a modern concession{ype prolect: it
was a risky venture with cost overruns linked to

the pioneering nature of the operation and

it

is

was financed with private funds together with
public subsidies The task was to build a tower
in time for the opening of the World Fair of
1889 A 'Request for Proposals' was issued

increasing and there is a trend towards many

and Mr Gustave Eiffel won the contract The

infrastructure costs being paid by the user
rather than the tax payer, the latter funding only
that part of the infrastructure that benefits
society as a whole

financing was arranged as shown in Table

Nowadays. demand

for public services

This practice has been apparent in France and

in other European countries and is now being
extended to, for instance, Eastern European
countries For example, drivers on motorways
are a specific category of the population in that
not every tax payer owns a car. lt is therefore
considered normal that they should pay a toll
for this service, These tolls generate cash flows

that can be used to reimburse private loans

oo

set up with the help of so-called
financing techniques

1.

Table 1. The financing of the Eiffel Tower
(in millions of French Francs, at 1889 prices)
Costs incurred

Construction

Sources of finance
50

Fast-track

programme

Eiffel
Banks

25
25

equity
Subsidy

5,0

Total financing

65

Gustave

1,5

Total

Iotal cosl

65

1.5

usrng lunar resources

2 5 million of the 5.0 million French

Franc construction costs

were

financed by Mr Eiffel himself, with

three banks providing the other
2.5 million Because the construction had to be completed extreme-

ly quickly, the public authorittes
provided a subsidy of 15 million
French Francs. To reimburse this
financing, the concessionary company was given the right to collect
the fares paid by visitors for the
first twenty years, In fact, it took only one year for Mr. Eiffel and the
banks to be reimbursed, because
there were so many visitors during

the

lnternational World Fair of

18891 At

the end of the concession

(which was renewed

several

times), the Eiffel Tower's exploitation passed to the City of Paris.
Generally speaking, a concession

package nowadays involves the
following four steps:
(i) The infrastructure is built by the
promoters of the project
(ii) The infrastructure is financed,
over a long period. by the promoters, at their own risk, often
with subsidies from the Public
Authority to finance spin-offs for
society
(iii) Loans and equity are reimbursed by fares or tolls paid by the
USETS.

(iv)The infrastructure reverts to the

Public Authority at the end of
the cnnr:cqqinn
,vvvv,v,
I neri6l
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'
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prrvate enterprises In fact. one concept for
organising the exploitation of lunar-derived
helium-3 has already been proposed (known
as 'lnterlune') lt seems that the existence of

property rights is also not totally excluded.
Large-scale projects, such as those producing
energy, would obviously be of an R&D nature

and Public Authorities could therefore

be
expected to finance their early phases, Later

private funding could
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nor the Moon Treaty formally precludes the
exploitation of the Moon's resources even by

on,

.. {

ru$

complement

government investment
This funding could be completed with monies

provision of a local infrastructure and sufficient
administrative and technical expertise which
Developing Countries usually cannot

Figure 9. The Eiffel Tower

in

1889

themselves supply The implementation of
more sophrsticated technologies in the
Developing as well as the Industrialised
Countries could facilitate a political consensus
for the longer term and thereby a global
financing package also.

A

practical case study

of the

potential

profitability of using lunar-sourced helium-3,
under a concession-scheme agreement, has

been developed by one of the authors
(M LdN/) The profitability of a nuclear power
plant has been studied in the context of the
frnancial contribution it could generate to

from development banks, such as the World
Bank or the Bank for International Reconstruction and Development The setting up o1

the

nuclear-fusion power plants would require the

helium

investment needed for the mining of
3 The results show that such a plant

o/
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could indeed provide a significant part of the
investment required whilst still providing a
reasonable return on eouitv

checking in detail the effective concentrations
of helium-3 on the Moon. Some precursor
missions could then be undertaken to evaluate

the best ways of mining. processing
Conclusion
Who would have said 10 years ago that all the
information included in a huge library consis-

ting of tens of thousands of books could be
squeezed onto one small disc? Nowadays, with

compact-disc technology, this once seemingly impossible task is taken for granted

and

bringing back to Earth the helium-3, or other
lunar resources. This phase could be prepared
for with Earth-based equipment testing and
'televirtuality' experimentation (a mixture of
computer science, telecommunications, and

'traditional' audio-visual techniques which
could be used to operate and monitor
equipment on the Moon remotely)

We now know that in the middle of the 21st
Century there will be a depletion of fossil fuels,
exacerbated by the environmental constraints
on their use. nuclear-fusion technology
proves to be viable, the use of lunar-sourced
helium-3 could be a solution. More generally,
the use of lunar resources will be a must during
the next century, Although such a concept
might seem as 'foolish' at first sight as the idea
of storing a complete library on a single CD did
just a decade ago. the exploitation of lunar
resources poses a far from insurmountable
challenge

lf

The necessary launcher technology already
exists. though it may need to be improved to
reduce costs (Delta Clipper system, etc.) The
technology needed to set up and to run a lunar
helium-3 facility could be extrapolated from the
joint experiences of the space industry and

those construction companies used

to

managing large operations under demanding

lf all of these studies and tests

confirm the

feasibility of the helium-3 cycle and this lunar-

be a
viable solution to be offered for political
endorsement when the spectre of a global
energy shortages begins to loom large.
exploitation scenario. then this would

probably at the beginning of the next century.

lf this

project

conservatively,

is approached sensibly and
in a spirit of international

cooperation, its eventual financing with a mix of
public funds, funds from Development Banks,
funds from commercial banks and monies from
the general public, seems not unrealistic, given

its perhaps critical role in safeguarding the
future of mankind
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environmental constraints
What needs to be created still is the political will
for such a forward-lookino undertakino
POLITICAL WILL

Need for energy in the 21st Century
Reduction of environmental constraints
Help to Developing Countries
ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION
Value for the whole of society
Envi ronmental benefits
R&D creating new job opportunities

-

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY
Creation of lunar equipment based
on terrestrial experience
Application of current space technology

-

-

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
Public funding based on spin-offs
Possible introduction of orivate fundino
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The Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
The Russian Flight Control Center
The Babakin Center
Chairman of the Program Committee

Academician D. Okhotsimsky, the Keldysh
Institute of Applied Mathematics of RAS

Coordinator

Professor E. Akim, the Keldysh Institute
of Applied Mathematics of RAS

For further information please contact:
ASCONT, IKI Bldg. 84/32 Profsoyvznaya St., I17810 Moscow Russia
tel. (7 095) 333-2445; fax: (7 095) 330-1200 E-mail: ABEREZNI@ESOCl.bitnet
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Global Emergency Observation and
Warning (GEOWARN)
P. Edin.

Edin Electra, Stockholm, Sweden
P.U. Osterman*

Polar Platform Diviston, ESA Directorate for Observation of the Earth
and lts Environment, ESTEC, Noordwiik. The Netherlands

lntroduction

warning and relief concept, by using the

Recent advances in remote sensing, mobile
satellite communications and data processing
have made the application of space technology for disaster warning and relief purposes
a realistic proposition. Global high-resolution
measurements of critical hazard indicators

existrng space-based infrastructure, ground-

through remote sensing enable improved
disaster warning, Frequent detailed coverage
affected areas allows rapid damage
assessment and prediction of the evolution of a

of

GEOWARN was devised as a design project at the International Space
University's 1993 Summer Session (19 June 27 August)' Based on a

-

combination of remote sensing and satellite communications, it
constitutes a global system for disaster warning and relief support
management. This system design proposal was elaborated by ISU
participants from ESA, NASA and space-related establishments in 16
countries.
disaster situation, Satellite communication
ensures flexible and reliable distribution of
essential information to devastated disaster
sites and improves the relief effort. Existing

the next decade. lt would be a highly costefficient space system that would have real
utility and provide a high return on investment

The need for GEOWARN
Just within the trme span of the 1993 ISU
Summer Session, the Mid-west region of the
United States was devastated by floods,
Southern Japan suffered great losses from
mud slides, earthquakes rocked Northern
Japan and Guam, and tropical storm 'Bret'
ravaged Caracas and its environs in Venezuela

A few weeks late( an earthquake caused the

of

10 000 people and adversely
affected a further 150 000 people in India,

international cooperation are required to make

With the migration of greater numbers of

It a

people from the countryside to already densely
populated cities and coastal areas, the impact
of disasters has become ever more severe The
problem is growing both in terms of human
suffering and financial loss, with an increase in

SUCCESS

ln this the 'lnternational Decade of Natural
Disaster Reduction', it is time to pursue the
development of a global disaster warning and
relief system The need for such a system is
endorsed by the immense impact of disasters

on

human life and

inf

rastructure With

increasing population densities in urban areas
and the coastal regions of the World, where the
majority of natural disasters tend to occur, we
will be even more susceptible to disasters in the
future.

.

technology, a complete global disaster warning
and relief system can be implemented With a
phased system implementation, gradually
expanding with new sensors and computing
capabilities the proposed GEOWARN system
can be implemented at reasonable cost over

technology

is sufficient for the application
envisaged, but a global approach and

Both 1993 Graduates of the
International Space University

based hardware and computer networklng
capabilities. By adding a minimum of
additional infrastructure, applying available

It

ispossible to initiate a programme now aimed

at demonstrating the feasibility of the disaster

deaths

the global population and the fact that

an

estimated 500/o of the World's population will be
concentrated in urban areas bv the turn of the
century
Hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, droughts and

other disasters are common phenomena in
highly populated regions and there is often
insufficient warning In the hours immediately
following such a catastrophic event, tt is often
imoossible to communicate with the affected
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area in order to obtain a preliminary damage
assessment and to initiate relief efforts,

such

as

reduced productivity due

to

destruction of the infrastructure or reduced
Gross National Product (GNP) due to loss of
population are not included in these figures

When hurricane 'Andrew' struck Southern
Florida in 1992, only lViami, which suffered
minimal damage. had operable communications links afler the storm Consequently,

There are many meteorological agencies and
international, governmental, and private relief

initial reports indicated less serious damage

organisations throughout

than was expected. Aerial surveys two days

many cases, warnings are still insufficient and
relief aid arrives late. Part of the problem with
current disaster management is a mismatch
between the needs and the services provided

later revealed that the affected area had been
devastated and four days were needed just to
fully assess the damage,

The fact that a four-day time-lag occurred

one of the most highly developed

in

nations

demonstrates the need for improved communi-

cations capabilities

in times of

disaster A

A

the World Yet

central system that facilitates

in

the

communication of critical information to the
disaster site would enable the organisations
that provide and coordinate relief to perform
their functions more efficiently

Figure 1. Annual impact of
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The conclusion must be that GEOWARN can
have a significant multiplier effect by rapidly

nrovidino essential communications and
information, and thus bringing aid more quickly
and more efficiently to the affected area

An examination of statistics on the impacts of
disasters on humanity further justifies the need
for a system such as GEOWARN (Fig. 1) The

The primary system goals for GEOWARN are

Office

to:

of US Foreign Disaster Assistance

estimated that a total of 1185 million oeoole
were affected by disastrous events, including

civil strife, between 1964 and 1990

System considerations

-

On

average, 44 million people were affected each
voAr a\tar thic norinal Tho nrrmhar n{ nonnlo
vvvvrv

affected by droughts, floods or earthquakes
each year has increased between three and
eleven times since the 1960s

The annual global economic losses due
earthquakes, hurricanes and wind storms
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the 1960s were $3,5 billion, rising to $6.5 billion
in the 1970s and reaching $12 5 billion in the
1980s lt is estimated that in 1978 the total cost
to the global economy due to natural disasters
was at least $40 billion Today, the figure
exceeds $100 billion annuallv. Indirect costs,
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period immediately following a disaster, when
determrnation of its extent and severity are of
paramount impo(ance GEOWARN directly

addresses both the warning and the relief
stages of disaster management,

geowarn

The primary users of the system would be the

Governments

of affected countrtes and the

United Nations. The secondary users would be

those explicitly authorised, by an affected
primary user, to receive GEOWARN warning
and relief information. This could include
local authorities, emergency agencies. relief
agencies, and the media. Tertiary users would
be those requesting access to the GEOWARN
geographical information system database and
archives for humanitarian research ourooses

This third group would include universities,

examined, and each causes more than 2000
deaths oer vear or economic losses of more
than $5 billion annually

Major armed conflicts and the irresponsible
use of chemical pesticides have been excluded

from GEOWARN for which the technical
reourrements have been based on the
remaining six major types of disaster: floods.
tropical wind storms (e,9. hurricanes), earthquakes, droughts, insect infestations and crop
drseases,

research institutes, and possibly commercial

System architecture

enterpnses,

For each of the six major disaster types noted

The proposed organisational structure

for

GEOWARN incorporates a Central Directorate,

responsible for the general management of
the organisation, The operational arm would
consist of a number of regional 'Multi National
Centres' (MNCs) distributed around the World

These Centres would house the experts,
computers and communications equipment
needed to generate the warning and relief
information,
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resolutions needed to monitor the observables
for warning and relief-support purposes were
compiled. From this list. the sensor types

Deaths (thousands)
80

Droughts
lnfestations

70
60

The monitoring data required can be collected

from earth-observation satellites and aircraft

50

equipped for remote-sensing and operated by

40

GEOWARN itself, as well as from other sensing
systems including meteorological satellites

This requires cooperation in a non-competitive
manner with organisations working in various
fields, including remote sensing, meteorology,
telecommunications and disaster management After processing and interpretation, the
information would be distributed
the
Government of the affected country, local field
centres and relief teams in the disaster area
The transmission of sensor data to the MNCs
the information distribution from the MNCs to
the users, and communicatrons to and from

to

the disaster area would rely primarily

on

commercially available satellite communi-
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required for GEOWARN were identified and a
system architecture giving global coverage of
affected areas was proposed (Fig 3).

Figure 2. Disaster
cha

racte risat io n

cations links,
The system's 'brain' is located in five relatively
Warnings and disaster notifications would be
dispatched automatically to the primary and
authorised secondary users, During the relief
effo rts, nformation regard ng on-goi n g disaste r
development, situation maps, damage assessi

i

ment, and relevant historical data would be
dispatched. Historical hazard and disaster data

could also be made available to the tertiary
user group for research purposes.

autonomous Multi-National Centres, each
providing GEOWARN services to a designated
part of the globe, The data are collected,
processed, interpreted, and archived at each

of these MNCs Teams of experts make
the necessary decisions, disseminate disaster
alerts, detailed warning information and
disaster notifications. The MNCs serve as
information centres which respond to disaster-

information requests
Disaster characterisation

and

organise

the

GEOWARN relief suooort.

By assessing a disaster as a function of

its

severity, in terms of lives lost and economic The GEOWARN Headquarters and MNCs
are interconnected through high-capacity
losses, eight major types of disaster can
satellite communications links, as well as via
identified (Fig 2) These are approximately
public telephone networks and computer
other
types
of
disaster
times more severe than

be
ten
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Remole senslng

External

Meteo.
Centers

Resources

INTERNET
HQ

Figure 3. System

networks. When communicating with its users

architecture

Additional inf rastructure

- especially the mobile units - priority ,s
given to the satellite links, which may well be
the only operational means of communicating
with a disaster area.

Although there are many low-Earth-orbit (LEO)

=

Headquarters
EU = Europe
EA = East Africa
SEA = South-East Asia
JAP - Japan

An 'interface support group', which can be sent
into disaster-affected regions if so requested,
is based at each MNC Equipped with mobile

satellite communication terminals, these
oror Ins can heln the local USerS to interact
efficiently with the GEOWARN system The

observation satellites either operating or
planned, the required combination of high
spatial and temooral resolution needed for
GEOWARN is not presently available Particularly as regards sensors capable of penetrating

cloud cover and darkness, existing systems
lack adequate spatial resolution. A wide range
of system options were therefore considered in

a

trade-off study

to identify a

cost-efficient

solution

terminals can be used for communication with

relief teams

as well as with GEOWARN

Headquarters.

A relative measure of the potential benefit of
implementing a specific option was calculated

using a parametric model. A calculation was
For satellite communications, GEOWARN relies

on both existing and planned commercially
available systems, the two major suppliers
INTELSAT and INMARSAT offerino amole
capacity

made for each option by weighting

the potential benefit of

particular option was obtained,

tion of the existing or planned INSAT GMS,
Meteosat, GOES and GOES Next sensors

As

drought, crop-disease, and hurricane warning
purposes. GEOWARN would cooperate with
the organisations that collect and process data

from these satellites and with

a

result

of this study, the

a

additional

infrastructure prooosed to meet GEOWARN
requirements incorporates a constellation of
LEO observation satellites and an airborne
system of Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR)

agencres

sensors (A proposed ground-based earth-

operating ground sensors installed at various
locations around the World. in order to oain

quake system was eventually excluded due to
its extremely high cost in relation to relatively
modest potential benefits)

access to relevant data
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implementing

In terms of meteorological sensors, a combina-

should meet GEOWARN requirements for

the

requirements' compliance with the magnitude
of the disaster and the relative importance of
warning and relief for that type of disaster. By
summing these figures, a relative measure of

geowarn

The addition of these sensors allows critical
parameters associated with the six types of

improved space-based SAR sensors become
available and affordable,

major disaster to be addressed by GEOWARN

to be measured with both higher frequecy
and greater precision than ever before,

The secondary mission of the GEOWARN air
support would be to provide information that

Furthermore, as a spin-off, these sensors will
also facilitate limited warning and relief activities

can improve hurricane warnings by conducting
close-range observations and measurements
on a request basis for the hurricane warning
communrty

for less-major disasters such as bush

fires,

volcanic eruptions, deforestation, dust-storms,
thunderstorms and tsunamis (violent displacement of sea water),

The GEOWARN aircraft could make use of
existing airfields in the main areas affected by

hurricanes, earthquakes or floods (Fig

The satellites

It is orooosed that the

GEOWARN satellites

cary a

and

should

visible/infrared

passive

5)

To

minimise the ref uelling distance. a system
based on a central airfield and secondary

microwave radiometer sensor suite with spatial resolutions of 30 m and 5 km,

Figure 4. Proposed satellite
constellation; 700 km
altitude. 98" inclination,
Sun-synchronous orbits

respectively. Five such
satellites (plus one in flight
spare) in 700 km-high LEO
orbits with 98" inclinations
r,Vnr rld :llnrnr qa tpmnoral
Lvr'rY
resolution of less than three
days for the visible/infrared
radiometer and one day for
the microwave radiometer

(Fis

4)

The satellite constellation
would be controlled from
GEOWARN

s

Headquar-

ters and would

deliver

earth-observation data to
the MNCs via two ground

stations The latter would
transmits their data to the

MNCs via leased transponders on commercially
available communications
satellites Existing ground
stations at Fairbanks in
Alaska and Troms@ in Norway would offer
frequent visibility of the GEOWARN satellites

The aircraft
The primary mission of the air segment would

be relief support during hurricanes, earthquakes and floods The key requirement for
disaster relief support is very high spatial and
temporal resolution imagery of the affected
area under all visibility conditions The sensor

airfields distributed over the region, is
proposed for each operating area. Global
coverage of affected areas with revisit times of
less than 6 h would be feasible with 30 small
aircraft operating from 20 airfields around the
World

Data being gathered by the aircraft would be
forwarded directly to the appropriate MNC via

a high-capacity satellite communications link

best surted for night imagery and cloud
Data processing

penetration is the active microwave SAR

An imoortant ooerational

characteristic of

is that no warnings would

The minimum spatial resolution needed for

GEOWARN

relief support and damage assessment is 5 m
Sensors onboard aircraft meet this requirement

issued without the potential hazards first being
analysed and verified by experts, lt is therefore
desirable for the data processing to take place

today, but operational space-based

SAR

systems are not expected to be able to do so

for at least

a

decade Consequently,

the

airborne system will be needed at least until the

be

at locations accessible to regional expertise.
The data-processing functions are therefore
divided among five regional processing
7q
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high speed data link

Q

radius f500 km

Figure 5. Proposed aircratt
system (all aircraft

pictures courtesy of
Fairchild Aircraft)

learthquake, hurricane, flood

centres, the MNCs, responsible for the dataprocessing, warning-distribution, and reliefsupport functions for particular parts of tne
World (Fig 6)
Each MNC which would be as automated as
,,^
+^ !^+^
nnccihla
rnrnr
mri^+^r^
vvvururld
I rrqll lLdlll
pvJrrvrv.
dl I
UP-tU-UdLU
(GlS)
Geographical Information System
for its
region of responsibility lt would also maintain

an
Figure 6. Data processing

archive

of

information about

the

dorralnnmanl imnent enrl roliof nf nra+
disasLers. which can be useful in predicting the
likely development of new hazards and
disasters of similar type

Organisational structure
a number of legal considerations
associated with the establishment of a
GEOWARN organisation, with many existing
There are

treaties, memoranda of understanding, and
aspects of international law to be considered.

Having studied comparable structures

of

existing agencies, a non-profit-mak ng international consortium of government shareholders
would seem the most appropriate approach
(Fig 7) Once GEOWARN were established as

an International Organisation. the option

to

apply for UN Specialised Agency status could
be considered (the organisation should be
open to all nations regardless oi
thoir ahilitv
tn invpct dJ
^^ ^a^-^
uur'rly
Jl ldlvholders)

t).\'t'\
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lmplementation of GEOWARN
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It is cnvrsaned that GEOWARN
would be implemented in three
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distinct phases In the initial phase,
founded and the legal basis for the
entire nrooramme established

The flrst three MNCs would be
gradually built up and connected
to existing information networks
and to related organisations
'Renrrests for .Prnnosals
rvv
to
procure the GEOWARN aircraft
and satellites would be prepared

In addition. vario,rs processing tests. t'arnrng
programmes, and model validation studies
rrcinn avtornal data inn', rrlrnn q:lolliio im:neq

,\SSI]MBLY OF REPRESENTATIVES

ano GIS data sets would be performed By the

end of this initial phase, GEOWARN would
be able to provide limited relief-support
SCTVICCS
l-)r

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

rrinn iho cocnn.l cn-n:rlod tr:nqitinn nh:qo
Y' 'qvv

GEOWARN would be expanded by building

up the two remaining MNCs, adding

the

GEOWARN air bases. and estaolisning the
nc.trqq2r\/ r-la'a-dissemination network Add'ti-

DIRECTORATE

nnel rolio{-crrnnnrt corvinoc ulnr tiri thorchri
become available At the end of the transition
phase. the GEOWARN satellite sensor system
would be delivered and the total system would
honnmo nnor:tinn:l

tne third

operational phase.
Durrng
GEOWARN would provide global relief support

and warning services with

continuously

maintained system capacity By incorporating
new technology, the initial GEOWARN services

rld alcn ho
avn:ndo11
{nr pvamnlo hri
ruvv
uu
v^vqr
qttnnnrt
nrnrridinn
rlra2ettrr-nranarorlnoqq
services. or by augment ng system capabilities
to cover additional types of disaster.
nnr

Conclusions

Figure 7. Proposed

With the immense and annually increasing loss
of lile and damage as a result of disasters. lhe
global mon toring system is
need for

organisational structure
(MNC = Multi-National

a

abundantly clear, although

quantify

its

it is

difficult

to

potential impact

precisely
GEOWARN would also promote cooperation of

paramount rmponance betweer
dicaqtor mrn2^amont

existing

rolio{ molonrnlnnin:l

Tne projecled annual costs for the malor
GEOWARN segments calculated over the

and government agencies lt would also

lifetimes ol tne aircraft (12 years) and satellites
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Centre)

fill

organisations operating in the disastermanagement arena. by tostering cooperation
without competition,
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including communications (24o/o), and the
purchase and operation of 30 aircraft equipped
with remote-sensing capabilities (100/o)

3

;
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700

By making maximum use of the
infrastructure, GEOWARN would

existing

be a com-

paratively inexpensive system, without
compromrsing on critical per[ormalce aspects
It also nas the capacity to expard and
continuously incorporate exploitable advances
in technology
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Figure 8. Cash flow and
average annual cost
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The International Space University (lSU) was founded in April 1987 as
a non-profit, non-governmental institution intended to become the
World's leading centre for the education and training of tomorrow's
space professionals The ISU brings together international space
experts from academia, industry and government to educate students
in multi-disciplinary and advanced issues in space development One
of the goals of ISU is to conduct design projects of interest to industry
which also provide the students with a challenging problem,

Given the overall benefits it offers humanity
throughout the World a global disaster
warning and relief system like GEOWARN has
to be one of the most logical global cooperative

programmes for Governments to pursue lf just
050/o of the annual economic damage caused

by disasters can be prevented, the cost of
GEOWARN is already justified, not withstanding the great number of lives that it would

undoubtedly save.
At the 1993 Summer Session of ISU held at the University of Alabama
in Huntsville, 38 students from 16 countries worked to design the
GEOWARN system to address the growing impact of natural disasters
on humanity. The material presented in this article is based on the fina
report and the unique experience of the two authors, who participated
in this design project.
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A Service for a Better
Environment
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lntroduction

tect the environment, to assess the results of
such measures and to ensure that the
public is properly informed about the state

As a complement to remote sensing by satellite,

distribution of tn situ
measured ecological data (data on, for

the collection and

example, water or air quality, that is measured
locally at one station in a network) has become
an important part of environmental monitoring.
Many international, national, regional and local

bodies, including governmental authorities,

The ecological status of the Earth is of growing concern to many
governmental authorities, research institutes, and commercial and
private enterprises. They are interested in cheap, reliable, easy-toinstaf f , ready-to-use communication networks for local, in situ
environmental monitoring, often as a complement to remote sensing

of the environment,"

In many cases, existing ecological data

or exported if satellite communications were
considered However, many potential users
underestimate or misunderstand the benefits
that satellite communications offer. Those
benefits include:

-

coverage of areas that lack a developed
terrestrial communications infrastructure
(e.9, Eastern European countries), and of
remote or inaccessible areas in general

-

prompt availability and short installation time
of a satellite-based network (a fundamental
feature during catastrophic events)
network autonomy and high versatility with
resoect to user reouirements.

by satellite.

Many existing ecological networks can be upgraded and expanded if
satellite communications are used, particularly when users require
network autonomy, versatility, prompt availability and coverage of
remote or inaccessible areas. Service and maintenance costs could be
reduced, particularly given the current deregulation of satellite
communications in Europe. Furthermore, satellite communications are
the sole and unique means for implementing ecological networks for in
situ data in Eastern European countries within a very short time.

net-

works could be profitably upgraded, expanded

-

Satellite communications services, indeed, are

competitive, even unique, and can offer their
full potential when factors like availability and
performance drive the desires of the ecologrcal
USET

research organisations, and commercial and
private enterprises, are interested in objective,
reliable and comparable information about the

ESA's CDEDS study

status of the Earth's environment. For examole.

contribution of systems for the Collection and

at the

European level,

this interest is

demonstrated in the European Community
(EC) Council Regulation No. 1210/90, which

forms the basis for the creation of the Eurooean

Environmental Agency:

'At the European level, the collection,

pro-

cessing and analysis of environmental data
are necessary in order to provide objective,
reliable and comparable information that
enables the Community and the Member
States to take the reouisite measures to oro-

ESA has carried out an analysis of the potential

Distribution

of

Ecological Data

by

Satellite

(CDEDS). A study contract was awarded to a
consortium led by Elektronik System GmbH
(Germany), with sub-contracts to TUeV Bayern

(Germany), the Finnish Technical Research
Centre (VTT), and Stanbrook and Hooper
(Belgium) ESA, recognising the need for the
demonstration of space technologies, also
required the study team to identify and
elaborate proposals for potential pilot projects
that oromote satellite communication services

to ecological users.
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The primary objectives of the study were:
assess the factors by which communica- to
tion satellite services for the collection and
distribution of in situ measured ecological
data could develop in Europe
to quantify the demand for utilisation of

-

-

-

cxistinn and nlanned communicationS

satellite systems and services
to assess the suitability of available groundterminal technology
competitiveness (in terms of performance and
cost) of European space industry products,
providing recommendations for their further
development
to define communication scenarios and

and the

concepts for collection and distribution of
ecological data by satellite
to identify market sectors (ecological areas
and user groups) where space services and
products are needed and where it is worthwhile demonstrating them through ad hoc

pilot projects.

The EC Council environmental

regulations

focus mainly on air and water quality rather
than on the biosohere and soil. The networks
and information systems that are already in
place have therefore mainly been implemented
in those areas

In order to characterise the user community,

the study team identified, analysed and
classified 35 existing information systems and

many measuring networks operated by national and international organisations. The
objectives and requirements of each user
group differ depending on the ecological
application (e.9. air or water), the function (e.9.
monitoring, research or control), the service
(data collection, processing or distribution),
the geographical area of competence or
authority (international, national, regional or
local) (Fig. 1).
The typical volume of data being transmitted is
quite low
between 50 bytes and 20 kbytes

-

The CDEDS scenario
requirements

-

user and service

The EC Council regulations currently in force
regarding environmental protection provided
the starting point for the study Because they
are binding rules on the measurement of
ecologically-relevant parameters, such as the

reference method

of

per transaction at the local/regional level
and the frequency depends greatly on the
ecological application. Figure 2 shows a tentative scheme for a general ecological data flow

model. The ouroose of the model is to aid in
the derivation of a global view of the communication service requirements rather than to
provide a fixed model.

measurement, the

minimum frequency for sampling and analysis,
and the mode of expression, the regulations
provide a unique method of forecasting the re-

quirements of a large, heterogeneous user
community in Europe This is based on the
assumption that legislation is and will be the
predominant factor in the development of environmental networks and information systems,
as it has proven to be in Europe up to now.

In terms of service required, today's ecological
users face very typical problems when dealing
with measurement networks:

-

data access is restricted and retrieval

Figurel. Potential users of
a European environmental
monitoring system

University institutes, e g
geological

-

medical
biological
city planning

economtc
Research institutes, e g.:
Max Planck lnstitute

-
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State/national governments
EC commissions
Statistical agencies
Qr

rnarrricnrrr nff inac

Local authorities
European Environmental
Agency (with national
2

nal lnnia nanirac\

Research societies
Industrial organisations
Hospitals
lnternational org eg:

_

is

complicated
data is not distributed quickly enough
data transfer is expensive
there is no standardisation for data collection equipment, data collection intervals and
accuracy, data formats for transmission and
storaoe. or data content

Consulting and service

Private agencies

(nat/internat)

com pan ies/enterp rises

Industry
Trade

IAEA

Banking and insurance

OECD

companres
Tourism

-

-

eg:

Graonnaeno

World Wildlife Fund
Individuals

ecological data by satell'te

Figure 2. User model for
European environmental

monitoring

Data
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Data Volume /
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50 kbytes - 500 kbytes

Exchange Method

Preprocessed
Preprocessed

2lhour

Raw

Data communication
Site inspection
Data communication
Qiio incnantinn

Preprocessed
Processed
Processed
Processed

Data communication
Printout
Printout
Report

2lday

Processed

Minitel

Blday
) loay

Processed

Papers
Printout
Report
Printout/l\/lagnetic tape
Report
Printout
News

Raw

C

Transaction
Frequency (-)

Data Type

Processed

liweek

-

llday

5 kbytes

-

Category
Data

collection
(N/ultipoinfto-point)

50 kbytes

/montn
I /montn

distribution

I

(Point-to-point)

2lyear

l lyear

llday

-

Data

distribution

SO/year

Slyear

lyear
SO/year
) lyear

-

Slyear

1/week

-

1/month

(Poi nt-to-m ulti poi nt)

)

(-) Typical values

overall network implementation takes too

of manufacturers,

long

oroviders and ooerators

remote areas or areas with a poor lerreslrial
inf rastructure are not

communications
propery covereo

Suitable satellite communications services can
be targeted to deal with the above problems

and can contribute to solve them, at

least

partially A suitable service scheme will require

that the CDEDS user can acquire the
requesled inlormation in a simple. fast and
cheap way. This will imply setting up a service
infrastructure that will allow users to obtain the

desired products while encountering the
minimum number of interfaces with the jungle'

vendors, telecom service

Satellite communications service concept
and systems
In general. in sllu ecological dala is collected
from mobile and/or fixed measurement stations
and transmitted to a data acquisition centre
(multipointto-point communication) (data flow
tvnoc A :nd R in Finrrro 2\ al a lann d,ala.rela
Th^
:^+^
rh^
^^^,,i^i+i^^^^+r^
^r^^^^^^^
I tu
I uur
rLr u
udLd
duLlurJrLrur
PruuuJJUJ il ru
measurement data and makes it available to individual users and/or to an information system
(point-to point communication) (data flow types
C,D,E,F) Through the information system, the

processed data is then distributed to a large
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ecological data by satellite

systems in LEO for environmental data
collection and distribution For example,

technology will not play a decisive role in the
development of the demand since users have

TEMISAT, a satellite developed and built by the
Italian subsidiary of Kayser-Threde (Germany)
under contract to Telespazio (ltaly), will provide

the alternative to use the terrestrial communications infrastructure which
already well
developed. In other words, in Western Europe,

a dedicated service for CDEDS-type appli-

the selection of a communication service

cations in ltaly

whether terrestrial or satellite based
is mainly driven by economic factors, and the evolution of the overall demand is quite independent
from the communication technology used

is

-

For data distribution, various systems can be
used based either on an existing commercial
broadcasting satellite service or a terrestrial
one. Several solutions that provide the user with

an economical solution can be

envisaged

today using, for instance, spare capacity

in

digital radio or TV channels.

Figure 4 shows the forecasted growth in demand in the number of measurement stations
and data volumes for various ecological areas
for the next l0 years. The major increases are

expected
The service demand for CDEDS
ln order to assess the competitiveness of European ground terminal

-

in the areas of 'air quality'

and

'bathing water'; the large number of stations
makes them suitable potential candidates for
Figure 4. Expected

technology and the direction of any further development, the evolution of the

market demand

for

evolution of the demand
for measurement stations

a

CDEDS service must be
evaluated, together with

the factors that can
fluence

At

in-

it.

present, legislation

is

considered to be the drivinn fnrno fnr iho rlorrolnn-

ment of networks for the
collection of ecological rn

sltu

measurement data.
Among the various user
groups, the different levels
of authorities represent the
most significant source of demand.

Other factors influence the develooment of
ecological networks and information systems;
the study showed that the total number of
imolemented m situ measurement stations
driven primarily by:

is

satellite communications.'Drinking water' has
not been considered as a candidate for satellite
data collection services because, although the
'drinking water' area has the greatest number

of stations already implemented (more than
60 000 in EC countries in 1991), automatic

-

general environmental awareness and

-

available funding and existing investment

methods for measuring the quality of drinking
water are not yet available, Probes are, in fact,
taken from the site manually on a regular basis
and analysed in a laboratory. Thus, 'drinking
water' measurements cannot vet be collected

profiles

by satellite

-

expected price of equipment

press coverage

legislative pressure (as already mentioned)

Service demand in Western Europe
In EC and Eurooean Free Trade Association
(EFTA) countries, the relative weights of each
factor and their trend can be forecast on the

Overall, in EC countries only in the next
decade, the number of candidate stations
for satellite communications is exoected to
increase from about 11 000 to 16 000, with an
increase of 800/o in the data volume to be
transmitted.

basis of the recent oast statistics
In Western Europe, the forecast is based on the

fact that the influencing factors are expected to

maintain

a steady weighting and

behaviour,

The availability of satellite communications

During the study, it was also discovered that
other areas relating to the environment but not

regarded

as ecological

areas, such

as

agriculture, hydrology and seismology, or other
sectors such as the oas and oil transoort
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industry where leakage detection is required,
could represent a more significant source of
demand. Their importance must be further investioated,

Another model was developed in the ESA
study, to predict the future demand development for the installation of satellite communications terminals and the potential replacement of
end-of-life terrestrial equipment, The key factors
influencing the gain in market share of satellite
terminals over terrestrial equipment are:

The pilot proiects
The need for the demonstration of satellite
technologies has been a key factor in the
development of CDEDS services in Europe
The study team spent considerable effort on
identifying, defining and elaborating potential
oroof-of-conceot demonstrations, More than 15
proposals were presented and a reduced set

was selected according to various criteria,
which included the users' willingness to
cooperate, the capability of using existing,
readily available equipment at minimum cost
(at least in the demonstration phase) and the

-

purchase cost of communications equipment
licence cost
servrce cost
data volume to be transmitted.

potential for expansion from a regional to an international scale.

Based on these criteria, the Agricultural Information System (AGRIS)was selected as the first

Given those factors, the model predicts the
break-even point for satellite communications

over the public telephone system

in

Western Europe will be after 1997, provided that
full deregulation of satellite communication ser-

vices is enforced and the imposed ilcence cost
is negligible This also assumes that efforts to
lower the orice of satellite terminals and
the transmission cost are encouraged and pursued, together with promotion campaigns for
these technologies.

pilot project. AGRIS is an existing advisory
system operated by Germany's Bavarian
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry
within the framework of their Ecological Plant
Cultivation programme. (This provides further
evidence that there may be great market potential for CDEDS in agriculture ) The objectives of
the programme are two fold:

to

Service demand in Eastern Eurooe
In Eastern European countries, however, the

reduce the amount of fertilisers and
pesticides being used by optimising the application of these substances
to provide comprehensive individual and
specific information to farmers in order to
allow for well-aimed measures in the areas

fact that existing legislation has not been suffi-

of plant

ciently enforced, combined with

tilisino

existing

protection and nitrogenous

fer-

legislative disorder, implies that it is almost im-

possible

to forecast the evolution of

the

The existing AGRIS consists

of:

demand in the way that it has been done for EC

-

to the

a measurement network, consisting of 117
agro-meteorological stations spread
throughout Bavaria and which periodically
monitor regional meteorological and soil

strict compl iance obl gations for man ufactu rers

-

a central processing facility, consisting of an
aYnort a\/atam dal
ano program

countries.

In Eastern Europe, priority is currently given
reduction of hazardous waste, the
improvement of air and water quality by
oreventive measures. and the introduction of

data

i

rather than placing importance on monitoring
Although several countries consider monitoring
as a medium{erm priority (due to budgetary
constraints) and plan to use current EC regula-

tions as

a

basis for any legislative scheme,

it is not expected that this priority will be achie-

ved before the next decade. In addition, in
Eastern European countries, an alternative
to satellite communications is not often
available, and the availability of cheap, reliable,
easy-to-install and ready-to-use means of
satellite communications becomes a necessity
The relevant technology development must

be ready to cope with this necessity today and
with the legislative enforcement requirements
and the increasing market demand in the next
oecaoe

-*.aoases

suites running agricultural prognosis, advisory and decision models, based on the
collected meteorological data and other
oala

-

a communication system, which provides
the farmers and wine-growers with individual information for their day-by-day
decisions.

The measurement network for the data collec-

tron and the communication system for the
distribution of the individual information are
based on the Deutsche Bundespost Telekom's
BTX service,

The feasibility of the AGRIS via satellite was
tested in two new German states, Thuringia

ecological data by satellite

Institute LUFA in Thuringia. and a farming
association BUDISSA in Saxonia, agreed to
operate a PRODAT point-to-point satellite network for experimental purposes,

communication network has been set up tn the
Eastern part of Germany to monitor and control
a large pipeline network in the energy industry.
Although primarily designed for commercial
purposes, this network will support the detection of leaks and will thus contribute to conserving the environment,

5 chnrric tho qot-r rn rrqad in the initi:l
nh:co
nf
tho nilnt nrnipci I in tn 2O of the
vl
v, ,qou

Conclusion

and Saxonia, which lack a developed terrestrial
infrastructure (BTX service is not available) Two
institutions, namely the Agricultural Research

Finrrro

exrsting AGRIS measuring sites in Bavaria and
some new sites in Saxonia are equipped with a
PRODAT terminal, which is connected to the

A large number of users are interested in using
cost-effective, reliable, easy-to-install and

farmer's PC As in the original system, the PC
is linked to the measuring station by a short

complement to remote sensing by satellite, for
the collection and distribution of in silu
measured data for environmental apolications

terrestrial line The measurinq station and the
PC preprocess the data ac-

readyto-use communication networks as a

cnrdinn to thp q2mp OfOcedures as used in the
existing system, The PRODAT terminal then uplinks

the data to the MARECS82 satellite, The data is
downlinked by the satellite

and rpncived hv the

PRO-

DAT Ground Earth Station
(GES) in Fucino, ltaly. This
station acls like a hub station in a VSAT network The

Network Control

Centre

(NCC) associated with the
GES uplinks the data to the
satellite again, resulting in

a double-hop transmission
in the overall data delivery

The data uplinked by the

GES

is

included

in

the

Time Division

Multiplex
(TDM) outbound stream in
a way that enables it to be

rer:eived hv the PRODAT
v,

L||v

|

|lv

terminal located in Munich

This terminal is connected to the Bavarian

Any ecological application based on

Agricultural Information System (BALIS) host
cnmnr rter 'he r:entral noint of AGRIS

measurements will require very low data rates

The transfer of measurement data from the
farmer's site to the BALIS is shown in Figure 5
According to this scenario, the double hop link
via the PRODAT GES replaces the existing
BTX-con nection of the ag ro-meteorolog ical network in Bavaria and connects new measurement stations in Saxonia and Thuringia to the
BALIS system

ln silu

and volumes from the individual measurement
stations to the network centre (or to the user).
The satellite technology is already available to

implement in sltu ecological monitoring networks and absorb a significant share of the
existing and of the developing market

Based on the successful completion of the initial test phase, the project will continue, In the
next phase, the new, improved version of the
PRODAT terminal (PRODAI2) will be installed.

Today, however, regulatory and economic barriers hinder the success of the satellite market
In EC countries, the study shows that the
economic break-even point between satellite
and terrestrial communications for the collection and distribution of ecological data will not
be achieved under extsting conditions before
1997 rjesnitc the size of the market lf the

nr^^+h^"
ruLr rur ^;r^+
PiluL ^.^i^^+
vrwlvur has been established
recently, using the TSAT2000 system, A

satellite communications market was fully
deregulated today it would reach its breakeven ooint as earlv as 1995

A

Figure 5. Communication
set-up used in the initial
phase of the AGRIS pilot
project

satellite
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In Eastern Europe, no accurate forecast is
possible At present, satellite communications

in Europe. Due to the unfamiliarity of potential
users with satellite services, and their doubts

are the only means of implementing an rn silu

associated with the utilisation

ecological network within a short time. When
the legislative requirements and the budget

allocations

for

environmental monitoring

of new technology, suitable proof-of-concept demon-

strations must be provided and sponsored in
all the different ecological areas

become more significant, satellite technology
must be ready to offer a suitable, cheap and
reliable service,
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ers-1 data exploitation

Two Years of ERS-1 Data Exploitation
M. Albani, V. Beruti & S. D'Elia
ERS Exploitation Division, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

The ERS-1 mission has fully lived up to expectations and today, after two

years of operations, it continues to demonstrate the ability of such a

sophisticated remote-sensing system to provide valuable earth'
observation data to several categories of users, ranging from the realtime operators involved in meteorological, oceanographic and environmental applications, to long-term research-proiect groups working
off-line.
The ERS-1 system is also being exploited for a wide range of commercial
applications, thereby opening up new horizons in the earth-observation

field. lts success is further underlined by the very large number of
national and foreign stations acquiring or planning to acquire ERS-I
data, already allowing coverage of the majority of globe's land masses'
They represent by far the largest community of international operators
covered by a single project.
ESRIN, via its ERS Exploitation Division, has operational responsibility
for the ERS-I Payload Data Ground Segment as well as the related User

The Payload Data Ground Segment
The overall ERS-l Payload Data Ground
Segment is composed of the following facilities:
the ESRIN ERS Central Facility (EECF)
the ESA Ground Stations network
the ESA Processing and Archiving Facilities

-

(PAFs)

the Natronal and Foreign stations

Figure 1 shows the overall interfaces between
these facilities and their relationship to the User

Community

The ESRIN ERS Central Facility (EECF)
The EECF, located in Frascati, includes the
User Services, the Product Control Service
(PCS), and the Reference System lt provides:
the user interface

definition

Services.

on tasks for the whole

ERS

Ground Segment

GROUND STATIONS

t
FAST DELIVERY PRODUCTS

OFF LINE PRODUCTS

Figure 1. Schematic of the
overall ERS-1 ground
segment
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Mission Control Centre at ESOC
management of a facilities network for the
acquisition, archiving, processing and

in conjunction with the industrial
consortium for the ERS-I commercial
applications development, including the
preparation of materials for symposia,

distribution

conferences and public-relations purposes

mission planning

in conjunction with the

of fast-delivery and off-line

activities

products

coordination

of the national and

foreign

The Product Control Service's ooerational tasks
include the monitoring and control of ERS dataproduct quality and assessment
the

quality

compliance of system performance with the

the interface to the industrial consortium

system specifications. Another of its main roles
is to assess instrument behaviour and the
related margins This information represents

stations network
routine monitoring of sensors
fasf delivery

and off-line product

of

CNCCKS

charged with the promotion and distribution
of data to commercial users

maintenance of data-processing software
for the entire ESA network.

vital feedback for future

programmes,

including the analysis and development of

algorithms

for

calibration

and

validation

activities.

The Product
Service uses

Control

a range

of

systems, including the so-

called'Reference System'
for the High- and Low-Rate
Fast-Delivery Processing
also

chains, which

supports the maintenance
of the operational software

installed

at the

ESA

Ground Stations.

The ESA station network
The ESA station network
has been set up not only to

ensure that the satellite
telemetry data are correctly

acquired along the orbits,

but also to allow

the

maxrmum coverage over
the European area for the
Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR)

and Low Bit

(LBR) payload

Rate

data

acquisitions.

The ERS-I payload data
network, managed by

ESRIN, includes

The Maspalomas Station,
in the Canary lslands

The User Services unit is resoonsible

for
planning the ERS-1 mission in line with the user
requests and for scheduling the world-wide

data acquisition accordingly. In addition, it
supports the end users, maintains the
centralised catalogue of acquisition and
production, and handles user requests and
product orders
Another important activity of the User Services
unit at ESRIN is the support it provides for
training programmes for Developing Countries
in the application and exploitation of ERS data
The User Services also covers the promotional

six

ground stations, sited at
Salmijaervi (Kiruna, Sweden), Fucino (ltaly),
Maspalomas (Canary lslands), TromsO
(Norway), and Gatineau and Prince Albert
(Canada) These stations have already been
operational for two years.

Except for Salmijaervi, which is operated by
ESOC and is fully dedicated to ERS operations

and telemetry, tracking and control (TT&C)
activities, all of the other stations are multimission in nature. Under contract to ESRIN,
they perform the operations and services for
ERS-1 payload data acquisition, processing
and dissemination, as well as hosting the ESA

ers-1 data exploitation

ESA's Salmijaervi ground
station on northern

equipment for the requisite
operations. They also provide similar operational
services vis-a-vis other
international earth-obser-

vation satellites, such

Sweden

as

Landsat (USA),
(France), JERS 1
and Tiros (USA)

Spot
(Japan)

The sharing of tasks and

responsibilities between
these stations takes into
account the constraints
relateci to lhe hioh- and
l^..,
.^+^
ruvv-rdru

i^+^
uoro

^^.,1^^^
Pdyrudu

characteristics:

-

Salmijaervi

.

Global Low Bit

Rate

(realtime and

on-

hnnrrl tAntr-rccnrdef

data dumping)

. Regional SAR over Northern Europe and
the North
Fucino

.

Regional SAR and LBR over the Mediter

ranean area, North

Af

rica and

Cen-

tral/Southern Europe
Maspalomas

'
'

rational backup for Kiruna acquisttions

000 SAR

passes

by some ESA Member States to implement
facilities dedicated to specific scientific and
internationally active in these fields. Consequently, the PAFs were established as joint

Global LBR

^^+^lli+^ +-^^t.i^^
Lrou^il tv o
JAtUilrtu

rnd scheduled

acquisition

(PAFs)
The PAF concept was derived from proposals

aoplication domains, based on the existence of
groups or institutes in their countries already

Global LBR

This network ensures global LBR data acquisition (mainly from the on-board recorder dumping) on a daily basis The typical daily activities
of the stations can be summarised as:
-

12

The ESA Processing and Archiving Facilities

Regional SAR over Northwest Africa
and the Eastern Atlantic

Prince Albert

.

000 LBR and

facilities.

Gatineau

.

10

(typically a few minutes of transmission each)
have been acquired and high-density tapes
carrying approximately 40 terabytes of raw
data have been stored at the ESA archivinq

Global LBR

Troms0
ATSR data real-time processing and ope-

'

During the first two years of operations, more

than

Pole

of the data on

ai

data

-

recording

-

processing of the Fast Delivery (FD) Products to be made available within three

high density

man noiin ta nac

hou

rs of data sensing, to

nationally

nominated centres

-

processing

of

scheduled products for

distribution to users
reporting of the activities to the EECF
transmission to the Product Control Service
ESRIN of relevant parameters and
products for routine sensor-performance
monitorino.

at

The Fucino station's ERS
antenna

Rq

@
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-

PAF

D

in

Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany,

operated by DLR with the allocated tasks
of:

.

archiving and processing the SAR data
acquired at the O Higgins Antarctica station as well as selected data sets acquired
at other ESA and foreign stations

r

.

The French Processing
and Archiving Facility
(PAF) in Brest, at the
IFREMER site

mar! processing centre for

SAR

imana An+n
nronicinn
qr ru 6p6nnAni
Vruvrrrvr I 2661
VVUUUUUU lll IOVU UdLd

high-level Altimeter product generation
and nrecision orhit Calculatio.tS

l-PAF in Matera, ltaly, operated by the ltalian
Space Agency and charged with:

.

archiving, processing and distribution of

.

and Maspalomas stations
archiving, processing and distribution of
LBR products covering the Mediterra-

regional SAR data acquired by the Fucino

to

support and
expand the applications of ERS-1 with an
natronal/ESA endeavours

pr

extensive products list.

nean area
The four PAFs, managed under contract to ESA
are:

-

The PAFs are the core of the ERS-1 product

in

F PAF
Brest, France. operated by
IFREN/ER, with the primary role of:
archiving all the LBR data (Wave, Scatteromete( Radar Altimeter and Wind) over
oceans and generating the
qccnniaiorl nrnrlr
rnic
v I vvvvLU

.
The UK Processing and

Archiving Facility (PAF) in
Farnborough

.

distribution system and their overall role can be
summansed as:
longterm ERS-1 payload data archiving

-

and retrieval

backup archiving of the ATSR
(Along Track Scanning Radio-

meter) global dataset, and
generation and distribution of
ATSR Microwave Sounder
oala

. storanc of relevan{

ESA-

provided campaign data
UK-PAF

in Farnborough,

UK,

nnpr:tori hv lrlRSC| with the
task of:
r primary archiving of SAR and

global ATSR data and Altimeter data over ice and land
The German Processing
and Archiving Facility
(PAF) at Oberpfaffenhofen

o sccondarv archivinn of LBR data

'

processing and distribution of SAR ATSR
and Altimeter data over ice and land

generation and distribution. on request, of
the offline geophysical standard products to
users as instructed by the EECF via product
orders
.:- support to ESA for sensor data

.

-

longterm sensor performance
evaluation

Each PAF receives the relevanl
ERS 1 payload telemetry data on a

raattlar hacic frnm iha nrnr rnd
stations and ensures the long-term

archiving, the routine production
and the distribution of the data
Their activities are managed and
monitored from ESRIN.
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Tiorlso

Nor.,,,ay

Operat ona

ALrSSag Ue

Fralce

West Freugh

UK

OHggns

Antarct

Fa rbanks

AIASKA

Cotopax

Ecuador
Canada
Canada

H

olrart
R yadh
Pare Pare

Austra ia
Saud Arab a

Bel ng

China

Operat onal (campa gn basls)
Operat onal
Operat ona (campa gn bas s)
Operationa
Operationa
Operationa
Operat ona
Operal onal
Operat onal
Operat onal
Operationa
Operationa (campaign bass)
Operatrona
Acquisiton only. processing by end-93
Planned for end 93 (acqu srtion only)
Under test
Under test
U nder test

Ta peh

Ta wan

U

Te Avv

tsrael

P

L brev lle

Gabon DLR

Pretor a

South Afr ca
S ngapore

Gat neau
Pr nce Albert

Hyderabad

ALtslra

KUmamoLo

Syowa

Japan
J apan
Antarct ca,

Curaba

Braz

Ba

rgkok

S ngapore

D

OIA

A ce Sprngs
llatoyarra

flow and product generation

N

ca

ra

J

Thai and

Inoonesra

D

ncier test

anned for
a red or
Planned for
Planned for
P

end-93
edr,y 94
mid-94
end 94
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Figure 3. Global low-rate
data flow

FAST DELTVERY

OFF UI{E PROOT'CI8
FAST I'ELIVERY COPE6

aftor hoinn nnnrrortorl ara inionior{ intn tho
Global Telecommunication System (GTS) of the
World Meteorological Organisation (WMO), as
well as being disseminated to selected facilities
and users (including the PAFs, from which they
can be obtained as offline copies),

Figure 4. Distribution of
Low Bit Rate (LBR) Fast
Delivery products

1,400

For the ATSR data, real{ime processing is performed at Tromsp for the generation of the Sea
Surface Temperature Measurement, and the
data
sent thereafter directly
the
meteorological offices and also collected at
ESRIN for further distribution,

is

to

The full LBR data set is archived at the PAFs for

the offline generation of precisron products

4 shows the number of LBR Fast
Delivery Products distributed during the
Figure

various mission phases: Commissioning Phase

(August - December 1991, 3-day repeat
cycle), First lce Phase (December 1991

March 1992, 3-day repeat
Multidisciplinary Phase

(April

cycle),

1992
December 1993. 35-day repeat cycle). etc
ATSR data are also archived at RAL in the
United Kingdom and CRPE in
France for their internal investi-

gations and support to

ESA

1,200

production activities.

1,000

The SAR data flow for the ESA

800

station
Figure

is

5

represented

in

The SAR data are

600

nrnneccad tn Feci l-Jelrvery

400

tions and disseminated via the

200
0

otn
lorrol oL
et iho
trQA nrnr rn.l
rEvgr
U tg Lgn
vtvut tu )Lo-

BDDN (Broadband Data
Dissemination Network, under
ESRIN control), which allows
the transmission of SAR Fast
Delivery images from Kiruna
or Fucino nominally within
24

h of data sensing to

Nominated Centres (one per
country in Europe). using a
Eutelsat satellite link for image
transmission.

ers-1 data expoitation

Figure 5. Global high-rate
data flow

FAST
DELIVERY
PRODUCTS

trF

LF,IE

PRO{)(TIS

\

FASI OELIVERY COPIES

\

OFF UNE PRODI,CTS
FAST DELIVERY COPIES

PROOT CTS

-\

The Nominated Centres then

d stribute the
data to the f nal users The raw data are sent to

Table

the PAFs 'or lhe offlire generalor o'

Data type

FSA

standard products (PRl SLC Geocoded, Fast
Del very cop es, etc )

2.

ERS-1 products
Code

SAF

Annotated Faw Data

6

of each ESA
tse's by tl-e tSA
processing fac ties F gure 7 shows the
distribution of products by user category, and
Figure

shows the numbers

producL type delive'eo to the

1

Production facility

Fast-Delivery lmage

FasfDelivery Copy
Single-Look Complex lmage
SLC Full

SAR RAW
SAR UI.16
SAR,FDC
SAR,SLC
SAR SLCF

2

D-PAF, UK-PAF
Fucino, Kiruna
2
D.PAF
2
D-PAF, I-PAF
UK-PAF
,,,, ^^-2
IJ-TAT, I-TAT. UA.TAF

^^-

Precision lmage
Ellipsoid Geocoded lmage
Terrarn Geocoded lmage

SAR PRI
SAR,GEC
SAR GTCOl

User Services
Tie Use' Se'vices :rrI provides support to the
ERS-l user community va:

SAR WAVE MODE
Fast-Delivery Product
FaslDelivery Copy

SWIV UWA

Gatineau, Maspalomas, Kiruna

SWM FDC

F-PAF

-

WIND SCATTEROMETER
Fast-Delivery Product
Fast Delivery Copy

WSC,UWI
WSC FDC

Gatineau, Maspalomas, Kiruna

Gatineau, Maspalomas, Kiruna

T^^^^"^^h.,
vusar
^^^-^ I ruPUvraPrry

ALT UHA
ALT FDC
ALT OPRO2
ALT SSH
ALT SSHQL
ALT.QLOPB
ALT,OGE
ALT TOP

ORBIT
Preliminary Orbit
Precise Orbit

ORB PRL
ORB PRC

Figure 8 that by production facility

User nterface functions, performed v a the
ERS Help Desk (for queries. documentation etc ) and v a the ERS Order Desk (for
data requests frorn Principal Investgators,
P

lot Project leaders Ground

Station

operaro's. etc ) Ti'e reqJesrs f 'on corne'cia and research users are dealt wrth by the

ERSC Customer Service where

ERSC

a

Consortium formed by
Eur mage, Radarsat International and
represents

-

Spotimage
Internal functions, inc uding mission plann-

ing, production pianning, data dissemination control, telecommunication network
mon

tonng, system and

management

database

D-PAF
D-PAF

3

P-PAF

ALTIMETER

Fast-Delivery Product
Fast-Delivery Copy
Ocean Product
Sea-Surface-Height Model

Ouick-Look SSH
Quick-Look OPR
Ocean Geoid

l^

a
5

F-PAF
F-PAF
D-PAF
D-PAF
D-PAF
D-PAF
D-PAF

D-PAF
D-PAF

-nu-rAF,
T-rAF,
l-rAT and UK-PAF, respectively, indicate German, French, ltalian and
United Kingdom PAFs 2Back-up production capability possible at ESRIN; 3lf terrain
4SSH :
5OPR
model exists at D-PAF
Sea Surface Height;
= Ocean Product

G
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nto the database

ers-1 data exploitation

-

and to the Quick Look OPR products, In addi-

Users can query on-line the SAR catalogue or
the Global Activity Plan (GAP), which contains
updated information on the planned operations
of the different payload instruments Users can
also browse through a simplified version of the
SAR Catalogue on their PC using the 'Display
ERS-l SAR Coverage' (DESC) software
package. This tool can also support the users

grow as new input is regularly generated

In February 1992 ESA signed an agreement
with the ERSC Consortium under which the
latter has world-wide commercial distribution
rights for data from the ERS 1 satellite

in defining their requirements for products and
servrces

Also generated at ESRIN,
in collaboration with ESA

Figure 9. ERS-I User
Services organisation

tion, a database of world-wide articles and
documents related to ERS-1 aoolications and
findings is available online and continues to

Figure 10. Number of
user requests received,
by country

800

Publications Division at
ESTEC, is the printed
material for supporting the
user activities and training,

such as the ERS

User

Handbook,

ERS

the

System Description, the
ERS Products Specification document, and the CD

1, etc In
addition the user can
make use of an on-line
Guide

to

ERS

server via Internet, Span or

X.25, which provides free
access to the GAR to the
weekly update of the DESC
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Figure 11. User request
processing flow for SAR
products
USER REQUEST
FOR PRODUCTION
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Figure 12. SAR acquisition
worldwide for the Multi-

disciplinary Phase-C

lAcornsmoll

l'*r,"1 l'*

|

Kiruna
Fucino

ers-1 data exploitation

Kiruna

Figure 13. SAR acquisition
by ESA and national
stations

112,770

FUcinO

46,365

Maspalomas 17,730
Aussaguel 4,843

Gatineau

West Freugh 16,9M
TrOmsoe 12,968

54,686

O'Higgins

16,156

Prince

Albert

78,915

TOTAL: 361417 (Number of frames for all phates; Status as of 4'Aug'93)

Figure 14. SAR acquisition
by foreign stations

Fairbanks

Cuiaba 12,458
Cotopaxi 5,415
Alice Springs

96,156

Berling
Saudi

11,801

665

Arabia

Hyderabad
Thailand 2,476
Kumamoto 9,893
Showa 3,580 HatoYama 12'482

12s

16,270

TOTAL: 171324 (Number of frames for all phases; Status as of 4-Aug'93)

The three companies in this

Consortium

- Eurimage, Radarsat International and
Spotimage - have a wealth of experience in

the promotion, marketing and distribution of
earth-observation satellite data Each member

products and support information necessary to
allow them to make optimum use of the data
hoinn dieirihr riorl

of the Consortium is responstble for the users of

ESRIN is currently working hard to improve its
services still further, especially those oriented

a

towards enhancing

specific geographical coverage: Eurimage

for Europe, North Africa and the Middle East;
Radarsat International for Canada and the
United States; and Spotimage for all other parts
of the world

the user application
aspects, the integration of data from different
sensors and satellites, the timely distribution of
information, and the promotion of ERS-1 data
utilisation.

in

Gonclusion
ERS-1

s first two years have been those of a

very successful demonstration mission that has
expe rienced only m no r satellite hardware/soft-

is also presently

actively involved
further upgrading the ground-segment

ESRIN

network in time for the launch of ERS 2 at the

end of 1994

G

i

ware problems. The payload has performed
well, in terms of both data quality and sensor
availability (around 960/o). ESRIN and the

facilities under its management have successfully overcome early teething troubles,
typical in the start-up phase of such a complex
venture, to provide users with the high-quality
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University of
Southampton

Department of
Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Short Courses in Spacecraft Engineering for 1994
The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics has established itself as a leading
centre for the training of engineers in the space industry. our courses have been
running for 19 years and the following programme is offered for 1gg4.

iii,:;

mote sensing
Spacecraft
Engineering
13 - 15 April 94

This three day course is specifically designed for those concerned with interpreting
and analysing satellite remote sensing data who wish to have a better understanding
of the instrument and satellites responsible for producing the data. lt will also be of
value to those involved with designing and building remote sensing instruments and
satellites (This course is run in collaboration with Star).

Spacecraft
Systems
'17 - 22 July 94
11 - 16 December 94

This course presents an integrated approach to the total systems design of
spacecraft by providing insight into how the various component subsystems function
and interface with one another. lt is the equivalent of the one week courses held at
ESTEC for ESA personnel.

For Further Intormation Contact
Continuing Education Secretary, Department ol Aeronautics and Astronaulics,
University of Southampton, Southampton SO9 5NH, UK

Tel: 0703 593383 (overseas 44 703 593383) Far 0703 593058 (overseas 44 703 593059)
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Using Non-ESA Missions

to

Prepare for

Envisat
G. Pittella
Earth-Observatton Division, Projects and Engineering Department,
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

lntroduction

The

Earth-observation-related activities at

ESRIN, which started with the establishment of

the Earthnet Programme in 1978, have been
providing European users with access to
imagery and data from a number of non-ESA
missions as well as from the Agency's own
ERS-1 satellite. Data f rom five successive
Landsat missions, Seasat, HCMM, Nimbus-7,
Tiros, MOS and JERS t have been acquired,
pre-processed, archived and made available to
the remote-sensing user community over the
t^^+
,,^^,a
tdJL {is^^^
il ttEEt I vvot D,

Earth observation f rom space, which started with experimental
single-study missions, is now moving towards a more mature era in
which the globe is being studied as a complete system and where the
need for measurements goes well beyond the limits of a single type of
observation, both spatially and temporally. This implies that satellite
missions and the data they provide must henceforth be seen as an
integrated system in which maximum synergy is assured.

In preparing for the Envisat mission in particular, optimum re-use of
experience accumulated through the exploitation of its predecessor
missions, including those of relevant non-ESA satellites, is mandatory
in order to take maximum advantage of Envisat's enhanced capabilities.

the Earth's environmental system. In particular,
the use of non-ESA mtssions will allow us to

provide users with long time-series of data,
algorithms and new data-

to develop new

analysis techniques,

to

experiment with the

usefulness of data products in term of content,

amount of data, mode of distribution vis-a-vis
the user application, and finally to promote and
prepare the users for the exploitation of the new
data,

The relevance of the non-ESA missions
The experience already gained or still being
acquired with Nimbus 7, with Tiros and, from
1994, with SeaWiFS, is a good example of how
activities performed with non-ESA missions can
provide useful input in preparing for Envisat, In
the first expired,
fact, these three missions

-

the second still active, and the third to
launched in 1994

be

-

with their different spatial
resolutions, spectral ranges and overall mission
objectives, can be considered as precursors of
the MERIS and AATSR instruments that will be
flown on Envisat They have provided valuable
experience particularly in the exploitation of the
data products needed to meet new application
requirements and to offer new services to the
USETS

In this same time frame, as the space and
ground technologies have developed, so too
Earth Observation Science has evolved from
what was initially a single-discipline approach
to a more comprehensive multi-disciplinary
concept Land, ocean and atmosphere are no
longer studied only as separate subjects, but
their interactions, which are responsible for
complex physical and bto-geochemical processes, are now attracting increasing interest
This new 'global' view forms the basis for
the design of ESA's future Envisat mission
(described in detail in the last issue of ESA
Bulletin) for which experience acquired both
through the Agency's own ERS-1 and ERS 2
missions and with non-ESA missions will be of

prrmary importance

in order to

provide a

unique source of data for the understanding of

Nimbus/CZCS

The Nimbus-7 mission was launched

in

October 1978 by NASA to acquire experimental
data for oceanography, meteorology and
pollution control. lts payload complement
Coastal-Zone Colour Scanner
included
(CZCS), a scanning passive radiometer wtth six
bands specifically tuned for sea observation
(see Tables 1 and 2).

a

The mission lasted until June 1986 and the
CZCS has generated the only set of globat
soace data dedicated to ocean and coastal'
zone water monitoring so far available.
ESRIN has collected and archived CZCS data
acqurred at the Maspalomas Station (E) at
Lannion (F), and at Dundee (UK), as well as
data received from NASA, all covering marine

99

regions of European concern Original raw
data have been recorded on ComputerCompatible Tapes (CCTs), while a photogra-

The effort to promote and coordinate CZCS
data exploitation has been undertaken in the
context of the joint European Commission

phrc quick-look archive and a catalogue have

(CEC)and ESA project known as 'OCEAN' As

:lcn

a result of this activity, the full CZCS European

hoon

nanoralor{

data set consisting of more than 20 000 scenes

The increasing interest in ecological problems

affecting coastal areas has led

to

extensive
new
algorithms and data-analysis methods have
been developed by the scientific community in

exploitation

of this CZCS data and

the process

Table 1, Nimbus.T mission parameters

Figure 1. Example of a
CZCS large-area multitemporal composite of
chlorophyll-like pigment in
the Mediterranean Sea
during 1980. The four
images processed with the
OCEAN software are
obtained by spatial coregistration and averaging
of all daily acquisitions of
CZCS over the
Mediterranean during
a three-month period.
Seasonal variations in
pigment concentration can
be easily seen

Orbit altitude
Orbit inclination
Orhiirlnorinrl

955 km
99"

Equator crossing
Roneal nrrnJo

1200

104 min

h mean so ar time

83 orbits

Table 2. CZCS instrument parameters
Spatial resolution
Snan annlo

825 m (at nadir)
78 68"

Swath width

1566 km

Data rate

800 kbivs
443, 520.560, 670, 750

Spectral bands

and 11500 nm

on tape has been reprocessed, digital quicklooks have been generated, and all data have

been archived on ootical disk.
From this baseline archive, a number of scenes
suitable for higher-level processing have been
selected and an archive of geophysical
products (level-2) providing marine and
atmospheric reflectances, pigment concentrations, water-quality information and apparent
water temperature have been generated. Time

series

of

geo-mapped

and

large-scale-

composite images have also been generated
from the level-2 database and are in the course
of being archived rnto a level-3 final archive

(Fis

1).

As part of the OCEAN project activity,
algorithms for the generation of high-level
geophysical products have been developed by
a team of scientists coordinated by the CEC's
Joint Research Centre (JRC) and the resulting

software has been installed

at

ESRIN.

To

improve accessibility to the available data set

still further and allow easy user selection of
scenes of interest, quick-look images have
been collected on a double CD-ROM package
the 'OCEAN CD-Browser', which

called

includes more than

12

000 images. With this

tool, the user is able to search for and display
images and catalogue information on his own
PC, and even has the possibility of generating
an order for products from the same software.

These CZCS data products are used by
scientists working in a variety of research areas,
involving such tasks as the generation of longterm ocean-colour time series for the monicoastal spatial patterns, the
toring
composition of large-scale seasonal images to

of

assess plankton dynamics, blooms, upwelling

and fishing potential, and the inclusion

of

ocean-colour data in the modelling of ecological and climatic processes

The results of these studies, together with
the experience gained in the data-management aspects, are directly relevant to the
preparation of future marine environmental
programmes, and specifically for the
implementation

of Envisat's

MERIS ocean

platform)

or two (on afternoon platform)

thermal-infrared channels at 10.8 and 12
microns, respectively lts scanner, based on a

a

continuous
rotating mirror. sweeps out
3000 km-wide swath of the Earth with a ground
resolution of '1.1 km2 at nadrr. This, together
with the orbit characteristics, allows twice daily
and twice nightly coverage of any point at the

equator with the two satellites operating in
oarallel. Data are either down-linked in real
time at L band, or recorded on-board and
dumped to one of the NOAA stations during a
subsequent pass.

There are several NOAA/AVHRR acquisition
stations both within Europe and outside, which
are operated by national entities carrying out
local observation programmes. With the

purpose of coordinatrng the European
for NOAA/AVHRR and in order to
provide the European users wtth uniform
access to wide-coverage data through a
common archive and a central catalogue,

activities

ESRIN has set-up a network of ground facilities
known as the ESRIN Coordinated Tiros
Network, or ECTN, which is composed of a
number of existing acquisition stations and a

central facility at ESRIN

mtsston.

The ECTN's tasks are:
NOAA/AVHRR
The NOAA satellite series, which followed on
from the experimental Tiros-N spacecraft, has
been in continuous operation since June 1979
The operational configuration includes two

satellites

in

complementary near-polar Sun-

synchronous orbits, one

of which has an

afternoon/night equator crossing time, and one
morning/evening equator crossing, Their
orbital altitude is 854 km, their period 102 min,
and the longitudinal spacing between two
successlve orbits is 253'at the equator
NOAA-11 and 12 are the two satellites that are
currently operational.

a

a number of
European and non-European receiving

-

the collectron of data at

-

the generation of standard products
the creation and maintenance of a centra
archive and a catalogue at ESRIN
the distribution of products to the users

stations

- the

development

of

algorithms and

processing software.

Stations have been equipped with a standardised hardware and software svstem
AVHRR data products

The present activity includes the generation
The NOAA series of satellites was designed

and archiving of standard level-1 products and

primarily for meteorological applications and
the two principal payload instruments serving
this role are the Tiros Operational Vertical
Sounder (TOVS) and the Advanced Very High

'soecial oroducts'.

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) However,
over the years increasing interest has been
shown in using the AVHRR data for a wide
variety of remote-sensing applications, such as
regional and global vegetation monitoring,
snow/ice mapping, oceanography, and
geology.

The AVHRR is a passive scanning radiometer
with one visible channel at 630 nm, one nearinfrared channel at 910 nm, one mid-infrared

channel at 3540 nm, and one (on morning

digital quick-looks, the generation of level-2
products and of a set of application-oriented
Level-1 is the reference archive product and
provides navigated raw AVHRR scenes

containing 4 min of data acquisition A

digitaL,

classified, colour-coded quick-look is extracted
from the level-1 product, archived and printed
in a simplified mode as a black and white hard
copy for user consultation. Level-1 is the most
widely distributed product and is used mainly
as input for user-specific processing.
Level-2 products include a level-2a product that

gives top-of-atmosphere calibrated radiances
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Figure 3. Example of active
fire monitoring with AVHRR'
The two scenes acquired at

dilferent times during suc-

cessive daily passes of
NOAA-11 show the

detection

series of fires that
occurred on Corsica and
Sardinia in August 1993.
Red oixels in the left-hand

ol a

image indicate active fires
detected by the algorithm,
while the associated smoke
plumes are also clearlY visible. The right-hand image
shows the same area after
the tires had been exting-

uished; the burned areas
appear dark. The Yellow
tone in the sea in the lefthand image is due to Sunglint at the edge ol the scan
Figure 4. This image is an
AVHRR sea-ice Product for

the Ross Sea (Antarctica).
Snow and solid ice are

,

represented in yellow, while

I

different sea-ice percentages are represented in
dark-blue to white tones
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NOAA, from their on-board recorders, over
areas not covered by ground stations. One

vations, and

the experience gained in

the

management of these data, together constitute

copy of the full data set is maintained at ESRTN

a solid background for the optimum exploita-

and is archived on optical disk. This huge data
set will include global daily acquisitions from
NOAA-11 (and its successor)from Aprit 1992 to

tion of the enhanced capabilities of the Envisat
mission, particularly as regards the use of the
MERIS and AATSR rnstruments,

September 1994, amounting to a total of about
2

8 terabytes,

Processing of this data set will produce a series
of global 1 km-resolution 1O-day multitemporal

composites of NDVI over land for the entire
time span of the project, An example of the
processed product as generated at USGS/
EDC is shown in Figure 5.

SeaStar/SeaWiFS
SeaStar is a mission developed and ooerated
by Orbital Science Corporation (OSC). With a
planned launch in July 1994, the primary

applications of this mission will be environ-

mental monitoring (phytoplankton growth,
pollution, algae blooms), ocean fishing marine
navigation and ocean research. Data for

operational and commercial applications will
Due to the operational nature of the mission,
which ensures data continuity over a long time
span, and to the intrinsjc AVHRR instrument

characteristics,

which allow global

daily
coverage in the visible and infrared bands, the

NOAA mission provides a unique reference for

the development of new global Earth-observation missions The possibility of accessing a
long time-series of consolidated AVHRR data,
centrally archived in a uniform way, the large
amount of scientific work that is being carried
out in the 'global-change' domain using these

data for land, ocean and atmosphere obser-

:::]-_ 5000 KLlomelers

000
000

3CC0 \lrles

Figure 5. Global

1

km

AVHRR image produced

from nearly 400 daily
observations acquired by
the worldwide network of
ground data-receiving
stations during the period
21-30 June 1992

be commercialised by OSC, while NASA will be
in charge of providing access to the data for the

research community
SeaStar will be launched into a circular Sunsynchronous orbit with
noon equator
crossing time lt will fly the Sea-viewing Wide
Field otView Sensor (SeaWiFS), an 8-channel
scanning, visible to near-infrared, multi-spectral

a

radiometer. Data will be available at full
resolution (1 km at nadir) as Local Area

Coverage (LAC) downlinked to licensed
receiving stations in real time, and at reduced

preparing for envisat

resolution (4 km)

as Global Area

Coverage

(GAC) recorded on-board and downlinked to a

central location.

The new sensor characteristics in terms

of

spectral resolution and sensitivity will provide a
major improvement with respect to CZCS and,
together with the inclusion of three new bands
for the measurement of the atmosphere, will
geophysical
allow
determination
parameters like phytoplankton and chlorophyll

the

level or aerosols above
greater level of accuracy.

of

the ocean with

a

Activities af ESR/IV

Taking advantage of the similarities between
the SeaWiFS mission and the existing NOAA
missions in terms of data linking and satellite
data-stream formats, ESRIN is developing a
SeaWiFS ground network based on a number

of

receiving stations co-located at existing
NOAA/AVHRR stations and a central facility
located in Frascati (l) Data received at the

stations will be processed and archived locally
serve national programme
order
requirements, while copies of the data will be
sent to ESRIN where a long-term reference

in

to

archive will be maintained together with the
central catalogue service.

Through the SeaWiFS mission, ESRIN intends
to service the strong demand for ocean data

that has existed since the end of the CZCS
mission in 1986, whilst waiting for Envisat/
It/ERIS data to become available,

A joint CEC and

ESA project called
'OCTOPUS' has also been prooosed in order

to address the scientific use of the SeaWiFS
mission data ESA will have the role of
providing access to the data through its
acouisition stations and its archive and will also
provide the processing capabilities needed to
generate high level products according the

scientific guidelines developed by the CEC's
Joint Research Centre (JRC)
SeaWiFS data are expected to provide a
substantial contribution to the imorovement of
our knowledge of ocean life, impacting both on
the operational and scientific domains, and will
provide continuity until MERIS data become
available The possibility of testing models and
developing algorithms with an enhancedcapability instrument will serve to consolidate

and extend the experience gained with the
CZCS

data.

e
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The CD-ROM Guide

to ERS-l

Ihis is o multimedio disc contoining informolion obout the firsl ESA Remote Sensing
Sotellite ERS-1. Divided into lhtee levels of deloil, the CD Guide provides lhe user
with o brief onimoted oulline of fhe ERS-l system, on overview of its most importonl
feolules, ond defoiled informofion from user monuols. The Guide is eosy to use ond
lels the user novigote oround the subject they ore inierested in, skipping belween
ditfereni levels of defoil ot will. The Guide is well illustroled wifh diogroms,
photogrophs, solellite imoges, ond onimofed sequences.
A CD drive connected lo o Mocintosh, DOS PC (incl. MS Windows) or Sun Sporc
slofion is required lo occess the disc.
The CD Guide

to

ERS-I is ovoiloble from:

ESA Publicotions Division

PO Box 299
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlonds

Orders must be occomponied by o Cheque/lntenolionol Bonkers Droft
tor 25 Dutch Guilders mode poyoble to ESA Publicotions Division

focus earth

Focus Earth
Stereo Viewing from Space
Ph. Goryl, J. Lichtenegger, O. Arino & G. Galabresi
ESAIESR//V, Frascatr, ltaly

Stereo viewing based on aerial photography is
widely used for cartography and mapping, The

first attempts at stereo viewing from space,
although restricted to areas along overlapping
swaths, date back Io 1972, when the MultiSpectral Scanner (MSS) instrumentation of the

Landsat payload was made accessible The
concept was further developed in the Spot
satellite system, which provided a steerable
side-looking mirror capable of fully 'revisiting'
an area previously acquired along another
track. The Japanese JERS-1 satellite system
employs a forward-vrewing channel that allows
the acquisition of a stereo pair of images along
the same track with an interval of iust 22 sec.

The JERS-1 OPS-VNIR alongtrack

Further information on
ERS-1 data access and
availability can be

obtained from:
ERS-1 Help Desk
ESRIN

ur

04

l-00044 Frascati, ltaly
Tel. (39) 6 94180 600

stereo

technique is based on two of the eight spectral
bands available, namely the nadir-looking
band-3 and the 153'forward-looking band-4
This permits one to take advantage of the high
degree of correlation between the two images
observed, in contrast to the Spot lateral-viewing
aooroach in which the area is revisited on a
different date. Constraints in terms of cloud
cover and changes in surface characteristics
are also avoided.

The JERS-1 OPS-VNIR stereo image on the
next page shows the Ubaye Valley in the
French Alps. This image was acquired at

Tel. (39) 6 94180 478

Fax. (39) 6 9426 285

SAR is an active sensor emitting and receiving

microwaves, and secondly because the image

geometry is much different from that with
optical sensors, which view the Earth from
close to the vertical. Radars, by contrast, are
distance-measuring devices that view a scene
obliquely. There is a further complication also
in that the image geometry varies in a similar
(but opposite) way when acquiring the same
scene on different ground tracks. Although the
radar imagery
characteristic distortion
(foreshortening, etc.) is still present in the

of

combined image, the 3-D effect can nevertheless be exoerienced

The combined image pair consists of: ERS-1
SAR orbit 5034, frame 2843 ol 26 November

each acquisition was chosen and super-

Eurimage ERS-1

l-00044 Frascati, ltaly

The ERS-1 SAR image shown here is a very
particular type of stereo view, firstly because

processed at ESRIN. The image is centred at
44deg 20min North and 6deg 23min East.

(band-3) and forward image (band-4) have
been superimposed and printed in red and
green, respectively. The 3-D glasses, when

CP 64

Mountain) rises to about 2500 m. At this time of
the yeat all of the higher mountains are snowcovered. Some small clouds are also apparent
near the centre-right edge of the image.

1992 and SAR orbit 4304, frame 2843 oI
7 August 1992, both acquired at Fucino and

on the 17

The area represented is 35 km x 46 km, with a
pixel spacing of 1B m x24m. The nadir image

ESRIN

Morgon Valley, the higher part of which forms
a cirque with a crest rising to 2400 m. South
of the lake, the 'Montagne Blanche' (White

February 1993 and

Fucino

Fax. (39) 6 94180 510

Order Desk

Ubaye River and Valley, famous for kayaking
and river-rafting, are well highlighted by the
3-D effect To the right of the lake lies the

aligned with the parallax direction, allow one to
appreciate the relief of the region (for ease of
viewing, the image has been oriented with true
north to the left)

processed by ESRIN A common subscene of

imposed by means of a simple shift to a 'best
fit'. Subsequently, one 'channel' was displayed
in red (scene to the west, to be viewed with the
left eye) and one in green (the scene to the

east, for the right eye). No further geometric
corrections were applied in order not to destroy

the slightly different geometry. In fact, it is this
difference that lets the image become threedimensional when viewed throuoh the red and
nraon nlaccoc

The lake (altitude 800 m) and the dam of Serre
Ponqon are visible in the upper left corner. The
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Investigators have a ready exam

ned

the

accuracy of height measurements performed

y on such stereo pa rs Obv ously, it
cannot be compared r'vith that achievable
usirg opl ca data. argely beca,>e o' ll-e ructr
h gher nherent signa noise, but at the ERS l
Symposium n Hamburg last October
visual

accuracies of better than 30 m were already
be ng reported for relatve height estmations
Consequently this type of SAR magery can

still be useful for enhancing visua
nror2l
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Ubaye Valley, Southern France
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focus earth

The ERS-1 stereo image shown below covers
part of the Saharan Atlas region in Algeria, near
the border with Morocco, east of the city of Ain

Sefra. The two bright oblong mountain chains
are down-eroded synclines with their foothills
and central valley brightly marked by rock
debris. The eye-shaped feature to the left is the

remains of an anticline. The mountains near the
top left and bottom right are also flanks of large
anticlines with their outcrops of more resistant
rock aligned parallel to the axis of the fold 6

Saharan Atlas region, Algeria
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A New Approach To Real-Time
Water-Vapou r Wi nd Extraction
J. de Waard, F.J. Diekmann & K. Holmlund
Meteosat Exploitation Project, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germanv

Introduction

ground station at Wallops (USA) enabled the

Pre-operational meteorological activities were
started at ESA's European Space Operations

ADC Meteosat satellite to be moved to an even

Centre (ESOC) with

located at 75'W and is referred to as the
'Extended Atlantic Data Coverage (XADC)

Meteosat satellite

the launch of the

in

first

November 1977. The

more westerly position. The satellite is currently

complete Meteosat system became fully
operational on 23 November 1983 and

mission'.

since then has provided the user community

Currently. ESA

with all of the types of data required

Meteosats: the European operational system,
positioned at 0" on behalf of Eumetsat, and the
satellite oositioned at 75"W on behalf on the US
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). By 30 November 1995,
Eumetsat will have established its own

for

reliable weather forecasting, including both
pre-processed image data and derived
meteorolog ical products (cloud-motion vectors,
sea-surface temperatures, upper-tropospheric
humidity, cloud{op heights, etc )

is still operating all of the

ooerational caoabilities
The prototyping and subsequent validation of a new image-resampling
technique have shown that the geometric stability of presently available
satellite-derived meteorological data could be improved without having
a negative impact on the radiometric quality. Initial results have already

shown that 100/o more wind vectors pass the quality-control tests
thanks to the improved geometric stability of the imagery data.
Additionally, it has been proven that the derived products can be
produced in real time, i.e. on a half-hourly basis. This will increase
Meteosat's economic benefits, particularly in areas where real-time
information plays an important role, such as the prediction of hurricane
development, and forecasting for aviation, road transportation and ship
routing.

for the

Meteosat

0?

ESA, being first and foremost a research and
development organisation, will continue rts role
in satellite meteorology through its active
develooment effort for the so-called 'second
generation' of meteorological satellites. ESAfunded R&D efforts conducted as oart of the
present operational programme have already
produced improvements in the radiometric

accuracy and geometric stability of Meteosat
imagery, as well as leading to the production of
real-time derived products such as wind
vectors. The results of some of these studies

ln-orbit redundancy was achieved with the
launch and successful commissioning ol

^,^ r^^^r+^^
otE
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Meteosaf3 in June 1988. This satellite was the
first of an improved design, with consumables

Geometrical image compensation
Four images transmitted once every 30 min

for an operational lifetime of five years. This

from each of the operational Meteosat spacecraft are received at ESOC in three spectral
channels - the infrared wrndow, water-vapour

satellite launch was followed by several more, in

the framework of the Meteosat Operational
Programme, as shown in Figure

1

As from July 1991, the Meteosat operations
were extended by positioning one of the
satellites at 50'W thereby providing additional
coverage of the Atlantic Ocean, This has
subsequently been referred to as the Atlantic

Data Coverage (ADC) mission A later
of the ground segment with the

extension

implementation
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satellite(s) positioned at

of a

Meteosat-compatible

absorption band, and visible band (two
images). Each of these images contains
2500 x 2500 pixels (2500 x 5000 for the visible
channels), with 8 bits per pixel. Two such image
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at ESOC on one of two mainframe
computers (Comparex 8/98's) The second
oarallel

mainframe serves as a backup, but is normally
used for other ourooses. These machines have
been regularly upgraded to cope with the need

realtime water-vaoour wind extraction

for ever-greater computing power, progressing

from about 2 Mips in 1981 to over 50 Mips
today

The

Meteosat images processed and

disseminated by ESOC are used by a wide
research community as a means of gaining
a better understanding of atmospheric processes Success in this respect, however, is highly
dependent on the radiometric quality and
geometric stability of the image data The latter
is achieved by applying data-correction
process called 'image rectification'. lmages
transmitted from the satellite are distorted due

a

to its various movements durino the

imaoe-

The resampling method initially selected was
so-called'nearest-neighbour resampling'. lt
was fast and cheap, as the computational
requirements were minimal, but it caused a
residual statistical error, This resulted in a
degradation of the absolute accuracy of the
data points, as well as their relative stability
(Fig. 2) In this type of resampling, some pixels
are taken twice, others are missed completely
and the rectified images are characterised by a
blocky appearance with random shifts of large
^,^^^;^ il| +L^
drual
utu i'-^^^
ilttduE.

In recent years, the determination of the image
deformation has been significantly improved,
Figure 1. Meteosat launch
scenario

taking process. Since this prevents an accurate
geographical identification of an image pixel,
an evaluation of the image distortions and a
consequent resampling of the image pixels is
one way of reducing these geometrical errors.

such that the rectification errors averaged over
an image are close to the theoretical minimum
(in the absence of external perturbations such

It has become possible in the last few years

nearest-neighbour scheme

as eclipses). In order to improve the rectification quality still further, another resampling
algorithm was needed to replace the original

to perform raw-image rectification for Meteosat

in real time. Three main steps are involved
First, a number of varying parameters of the

A variety of methods were possible, all based
on the interpolation of weighted pixel counts

Figure 2. The principle of
nearest-neighbour
rectification

imaging systems need to be deterpartly
mined. They can
predicted, because most of the

be

disturbing forces affecting the

spacecraft parameters

are

periodic in nature and are partly

derived from realtime measure-

ments Based on these parameters, the deformations on a
series of grid points are calculated

using

a

mathematical model
Finally, the raw image pixels are

resampled according to the
resulting deformation matrix to
form the rectified image
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reallime water-vaoour wind extraction

The Transputer-Augmented Workstation
The TAW is equipped with a total of 23 Central Processing Units (CPUs), distributed across
four different modules. lts formidable capacity is highlighted by the processing power of just
one of these modules for real-time image-data resampling, which achieves a floating-point
performance of almost 200 Mflops.

The main components of the TAW are the resampling and WVWV modules, both of which
consist of a combination of T800 transouters and lntel i860 orocessors. These functions are
controlled via a SunSparc host computer, which also performs the image-data transfer from
and to the ESOC mainframes in batch mode. Raw and resampled images are also
automatically transferred via a buffer module to the TAW's display system.
Eight hard disks with a total of 3 2 Gbyte of storage, each equipped with a dedicated
transputer for fast l/O processing, are available to store these images in a cyclic file system.
This allows fast and parallel zooming, scrolling and loops of up to 500 infrared images or
125 full-resolution visible-channel (VlS) images (5000 x 5000 image pixels) on

a

high-

resolution monitor.
Additional functions of this module are pixel inspections, window extraction and grey-value
statistics, classifications and Fourier Transformations, overlavs, etc.

km This is

The new TAW's (see above) high processing

atmosphere is roughly equal to 4

capability enables near-real-time extraction of
these vector fields on a half-hourly basis This
means that 48 vector fields can be produced
daily compared with the four fields presently
produced operationally.

especially important for several meteorological
applications (see below).

For the derivation of the

meteorological
products, each Meteosat image is divided into
3560 segments. lf one tries to produce a vector
in each segment and for every possible
displacement, 15 million matching operations
are required which, regardless of the matching
method, would require an inordinate number of
computations

In order to reduce the amount of computation, the TAW matching is performed in
two steps In the first step only every third
matching is performed, while in the second
step the steepest gradient for each point in the
first step surface is followed to a local minimum
The final matching is the global minimum found
from the set of local minima. Elaborate testing
with a full-search implementation has shown
that the true minimum is found in this way for
more than 950/o of all vectors

ln its present configuration, the TAW is geared

to

near-real{ime vector derivation f rom

Meteosat's water-vapour channel This channel
was chosen due to its ability to track not only

cloud disolacement. but also

moisture
movement. Moreovel due to the water-vapour
channel's response function, the measured
radiance always originates from the mid- or

The set of derived wind vectors are only useful
i{
+^ ^^I dppr
^^^i^^^,{
^^^r^^'i^+^
il +l-'a',
^^^ I h^
Lr ruy udr
uu d5Jrg
I rvu r.L, dr
upr rcllu
height The TAW is capable of producing an
'Equivalent Black Body Temperature (EBBT),
where the mean radiance of the coldest 250/o of
the pixels is converted into a temperature. lf the
atmospheric temperature distribution is known,
the EBBT can then be related to a specific
height.

In the typical

WVWV

field presented in

Figure 5, it can be seen that the vector field is
generally smooth, An important aspect for an
automated derivation scheme is also revealed,
however, in that some of the derived vectors do
not follow true cloud or moisture patterns, They
arc result of tracking noise or rapidly
changing or evolving features but, as they do
not contain any useful information, these
vectors should be removed from the vector
fields before the oroduct is disseminated to the
users This is done by the automatic qualitycontrol tool,

a

Automatic quality control (AQC)
Given the vast amount of data produced by the
TAW, a manual quality-control scheme is out of

the question The only option is an automatic
scheme capable of removing all odd winds.
The solution adopted, which has evolved from

the operational MIEC AQC scheme.

a

supplements the existing MIEC features with many
new ones. The TAW AQC implements three

pressure level of 600 hPa, which in a standard

specific selection criteria that remove every

upper troposphere, usually f rom above
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Figure 5. A typical WaterVapour Wind Vector
(WVWV) field
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cloud-free infrared window radiances from
lVeleosat over sea This producL will be
de'ived ior a given Meteosat image by the
FESIP station The d splay will allow the
identification of areas wth maximum gradients An overlay of the TCW product with
tie water-vapour winds provides a uniqLre
tool fo'esrinalirg tie displacemert of areas
wth a high waler-vapour content Study o'
rh^
of rhc
rlolrrr' ,rinr
^^-ri.l,,arirhilir,,
Ll lg JPOLl4l
VO lOUlllly ur
.. ru rrrot
v.ur uurqy
vvvururld
thus provide a quas,-global analysis ncluding a I climate zones over the oceans lt will

realtime water-vapour wind extraction

be

enhanced

by the

availability of

displacement vectors, which can provide a
quick means of forecasting a change in 'wet
delay'.

(b)The animation of vector fields and the
estimation of trajectories could be important
in 'nowcasting'

(c)An overlay of a cloud-analysis product will
delineate 'pure water vapour' wind vectors
from those derived from cloud tracking. The
oure water-vapour winds have been shown
to represent a mid-level wind field, which is
indicative of the displacement of tropical
storms and hurricanes.

(d)A joint analysis of Upper

Tropospheric

Humidity (UTH) with wind fields provides

insight into the dynamics of the upper
troposphere and its relationship to the
moisture field This tool would have great
ootential in climate-related studies.

Potential use of real-time wind vectors
As indicated in the previous section, one of
the main uses of realtime wind vectors is in

upper troposphere This in turn would ensure
maximum passenger safety and comfort.

Another area of interest in which real{ime
WVWV could be utilised is the prediction
of the 'wet delay'. The combination of the
WVWV information with atmospheric-humidity
measurements can be used to estimate the
impact of atmospheric moisture on radio-signal
propagation This could have important
benefits for telecommunication.

The ability of the water-vapour channel to
detect motion even in cloud-free areas can also
hurricane tracking and
utilised

in

be

forecasting. The wind vectors derived in the
cloud-free areas represent a mean flow in the
middle atmosphere which is relevant when the
movement of tropical storms is being tracked
Owing to the complexity of hurricanes, any
additional information related to these severe

weather phenomenons

is

invaluable

in

reducing the damage they inflict.

numerical weather-prediction models. Until this
year, most global models were only capable

The benefits of using the WVWV data in climate
studies should not be underestimated. The
com pl rcated relationsh p between atmospheric
humidity, wind fields and dynamics is of vital
importance in improving our understanding of

of

climate and climate chanqe.

at the main
i.e with a six-hour time

assimilating data derived

observation times,

interval. Now these models can also assimilate
data derived at intermediate times but, with the
exception of a fairly small number of automatic
weather stations, only geostationary satellites
are capable of producing high-f requency
observations of the atmosphere. Therefore, the
half-hourly vector fields provide an excellent
opportunity for the user community to assess
their new schemes. Simultaneously, the quality
of the WVWV could be assessed.
A further use of real-time water-vapour vectors
is in the area of short{erm weather prediction
and nowcastrng. In these areas, the data would

not be used merely by the national
meteorological services, A potentially large

r

Conclusion
The automatic quality-control tools developed
in support of the real{ime Meteosat operations

provide the potential for reduced human
control for future operations, thereby leading to
further cost savings lt has been demonstrated
that it is possible to increase the frequency and
quality
the Meteosat-derived products

of

without calling for

a

satellite redesign The

important lesson to be learned here is that, as
long as the intelligence of the system is vested
in the ground segment, rather than on-board
the satellite, improvements can be made at
minimum cost by upgrading to the latest stateof-the-art equipment
G

user community can be found in aviation, for
example, for whom an accurate descriptton of
the current atmospheric state is an important
flight-routing consideration, An optimum route
ensures minimum fuel consumption, not only
by taking any tail winds into account, but also

because more accurate fuel-consumption
estimating allows the extra load that would be
constituted by carrying unnecessary excess
fuel to be removed.

Last, but not least, areas with strong wind
shear and turbulence could be avoided, as we

as areas where for example volcanic activities
have ejected large amounts of dust into the
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ESA Astronauts Prepare for EuroMir
W. Peeters & A. Torres
European Astronauts Centre (EAC), Cologne, Germany

Astronauts assignments/tasks in the
Russian concept
Until now, ESA and its astronauts have been
more familiar with the American aooroach
to manned spaceflight, involving frequent
missions of short duration. Each of the crew
aboard a Space Shuttle flight has certain
pre-assigned tasks, for which they train
specifically in a typically procedural way
Maintenance

and refurbishments

-

-

of

the

Spacelab Module, for example are executed
on the ground after the Shuttle's return

In anticipation of a European involvement in a future Manned In-orbit
lnfrastructure, flight opportunities for the members of the European

Astronauts Corps had to be found in the context of cooperative
missions with other parties. With this approach in mind, the profile and
selection criteria for the new group of European astronauts,
recruited in 1992, was tailored both to short-duration Space-Shuttle
missions and to long-duration missions onboard the Mir station.

After introductory training at EAC, two of the Candidate Astronauts
recruited by the Agency in 1992 joined that year's US Class for Mission
Specialists, while the others continued with Basic Training at EAC.
Afso in 1992, a contract was signed between EAC and the Russian
training centre for cosmonauts, ZPK, also known as 'Star City'.
In the meantime, cooperation with the Commonwealth of Independent

States (ClS) has been strengthened stillfurther and two flights aboard
Mir for European Astronauts have been arranged in the context of the

Columbus Precursor Flights programme. The contract with NPO
Energia for these two Mir flights, known as EuroMir 94 and EuroMir 95,
was signed in July 1993.

Another important factor is that maintenance
and repairs to Mir have to be done onboard -

in stark contrast to the ShuttleiSpacelab

concept - by a crew of just three:
- a Commander
- an Engineer, and

-

a Research Cosmonaut.

Besides being involved in the important piloting

phase during transfer, the Commander and
Engineer must also undertake a large number

of system activities once on board the Mir
station The Research Cosmonaut is also
expected to participate in these tasks, contrary

to his American counterparts.
The combination of smaller crews and longer

mission durations adds another dimension
to the Russian concept in that interpersonal
skills group dynamics, and psychological
compatibility in general, play a paramount role,
Having learned f rom past experience, the
Russian concept places a strong emphasis on
overall crew performance rather than individual
achrevements

As a consequence, two crews are formed and

fully trained in parallel in the run up to a Mir
mission. These primary and back-up crews are
nominated just three or four weeks before the
actual flight is to take place
These differences are, of course, reflected

in

the training programme. The Russian training is

The technical objectives of these EuroMir missions were described in
detail in a previous article in ESA Bulletin No. 75*. This article focusses
on the astronaut-related aspects of these flights.

less procedurally oriented than the American

and is based upon a broader background
knowledge (multi functionality) In addition,
greater emphasis is placed on (fixed) crew
training.

.

Titled 'Cooperation with
Russia in the Framework of
the Columbus Precursor
Flights', by W Nellessen &

H

Arend
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This is not the case with the Russian concept.
With their approach, a relatively small crew is
carried to and from the orbiting Mir space
statron in Soyuz-TM capsules Supplies are
transported separately, using the well-proven
Progress system. The operations are thus kept

simpler, but are more time-constrained, with
longer gaps between mrssions

The roles of the ESA Astronauts (Figs 1 & 2) will
differ on the two EuroMir flights. During the first,

EuroMir 94, the ESA Astronaut will stay
a Research Cosmonaut, for a
longer period than in the American scenario.
The second flight, EuroMir 95, will be unrque,
onboard, as

however, in that it will be the first time that a non-

preparing for euromir

Figure 1. The two ESA
Astronauts selected for
EuroMir 94: Ulf Merbold
(left) and Pedro Duque

Russian citizen trained as an Engineer will be
involved in onboard systems-related functions.

In

addition,

scheduled

to

the

European Astronaut

participate

in

-

definition

of a

preliminary training

programme for the Mir missions.

is

Extra-Vehicular

Activities (EVA) during this second flight

All of these factors have been taken into
account in the formulation of the training
programme described below.

The EuroMir training programme
The training programme for the EuroMir missions has been established after a learning
process that started as soon as the possibility

To realise the first objective, bearing in mind
that the best way to learn is a 'hands-on'
approach, a four-week training period was
arranged aI ZPK in October/November 1992
for three astronaut candidates and one training

engineer.. This session provided good spin-off
not only from the training point of view but also
regarding logistics and personnel aspects.

. See article titled 'European Astronaut Candidates in
Training in the CIS', in ESA Bulletin No 73 (pp 61-67)

Figure 2. The two ESA
Astronauts selected lor
EuroMir 95: Thomas Reiter
(left) and Christer
Fuglesang

of cooperation with Russia

was
envisaged At that time, the EAC
had just completed the Training

Concept

for the

Astronauts

for the Hermes and

European

Columbus Projects, including also
the training for the flight oppor-

tunities with NASA. In essence,
this Training Concept is based on

three phases of training that the
astronauts should follow consecu-

tively: Basic Training, Specialised
Training and Mission Training.
In the early contract with ZPK, the

following training objectives were
established:

learning how the Russians train

their cosmonauts
implementation of part of the
Basic Training defined in the
European Astronauts Training
Concept at ZPK
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achieve the second objective, a common
Basic Trarning Plan was established and three
months of this programme were contracted to
be implemented at ZPK

With respect to the third objective, a first draft
training programme was defined for the Mir
missions, harmonised with the Basic Training

In

summary,

a

April to July 1993, this period being dedicated
primarily to an intensive Russian language
course provided by the ZPK instructor, some

fundamentals of life-sciences needed for a
better understanding of the experiments (the
majority of them dealing with life-sciences) to
be performed aboard Mir, several courses on
Soviet manned programmes provided by ZPK
instructors. and a scuba diving course.

Training Programme was

questrons:

Both the physical training and the flightproficiency maintenance training were
continued during this period. the time

-

What do the astronauts need to know in
or.ltrr to qafclrr nn tn and retUrn frOm the Mir
Space Station aboard Soyuz?

allocations being roughly as follows:

-

What do they need to know to live and work

derived by seeking answers to the following

aboard Mir?

- What

physical, psychological

and

physiological condition must they be in
(involving psychological, biomedical and

-

lntensive Russian language course: 200 h
Fundamentals of life sciences
(biomedical training):
11 h
Soviet manned programmes,
ground safety and flight safety:
11 h
Scuba diving:
approx 40 h

physical training)?

Physical training and flight-

What workiexperiments need to be done
onboard the orbiting complex?

proficiency maintenance:
Media skills. space law. space
hi^^+;^^^.
^,^^
urgdr
ilJdLrur

approx, 35

h

11 h

15.

The three phases of the overall training
programme are shown in Figure 3

Training at ZPK

Thanks to the three months of
Basic Training included in the
EACIZPK contract, the European
Astronauts' training for Mir
missions could start in Star City by
1993. From this date
onwards, the Astronauts have
been following their training at
ZPK on a continuous basis, except
for some periods spent in Western
Europe in between for the flight-

9 August

proficiency maintenance and
experiment training (Fig. 4)

The times allotted for the major
sublects for EuroMir94 and EuroFigure 3. The overall
EuroMir Training Plan

First phase of Basic Training at EAC
This phase lasted from January until March

Mir 95 training are shown in Table

1993 and the training focussed mainly on the
fundamentals of several disciplines, a first

Logically, the training atZPK started with those
courses that are least affected by knowledge of
the Russian language, such as the vestibular,

Russian language course with a native Russian
instructo( and other activities from the Basic

Training curriculum, such as physical training
and flight piloting training
The following courses were followed:
Russian
100
Fundamentals. aerospace engineering: 20
Fundamentals, electrical engineering: 12
Fundamentals, soace
16
Physical
25
Atr,
Flight training-:

language:
training:

.

Two astronaut candidates

with no previous flight
experience obtained their
Private Pilol s L'cences (PPL)
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sciences:

1.

psychological and physical training, or with
sublects that are not critical to mission success.

In this way, the Astronauts have more time
hccome nrofir:ient in Russian befofe

to

proceeding to the more essential training.
h
n
n
h

A standard week of training aI ZPK in this first
stage might be composed of:

-

h
A

-

Second phase of Basic Training at EAC
The astronauts' traininq continued at EAC from

-

approximately 6 to 8 h of Russian-language
training
two sessions per week of physical training,
totalling 4 h
two sessions per week of vestibular training,
totallino 2 h

preparing for euromir

Table

1

EuroMir 95
(hours)

EuroMir 94
(hours)

Training subjecl
Theory of manned space vehicles
Manned space-vehicle control systems
Fundamentals of space navigation
Transport spacecraft Soyuz-TM
Research onboard Mir
Biomedical training (including physical and
psychological training)
Technical training
Russian language
Crew training (including experiment training)
EVA training

325

30
20
30
75
20
630

Jt3

685

30
20
30
75
20

160

280

630

870
100

two sessions per week of psychological
training, totalling 2 h
lectures and practical sessions on other
subjects, totalling around 20 h
private study and examinations, around 4 h
in total,

Experiment training
We will focus here on the EuroMir-94 mission,
during which some thirty experiments are to be

performed Not all of these experiments need
training, some of them being pre- and postflight experiments which only require Baseline
Data Collection,
The experiment training has been structured as
follows:
1, Experiment Introduction at EAC: From 18 to
22OcIober 1993, the Principal Investigators

briefed the Astronauts on the scientific

2.
3.
4.
5.

demand for communications lines and is
heavily overloaded, With the assistance of
ESA's European Space Operations Centre
(ESOC) in Darmstadt (D), fax and PROFS

background behind each experiment,
Hardware and experiment familiarisation,
which started in January 1994 at EAC.
Nominal Procedures training.

connections are in place Io ZPK using an X 25
interface At present, this system is being

Non-Nominal Procedures training.
Refresher training, if needed.

concern and this

This training takes place in Western Europe as
well as at ZPK, and is harmonised with the
Baseline Data Collection activities

Operational aspects
activities

of the

astronaut

At present, historical changes are taking place
in the CIS As a consequence, the country is in
a transient stage whereby the old systems of
working have lost much of their efficiency, but
the new systems that must replace them are
not yet fully in place This demands a constant
awareness of the changes taking place and a
high degree of flexibility

Figure 4. The ZPK Training
Plan

extended to allow Internet access and database connections Audio connections are sttll a

is being remedied

with

satellite-based connections (inter alia by using
an Inmarsat portable station).

A

oointto-ooint audio/video communication

system, using DICE, connects ZPKto the other
centres concerned and allows satellite-

supported links independent

of the

public

networks.

Local logistics are also strongly influenced by

the internal changes.

lt

was, therefore, of

paramount importance to have a permanently
manned ESA office aI ZPK for the EuroMir

Project. This office houses the abovementioned communications devices and
services the many other office functions that
are still difficult to provide in a flexible manner

As far as communication is concerned, the
public network is having great difficulty in
coping with the exponentially increasing

at the current time

Dr, S. Jahn who runs this
office has previous Soviet flight experience
(Salyut-6/Soyuz-31) and his knowledge of the

1't9

Russian language and customs is proving an
;^i;^^^^^^ht^
^^^^+
I rurJPUr rJduru d5>ut

EAC has established

a

dedicated team to

support its Astronauts for the EuroMir missions,
but here too tasks can be very demanding in
the present constantly changing environment
The on-site support to the trainrng is provided
with a two-fold objective in mind: besides the

support aspect, one should not forget the
'precursor nature of these missions. allowing
ESA to acquire both training and operational
experience for future mission scenarios

Because the long-duration EuroMir missrons
are specifically of interest for life-sciences, the
medical-support aspect has been carefully

examined Baseline Data Collection

will

become a considerable but demanding task,
strongly influencing the Astronauts' activities

The important role of Crew Surgeon
{

has

therefore been awarded to European doctors

with specific experience in this field

A

consortium of medical specialists from DLR in
Germany and MEDES in France, supported by
DAN/EC of Denmark, is providing these crew
surgeons, who have had previous experience

with operational space medicine, in the
framework of bilateral cooperative mrssions
using

Mir,

Conclusion
The political changes of recent years have
offered ESA considerably enlarged scope for
international cooperation in the provision and
exploitation of space flight opportunities, This
not only provides the scientific user community

with an increased number of possibilities for
experimentation in space, but also enlarges the
scope thereof due to the longer durations of the
new flight opportunities offered
From the point of view of astronaut activities,
the EuroMir missions will allow ESA to acquire

in-depth knowledge

of a

different training

approach and operational concept to that with
which it has so far been familiar. In the context
of further international cooperation in manned
spaceflight, this could become an important

asset Expanded loint activities in the future will
require joint training in a well-structured and
tb^
Figure 5. One of the ESA Astronauts training at ZPK in a Russian EVA suit

'standardised' manner. By being involved in an

unbiased way in both training concepts, ESA
could play a catalytic role at the time when it
becomes necessary to decide upon a common
concept acceptable to all parties rnvolved in the
cooperative space missions of the future, G
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bulletrn 77

Ulysse

derniers mois des numeros spectaux
rassemblan[ des art]cles sur le surval de

Ulysse, qul est malntenanl dans sa
quatrlene annee d'explaltation, conttnue
sa /n/ssion sans probleme La sonde a
atteint une latltude solatre de 55. sud et
va bienbt entamer son premier survol
palatre A compter du 26 yurn, Ulysse va
survoler pendant 132 purs au total les

rdgtons polarres sud du Solell
Depurs le dernrer rappart, la seule
anonalte de fonctlonnement canstatee a
ete la m6e |tors tenston des elements
non esserlie/s de /a charge uttle (DNEL)
le 27 novembre Comme cela s'etait
dela produtt le logtctel embarque a
coupe I alrmentatron des tnstruments
screnlifiques et reconfrgure /es sous
sysldmes de la sonde, ce qul s'est tradult
par une perte temparalre des donnees
de tdlemesute Trots jours apres, la sonde
et sa charge uttle avatent retrouv' leur
co nf i g

u

ratr o

n

no

n

In

ale

Jupiter.

L'annde 1994 sera marquee par un
atelier qul se tlendra d I'ESTEC a la
mi-septembre (au monent ou U/ysse
atteindra sa latitude maxrmale vers le
sud) au cours duquel /es equlpes
scie ntlf tq

ues

co m pare ro

nt

le u

rs

observatlons /es p/us recentes Cet ateller
s'achdvera par une lournee consacree a
/a presse

Industrie
Le moddle d'rdentiftcation (EM) du
module de servitude (SVM) a ete soumls
aux essa/s sysle/ne au cours de IEte et a
ete [ransfere sans probleme sur la
structure du modele structurel (SM),

\

l!
fl

The Soho spacecraft under test at flatra
Marconr Space

Le vehtcule spattal Soho aux essais c/rez
Matra l,4arconi Space
:ll

verrourllage
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L'assemblage dans leu r confrgu ratton
finale des deux motttes de I'EM du
vdhicule spatial a ete mene d bien le
10 octobre, puis /es essais fonclionnels
integrds de I'ensemble de I'EM du
vdhicule spatial ont eu lreu comme prdvu
el se sonl prolongds jusqu'd la deuxEme
qutnzatne de novembre
Les essais de compatlbillte electro
magnetique ont debute et se

Soho

On drspose matntenant d tndlces so/rdes
/a/ssanl a penser que /es anomaltes
DNEL sont llees au fonctronnenent
des vannes a verroutllage lors de
mauoeuvres de rouilne LeLtr cause la
plLts probable esl un saul de courant
survenant au niveau du detecteur de
depassement d rntensite du commutateur
prrnctpal. dans le sous-sysldme
d'alrmentation de la sonde Dans ce cas,
le seutl de declencttenent est attetnt
larsque /es yannes a verrourllage sont
acilonnees au mament ou une autre
potnte de caurant se produit Tout ce qui
permet alors de redutre le courant au
ntveau du commutateur prrnctpal ou les
phenomenes [ransrtotres au ntveau du
ltus prrncipal dinlnuera /es nsques
qu'une anontalte D/VEL se reprodulse
C'esl arnsi, par exemple. que la sonde
s'approchant du Soletl a mesure qu'elle
se dlrrge vers ses regrons polatres, les
rechauffeurs des ex pertences peuvent
€tre coupes ll seratt egalement possib/e
de reduire la frequence des operatlons
de conmutatron des vannes A

Lanalyse des donndes screntrftques
conilnue d'apparter de nouvelles
tnlormattons passtannantes sur I'envtronnentent salatre ltars du plan de
I'ecllpttque Plus de 40 arttcles sur /es
rlsultats d'Ulysse ont ete presenrcs e
I'occaslon de la reunton de decenbre
1993 de l'Amerrcan Geophyslcal Unton
Deux revues sclentlftques ont publte ces

disponlble depuis /a lin des essars
sysleme SM L'EM du module de charge
utile (PLM) avec toutes ses expdriences
avait 6td transfdre de faqon srmilarre un
mois auparavant envrron

.-\

ii
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Ulysses

Soho

The Ulysses mission, now in its fourth
year of operations, continues to go well
The spacecraft has climbed to 55'
latitude in the southern solar hemisphere,
and is rapidly approaching the start of
its first polar pass. Starting on 26 June,
Ulysses will spend a total of 132 days
above the Sun's south polar regions

Industry
The Engineering Model (EM) of the
Service Module (SVM) has undergone
system testing during the summer, and
has been moved without problem to the
Structural Model (SM) structure, which
became available at the end of the SM
system tests A similar transfer had been
executed about a month earlier with the
EM of the Payload Module (PLM) with
all its EM experiments,

During the reporting period, the only
operational anomaly was a 'disconnect
of non-essential loads' (DNEL) event on
27 November. As on previous occaslons,
the onboard logic switched off the scientifrc instruments and reconfigured the
spacecraft subsystems, resulting in a
temporary loss of telemetry The spacecraft and its payload were returned to their
nominal configuration within three days

On 10 October, the two halves of the
EM spacecraft were successfully mated
in their final configurations and integrated
functional testing of the whole EM spacecraft took place as planned, lasting until
the second half of November.

manufacturer, has resolved the problem
that had led to the failure of an Atlas
launch on 25 March and have since
successfully launched two more Atlas
vehicles, in September and in late
November The first launch of the version
to be used for Soho will take place on
14 December.
The tape recorders continued to exhibit
problems in achieving the necessary
performances and reliability, and in July
two separate procurement actions were
started for Soho and Cluster in order
to have alternatives based on different
technologies (semiconductor mass
memories) ready in time for the planned
launch dates The first tape recorder
flight-unit delivery (to Cluster) took place

at the beginnlng of November

Electromag netic-compatibility tests have

Experiments

There are now rather firm indications
that the DNEL events are related to
latch-valve operations that take place
during routine manoeuvres The most
probable cause is a current transient at
the main-switch overcurrent detector in

started and will continue until January
1994, with an interruption for a shock
separatton test with the Atlas-ll-AS launch

the spacecraft's power subsystem The
overcurrent threshold is triggered when
a latch-valve pulse coincides with
another current splke. In this case, anything that leads to a reduction in the
main-switch current, or to the transients
on the spacecraft main bus, will reduce
the likelihood of a DNEL in the future
For example, the sPacecraft is now
getting closer to the Sun as it approaches the polar regions, and so experiment
heaters can be switched off In addition,
it may be possible to reduce the
frequency of latch-valve switching

The flight-model deliveries started
with the PLM and SVM (with harness)

The second half of 1993 has seen all
teams assembling the flight models of
their experiments under severe schedule
constraints The first delivery took place
on 6 December (SWAN) and a second
(VIRGO) was planned for 15 December
The others will follow until March 1994

Analysis of the scientific data contlnues
to reveal new and exciting results about
the Sun's environment away from the
plane of the ecliptlc. At the December

1993 meeting of the American Geophysical Unlon, more than 40 Papers
were presented in whlch Ulysses results
were discussed Special issues of two
scientific journals containing collections
of papers addressing the Jupiter flyby
have appeared in recent months
Looking ahead, one of the highlights of
1994 will be a Workshop at ESTEC in
mid-september (when Ulysses reaches
its maximum southern latitude) at which
the Science Teams will compare their
latest observations, This event will be
rounded off with a Press DaY

adaptor, which took Place in midDecember

structures, which took Place on
27 September (Portsmouth) and
1O November (Toulouse), respectively
Other components (e.g remote termlnal
unit, thermal hardware, harness for PLM)
have been added to the structures to
make the PLM ready to receive its first
experiment on 16 December
The flight models of the data-handling
subsystem and of the communicatlons
subsystem were delivered by Saab (S)
in the last week of November Their
integratlon started in parallel with the
EM with a partial second set of EGSE
equipment, which was commissioned
in late November,

The Mission Critical Design Review
(M CDR) Board met in Noordwijk on
28-29 October, one month after the
Spacecraft and Payload Critical Design
Review, The CDR review cYcle highlighted several points needing attention
at mission constituent level (launcher,
spacecraft/payload, operations) and at
lower levels, and sanctioned the start of
Assembly, Integration and Verification
(AlV) activities on the flight model
ESA

-

NASA cooperation

General Dynamics, the launch-vehicle

Some experiments have been reporting
difficulties in meeting the due dates, and
two in particular (SUMER and UVCS)
have decided to change both their
detector designs and suppliers For
them, workaround soluttons are being
agreed to limit the impact on the overall
Soho Programme

Cluster
The proto{light model spacecraft has
been fully integrated and electrontcally
tested at Dornier (D) and is now at IABG
(D) for environmental testing The first
test in the series, the DC magnetic test'
was successfully completed before
Christmas and preparations are now
underway for the thermal-balance/
thermal-vacuum test due to commence
in early February. The thermal-balance
test represents the last remaining
qualification test of the Cluster
Programme; thereafter all tests will be
conducted at flight-acceptance levels
The second flight spacecraft (F2) is
now fully lntegrated at Dornier and will
commence full system electrical testing
in January 1994. Flight model3's (F3)
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prolongeront jusqu'en janvier 1994, ils
ont 6td interrompus d la mi-d1cembre
afin de rdaliser un essai de choc lors de
la separatron avec l'adaptateur du

lanceur Atlas Il AS
Les livraisons des modeles de vol ont
commenc1: la structure du PLM a 6t6
livr5e le 27 septembre (Portsmouth)
et celle du SVM (avec cAblage) le
10 novembre (Toulouse). D'autres
6l6ments (comme I'unite terminale, le
mateilel thermique, le c1blage du pLM)
ont etd ajoutds aux structures pour
preparer le PLM A recevoir sa premidre
expeilence le 16 ddcembre

mrss/,on (lanceur, vehrcule spatial/charge

utile, operations) et a des niveaux
inferieurs, et donne le feu vert aux
activ itds d' assem b I ag e, d' i nteg ratio n et
de vdrification du moddle de vol

Cooperation ESA/NASA
General Dynamics, qui fabrique le
lanceur, a resolu le probldme qui avait
entraind l'6chec du lancement d'un Ailas

le 25 mars 1993 et a depuis mene d
bien le lancement de deux v6hicules, en
septembre et d la fin de novembre Le
premrcr lancement de la version d'Ailas
qui emportera Soho aura lieu le 14
decembre.
Les enregistreurs d bande contrnuent de
les caracteristiques de

ne pas prdsenter

fonctionnement et la fiabilite ndcessarTes,
aussi deux approvisionnements dLslrncts
ont-ils etd lances en juillet pour Soho el
Cluster, de fagon d drsposer de solutions
de recnange reposant sur des technologies diffdrentes (m6moires de masse d
semi-conducteur) qui soient disponibles
a l€mps pour les dates de lancement
prdvues Un premier enregistreur a

Les unilds de charge utile du F2 ont ete
entierement int6gr6es el soumrbes d
essars Cel/es du F3 devaient 6tre livrees

Exp6riences
Au cours du deuxidme semestre 799J
toules /es equipes onf assemb/d /es
modeles de vol de leurs exp1riences,
dans des ddlars tres serrds La premiere
experience (SWAN) a ete livree le 6
decembre et la deuxidme (VIRGO) devait
I'etre pour le 15 decembre. Les aufres se
succdderont jusqu'en mars 1994.

ddbut 1994. Dans leur majoilt1, les

Les responsab/es de certaines
expdriences ont fal savoir qu'ils
auraient du mal a respecter les delais.
Pour deux expdriences notamment
(suMER et uvcs), it a ete d'cide de
cnanger de concepts de detecteurs et de
fournlsseurs. Des so/utions sonl mises au
point pour limiter les incidences de ces
modifications sur le programme

Saab (Q a livre les moddtes de vol du
sous-sysfdme de traitement des donnees
el du sous-systdme de telecommunications pendant la dernidre semaine de
novembre. Leur intdgration a commencl,
parallelement d celle de l'EM, avec un
deuxieme jeu incomplet d'equipements
EGSE mrs en service fin novembre.

La Commissron de revue ciltique de
conception de la mission (MCDR) s'est
r1unie d. Noordwijk les 28 et 29 octobre,
un mois aprds la revue critique de
conception du vehrcule spatial et de la
charge utile Le cycle de revues CDR a
attire l'attention sur plusieurs points au
niveau des grandes composantes de la

bande aux normes de vol (pour Cluster)
a 6te ilvre ddbut novembre

d'ensemble Soho

Cluster
Le prototype de vol du satellite a 6te
entidrement integre et son electronique
soumise d essai.s chez Dornier (D), il a
ensuite 6te transporte chez IABG pour y
subir les essar5 en conditions ambiantes:
on a commencd par /es essaiS de
compatibiilte electromagnetique qui ont
ete menes a bon terme avant Nodt; des
preparatifs sont en cours pour /es essars
d'6quilibrage thermique et /es essars
thermiques sous yrde qui doivent
commencer ddbut fevrier. Les essals
d'6quilibrage thermique marquent la
fin de la procedure de qualification du
programme Cluster Ious /es essar's
seront ensuite conduits au niveau de
la procedure d'aptitude au vol

L'integration de la deuxieme unit6 de
vol (F2) est achevee chez Dornier Le
debut des essars d/ectrlques au niveau
sysfdme 6tait prevu pour janvier 1994
British Aerospace (UK) a livre le systdme
de commande a rdaction (RCS) de la
troisieme unitd de vol (F3) intdgre au
cylindre central; /e BCS a ensuite 6t6
montd sur la plateJorme sur laquelle sont
integres /es sous-systdmes La charge
utile devait €tre livree et intenree rl{hr t
1

d ifficu

ltes techniques rencontr1es

pendant la fabrication et /es essais ont

eb surmontees.
Les travaux du secteur so/ progressenl
conformement au calendrier; on a eu
recours a des solutions de repli pour certains approvisionnements criliques Les
essars de validation 'systdme' de bout en
bout devraient se ddrouler ddbut 1995
Le sysfdme d'accds aux donn1es
scientifiques de Cluster (CSDS) esl
actuellement examrnd dans le cadre
de la Revue de definition architecturale
au terme de laquelle /es Centres de
don ndes participants seront connect1s
a temps pour le lancement de Cluster
pr1vu fin 1995.

rso
Instruments scientifiques
Les instru menls sclenlr'frques sonl
integres el soumis d essars sur le moddle
de vol du satellite Ceux du sateltite de
reserve subrssenl les derniers essais el
leur livrabon est prdvue pour le debut de
I'annde prochaine

Modele de vol du satellite
Les travaux sur le matdrrd du moddle
de vol du satellite progressent; le module
de charge uttle est desormais 1quipe de
son tdlescope et des unltds au plan focal
des instruments scientifiques. Le module
est actuellement purge et rempli
d'helium liquide avant que I'on procdde
aux essals du module integr6 en janvier
1994 Les essars de lumidre parasite sur
les instruments scientifiques seronl /a
p roch ai ne ope ratro n d 6 I icate.
Le module de servrce a 6te livre d
I'ESTEC en octobre On a ensuite
procedd aux essars en boucle ferm1e
du logiciel des operations de vol mis au
point par /'ESOC. Ce module est stockd
dans I'attente de l'arrivde, fin avril, du
module de charge utile L'integration et
/es essars au niveau sysfdme' devraient
alors commencer
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La structure de la quatridme unite de vol
a etd livrde et l'integration du RCS a
commence chez BAe

Pour rendre conformes aux splcifications
les parametes de pointage du suiveur
stellaire, plusieurs actions sont mendes
en paralldle

prog rammes & operations

Huygens

Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS),
integrated onto the centra, cylinder. has
been delivered from British Aerospace
(UK) and mated with the platform on
which the subsystems are being integrated Payload delivery and integration

The service module was delivered to
ESTEC in October. Closed-loop tests with
the spacecraft flight-operations system
developed by ESOC were subsequently
successfully completed The service

The lengthy and demanding task of
establishing and agreeing technical,
iinancial and programmatic baselines for

module is being stored pending the

the Huygens Probe development phase

are scheduled for early 1994

arrival of the payload module at the end
of April, when system integration and
toctinn ah^r rld ct:rt

culminated with agreement to the
Phase-C/D prime contract At a formal
ceremony at ESA Headquarters in Paris

Several parallel actions are being taken
to bring the pointing performance of the
star tracker within specification.

nn 2O Spntcmhcr the nrime contract was
signed by the Director General of ESA
and the President of Aerospatiale, the
Prime Contractor, giving the full go-ahead
for all activities leading to delivery of the

The satellite work is on schedule for the
September 1995 launch

flight-model Probe to ESA in December
1996 for launch in October 1997

Ground segment
Further actions are being taken to
strengthen the science operations teams
and to ensure timely completion of the

Until the signature of the contract,
development work in industry had been
progressing under a preliminary
authorisation to proceed, which had
permitted the full level of activities, but for

The flight model-4 structure has been
delivered and integration of the RCS has

commenced at BAe
The F2 payload units are fully integrated
and tested; delivery of the F3 units is
scheduled for early 1994 lVost technical
difficulties encountered during manufacture and testing have now been
successfully overcome
Progress with the ground segment
remains on schedule, with work-around
solutions in place for certain critical
procurements, Full end-to-end system
validation testing with the ground
segment is scheduled for early 1995

The Cluster Science Data System (CSDS)
rs currently undergoing its Architectural
Design Revew Successful completion
will enable the participating Data Centres
to be on-stream in time for Cluster's
scheduled launch in late 1995

rso
Scientific instruments
The flight-model scientific instrument units
are now being integrated and tested on
the satellite flight-model hardware The
spare-model scientific instrument units
are in final testing and should be ready
for delivery early next year.

development work
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An important milestone has been
achieved with the successful completion
of the system validation testing of the
service module with ESOC's spacecraft
flight-operations system Other spacecraft
operatrons developments are proceeding
satisfactorily

srgns of progress are the completion of
Manufacturing Readiness Reviews for
many of the Probe sub-systems and the
start of mechanical qualification testing
for certain units As is usual at this stage
in a project, a number of small problems
have surfaced during the tests and
corrective actions are being investrgated
and implemented, They are not expected
to have any impact at Probe system level.

The development of the scientific
instruments is generally proceeding on
schedule, with just one experiment
continuing to give cause for concern
and warranting constant and detailed
monitoring, Interfaces with NASA/JPL
continue to be close and cooperative,
with a quarterly technical and management meeting held in September, in
Europe. further advancing agreement
on formal documentation and interfaces,

Satellite

The satellite flight-model hardware
continues to make good progress. The
payload module has the telescope and
scientific instrument focal-plane units
installed This module is now being
evacuated and filled with liquid helium
prior to conducting integrated module
tests in January 1994 The next critical
step will be the stray-light test with the
scientific instruments.

The ISO spacecraft
Vdhicule spatial ISO

ERS
ERS-1

The satellite's performance has remained
extremely stable and its orbit has continued to be maintained within the +1 km
deadband. The satellite was maintained
in the 35-day orbit repeat cycle until
20 December, when it was changed to
a 3-day repeat cycle to give the high
revisiting rate required for the lce Arctic
Winter campaigns planned for January
to lVlarch 1994. By early April 1994, the
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Les travaux respectent le calendrier de
rdalisation du satellite qui doit etre lance
on qentamhre

1QQF

Secteur sol
D'autres mesures sont prises pour
renforcer les equipes chargees des
opdrations scientiftques et pour garantir
que les trcvaux de d5veloppement seront
achev4s d la date voulue.
Une 6tape rmportante a 6te franchie
lorsnrr'ont nris frn /cs pssaiS de validatiOn
'Systdme' du module de servitude avec
Ie logiciel des opdrations en vol realisd
par I'ESOC. D'autres travaux de developpement lies a I'exploitatlon d'lSO se
pou rsu ive

nt d e man id re salrs/arsanfe

De fagon generale, les travaux de
m e nt des i nstru m e nts

develop pe

scientifiques se poursuivent selon le
calendrier: une seule experience
demeure preoccupante et justifie un
suivi constant et d1taille. Les relattons
avec la NASA/JPL se poursuivent de
faqon etroite et dans un esprit de

cooperation; la rdunion trimestrielle
.lAra,
ta ol
noeti^n'/ Jc'aot
'taahnint
Lwvt il truvw
ur vuorrvr
oJt u9/
vulqv
'lAa

en septembre, en Europe; elle a permis
de faire avancer /es drscusslons sur /es
accords relatifs a la documentation
officielle et aux interfaces.

ERS
ERS.1

Huygens
L'accord sur le contrat de maitrise
d'oeuvre pour la phase C/D a marque
la fin d'une longue et difficile periode
pendant laquelle on a defini et adopte
les references techniques, financreres
et programmatiques de la phase de
ddveloppement de la sonde Huygens
Ce contrat a ete signe le 20 septembre
1993, lors d'une cdrdmonie officielle qui
s'est deroulee au siege de I'ESA a Paris,
par le Directeur gdndral de I'Agence et
par le President d' Aerospatiale,maitre
d'oeuvre, qui peut ainsi lancer loutes /es
activit1s de realisation de la sonde dont
le moddle de vol doit 6tre remrs e f ESA
en ddcembre 1996 et lance en octobre

Le fonctionnement du satellite esl restd
extr1mement stable et son orbite a 6te
maintenue a l'intdrieur de sa bande de
1 km Son cycle orbital de 35 jours a ete
maintenu Jusqu'au 20 ddcembre, date d
laquelle on est passd d un cycle de trois
jours afin d'assurer le taux de repetitivitd
eleve exige par les campagnes
hivernales au dessus des g/aces de
l'Arctique, prevues de janvier d mars
1994 D'ici ddbut avril 1994, le cycle
orbital sera de nouveau modifi1 pour
passer aux 168 jours de la phase
geodesique, qu'il est actuellement prdvu
de conduire jusqu'au lancement
d'ERS-2, a la fin de 1994.

Le deuxieme symposium ERS 1, qui

s'esl lenu au Centre des Congrds de

dans I'industrie ont 6te menes au

Hambourg du 11 au 14 octobre 1993
et au cours duquel ont 6rc prdsentds
/es rdsu/tafs obtenus d cette date par
les chercheurs prrndpaux el /es responsab/es de projets pilotes s1lectronnes
par I'ESA, a accuerlli plus de 700

titre d'une autorisation preliminaire

scientifiques.

1997.

Jusqu'd Ia signature du contrat, les
travaux de d1veloppement en cours

d engagement de travaux qui a permis

aux activites d'atteindre leur plein regime
mais pour une penode ne depassant
na.q ttn an lcs <innc< rl'7ygplcement les
plus manifestes sont I'achdvement des
revues d'aptitude d Ia fabdcation pour de
nombreux sous-sysldmes de la sonde et
Ie demarrage des essals de qualification
mecanique de certaines unites Comme
cela arrive frequemment d ce stade d'un
prqet, les essals onl permrs de d1celer
quelques petits problemes; on 1tudie les
aclions correctives d mettre en oeuvre
ensuite Ces difficultds ne devraient pas
avoir d'incidences sur la sonde au niveau
'Syslemel

ERS-2

Le module charge utile ERS 2 a franchi
une etape rmportante avec I'achdvement
du bilan thermique el des essars
thermiques sous vide dans le grand
simulateur spatial de I'ESTEC. Aucun
probldme majeur n'a 6td rencontr1, les
modifications de la conception thermique
de la charge utrle ont 6te validdes et
lintegrite fonctionnelle generale de la
charge utile et des rnstruments a etd
demontree.
Le prototype du nouvel nstrument
GOME, dont les essais dfalenf compris

dans ceux de la charge utile, a fait la
preuve de son bon fonctionnement, tant
du point de vue de son comportement
thermique que de sa fonctionnalitd au
niveau systdme.
La plate-forme ERS-2 est aujourd'hui
pratiquement pr€te pour la livraison,
avec l'achdvement des essars lhermlques
sous vide a lntespace, Toulouse (F).
Aprds l'approbation officielle par le
Conseil directeur du programme

d'observation de la Terre de la date de
lanccmcnf rie FRS-2 nrevue au courS de
la ncriorlc rlcr cmhro 1A94 - feVftef
1995, I'attention se concentrera au cours
des prochains mois sur /es preparatifs
de mise en orbite et d'exploitation du
nouveau satellite

First image taken by Meteosat-6, on 29

November 1993
PramtAra

;6.na.la

l) T^rrc
,,-,,J pnse pal

Mercosat-j le 29 novembre 1993
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orbit repeat cycle will be changed again
to the 168-oay Geodetic Phase, currently
planned to be flown until the launch of
ERS 2 at the end of 1994
The Second ERS 1 Symposium, held at
the Congress Centre Hamburg, from 11
to 14 October 1993, at which the results
obtained to date by the ESA selected
Principal Investigators and Pilot Project
Managers were presented, attracted
more than 700 participants
ERS-2

The ERS 2 payload module has passed
a major milestone with the completion of
u m testi ng
qimr
n+
Qneno uil
roulrlLy ot
rrulotul
'l-r^r {aailifv
upouE

thermal-balance/thermal-vacu
I trna
ilinr tho
u rs Lorvs

ESTEC (NL) No major problems were
encountered and the modifications to the
payload's thermal design were validated
and the overall functronal integrity of both
payload and instruments was
demonstrated,

The prototype model of the new GOME
instrument which was included in the
payload test demonstrated good
performance in terms of both its thermal
behaviour and system-level functionality

distributed to allow users to familiarise
themselves with these new types of
sensor data In addition, installation of
the new digital VNIR quick-look capability
at ESRIN (l) has been completed

The ERS 2 platform is now almost ready
for delivery, with the completion of the

The contract for the development of
the SeaWiFS processing chain has been
awarded, with delivery of the core system
for the acquisition, processing and
archiving activities foreseen for May
1994, in time for the spacecraft's planned

thermal-vacuum testing at Intespace in
Toulouse,

With the formal approval by the Earth
Observation Programme Board of the
ERS-2 launch date within the period
December 1994 to February 1995,
preparations for the launch and operation
of the satellite will be the focus of
attention in the coming months

launch in July 1994
The acquisition of NOAA AVHRR HRPT
data has continued throughout the
Earthnet Tiros Coordinated Network
In the first nine months of 1993, more
than 16 000 products were distributed to
USCTS

Earthnet
Data acquisition, archiving and productgeneration activitres for the Landsat and
JERS-I missions have been carried out
at the Fucino (l) and Kiruna (S) ground
stations

Upgrading of the Landsat dataprocessing chain has been completed,
thereby allowing generation of the new
Thematic Mapper (TM) standard product
applicable to mission data from Landsats
1 to 5 New product options (i e
additional geometric and radiometric
correction algorithms, calibrated reflectance, new media such as CD-ROM and
exabyte tapes, as well as the digital
three-band colour quick-look) will be
available from January 1994
Acquisition of N4OS satellite data at the
Maspalomas station (Canary lslands)
was halted in October due to budget
constraints MOS data acquired prror to
that date will, however, continue to be
retrievable through the Earth lmages
catalogue,

Spot satellite data have been routinely
acquired at the lvaspalomas station

The Fucino, Kiruna, Tromsp (N) and
O Higgins (Antarctica) stations have
continued to acquire JERS data
Distribution of JERS-1 SAR and OPS
payload data will commence in 1994
after finalisation of the ESA/NASDA
Agreement In the meantime, test SAR
and OPS data products have been

EOPP
Solid Earth
The proposed, revised Solid Earth
programme strategy was approved by
the Earth Observation Programme Board
on 28 September. This authorised the
Agency to prepare a potential, joint
ESAiRussian precise time and position
experiment and a proposal for a followon to the Aristoteles programme for
launch in the year 2003
A Phaco-A qtr rdrr n{ tho nnqcihlo inint
experiment was initiated with industry on
4 November and a meeting of interested
representatives of the science community
in the experiment was held in Paris on
.10

November

Meteosat Second Generation
In anticipation of final programme
approval early in 1994 the Phase-B
Invitation to Tender (lTT) was issued
to Industry Meanwhile, technology
development work continues
Metop-1

The Metop-1 Phase-A was initiated in
industry in the second week of October.
Metop-1 is intended to be the first in
a series of European polar-orbiting
satellites for operatronal meteorology and
climate monitoring The programme is
planned to be carried out in cooperation
with Eumetsat,
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Earthnet
Des acrivltes d'acquisitron de donnees.

I acctttisition cles donnees AVHRR HRPT
des sale//iles ,NOAA s esl poursutvre via
le reseau Tiros coordonne par Earthnet
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Campaigns
The EMAC campaign for 1994 has been
replanned to cope with the unavailability
of the JRC EARSEC instruments before
mid-year The 1994 campaign covers
five main objectives; others will be
scheduled for 1995

The Polar Platform Programme
Declaration has not yet entered into force
due in part to an insufficient level of
subscriptions, Matters are in hand to
resolve this deficit,

A second campaign will be aimed to

Envisat-1

coincide with the flight on the Space
Shuttle in September 1994 of the US
Lidar Technology Experiment (LITE)

Polar Platform
Following consolidation of the Polar
Platform for the Envisat-1 mission, a
number of design descoping and
simplification changes have been
implemented in the baseline. Top-level
specifications and plans have been
updated to reflect these changes
Preparatory work has been initiated
together with the Envisat Project. both
in the Agency and in Industry, for the
Envisat-1 System Preliminary Design
Review, planned for early 1994.

Two major Preliminary Design Reviews
have been completed for the Payload
Equipment Bay and the Payload Module
Structure.
Manufacture of the Service Module
Structural Model has been completed
and static testing has been started and
is due to be completed early in 1994
Manufacture of engineering models is
well in hand, while several MGSE items
have already been delivered. Several
breadboarding activities have basically
been completed for the Solar Array Drive
Mechanism (SADN/) and the Ka-band
subsystem (antenna pointing mechanism,
travelling-wave{ube amplifier)
Interface definition between the Polar
Platform and Arrane-S has advanced
with the start of the preliminary Launch
Coupled Dynamic Analysis for Envisat-1

Metop-1 spacecraft Phase-B activities are
planned to start in the second half of
1994, following completion of the Phase-A
activities begun in October 1993

Meteosat
Following a period of intense consultation
between ESA and the Envisat Industrial
Consortium, which identified several
areas for cost savings and at the same
time provided a solid technical baseline
for the programme, a consolidated
proposal was submitted by the mission
Prime Contractor, Dornier (D), in early
November
Following review by the Tender
Evaluation Panels, the Tender Evaluation
Board endorsed the overall positive
assessment. Assuming confirmation of
the levels of subscription by the end of
1993, good progress has been made
towards a fully fledged Phase-C/D

On the technical side, the majority of the
critical breadboarding activities are now
nearing completion and the detailed
definition of all interfaces is currently in
the final stages of refinement. The
principal documents for the Envisat/Polar
Platform interface are in the final review
cycle prior to signature
The first Instrument Preliminary Design
Review (IPDR) for the Radar Altimeter
has been successfully completed The
IPDRs for the other instruments are
planned for late 1993/early 1994.

The precise content and scope of the
Envisat-1 Ground Segment is currently
being defined and the corresponding
Ground Segment Consolidation Phase
is planned to be initiated by early 1994

Metop-l Preparatory
Programme

and Ariane-S
Final negotiations have been completed
for the majority of the Service Module
and Payload Module subcontractors, the
oblective being to place the Phase-C/D

The activities to develoo an Advanced
Scatterometer (ASCAT) tech nologydemonstrator were kicked off early in
November A orooosal for the corresponding activities for MIMR is expected

contract early in 1994.

in Januarv 1994

Meteosat-6 (MOP 3) was successfully

launched aboard Ariane flight V61 on
20 November, together with the lVexican
communications satellite'Solidaridad',
Meteosat's Apogee Boost Motor was
fired on the fourth apogee and all
pyrotechnics in the payload were
successfully fired a few days later at the
start of the radiometer's commissioning.
The first image was obtained, as
scheduled, nine days after lift-off, with
the infrared and water-vapour images
becoming available two days later,
after the detectors had reached their
correct operating temperature (90 K)
A complete end{o-end test, in which
the satellite s performance as part of
the complete Meteosat system is to be
assessed is now underway

Microgravity
The need to provide the scientific
community with regular flight opportunities for basic microgravity research
is recognised in ESA's Long-Term Plan
and was endorsed by the ESA Council
meeting at Ministerial Level in Granada
in November 1992,
In response, the Microgravity Programme
Board approved the conversion of the
ongoing lVicrogravity Programme
Phase-2 into a first slice of a new
programme known as the European
Microgravity Besearch Programme
(EN/lR-1) At the same time, France has
increased its subscription to this
programme from 10 Io 12o/o, and
Switzerland has also increased its
contribution slightly
The EMIR 1 Programme will cover flight
opportunities for microgravity multi-user
facilities on the Shuttle and Spacelab.
and on Russian spacecraft like the
unmanned Foton carrier and the Mir
space station lt also includes a
sounding-rocket prog ramme and
parabolic flights Microgravity payloads
for the Space Station are to be
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supdileur ont ete remrs a jour pour tenir
compte de ces modifications.
Des travaux pr4paratoires ont ete lances
conjointement avec le projet Envisat, au
sein de |Agence comme dans I'industne,
pour la revue de ddfinition pr1liminaire
du sysldme Envrsat-l, prevue pour le

debut de 1994
Deux importantes revues de ddfinition
preliminaire ont 6t6 mendes d bien, pour
la case d equipemenls el /a structure du
madr tlo ahqrna

t

ttilo

La fabrication du moddle structurel du
module de servitude a ete achevde
Les essars stafiques ont ete entamds et
devraient s'achever debut 1994. La
fabrication des moddles d' identification
est blen lancde, et plusieurs equipements MGSE ont ddjd 6td ilvrds Plusieurs
montages table, relatifs au m6canisme
d'entrainement du rdseau solaire (SADM)
el au sous-systdme en bande Ka
(mecanisme de pointage de l'antenne,
amplificateur du tube d ondes
progressives), ont ete prattquement

maitre d'oeuvre de la mrrsslon, Dornrer
(D)

La Commission d'1valuation des offres

a entdrine l'estimatron positive globale
aprds examen par les groupes

d'5valuation Si I'on tient pour acquis que
les niveaux de souscriptton seront
confirmds d'ici la fin de 1993, on peut
consid1rer que des progrds salAfarsants
ont ete accomplis vers une phase C/D
complete
Sur le plan techntque, la majorite des
activitds critiques de montage sur table
sonl sur le point de s'achever et Ia
definition ddtaill1e de toutes les tnterfaces
en est actuellement au stade de mse au
point finale. Les principaux documents
relatifs d I' interface Envisat/PlateJorme
polaire en sont au stade de I'examen
final avant srgnature.

La premidre revue de definition
pr6liminaire (IPDR) de I'althdtre radar
a 6td effectude avec succds Les IPDR
des aulres instruments sont prdvues fin
1993/ debut 1994.

realises

La definition des rnterfaces entre la Plateforme polaire et Ariane-S a progresse,
avec Ie ddbut de I'analyse dynamtque
prdliminaire des conditions de lancement

du couple

La composition et l'1tendue precise du
Secleur sol d'Envisat-1 est actuellement
en cours de definition et Ia phase de
consolidation correspondante devrait €tre

lancee d'ici le debut

1994.

yours apres le lancement, les rmages

dans /es bandes rnfrarouge et vapeur
d'eau 6tant disponibles deux jours plus
tard, apres que les ddtecteurs eurent
atteint leur tempdrature correcte de
fonctionnement (90 K). Un essai complet
de bout en bout est actuellement en
cours afin d'6valuer le fonctionnement du
satellite en tant qu'element du systdme
comDlet Mdt5osat.

Recherche en
microgravit6
Le Plan a long terme de I'ESA, entdrind
par le Conseil rduni au niveau ministeriel
d Grenade en novembre 1992, reconnait
qu'il est n6cessaire de fourntr d la

communautd scientifique des occasions
de vol regulieres pour la recherche
fondamentale en microgravite.

Envisat-1 /Ariane-S.

Les ndgociations finales ont 6t6 menees
a bien avec la majoritd des souscontractants concernds par le module de
servitude et par le module charge utile,
I'objectif 6tant de passer les contrats de

phase C/D ddbut 1994
La ddclaration relative au programme
de PlateJorme polaire n'est pas encore
cntr4c cn rrinrratr cn raison notamment
du niveau rnsuffisant des souscrptions.
Des demarches sonl en cours pour
rdduire ce ddficit

Programme
pr6paratoire Metop-l
La r1alisation du moddle de ddmonstration technologique d' un diffusiomdtre
de pointe (ASCAT) a ete lanc6e ddbut
novembre Une proposition pour realiser
le moddle de ddmonstration technologique d'un MIMR (imageur hyperfrdquences multibande) est attendue en
lanvter.

cq ar'.fitrit6.q de nha.qe B du satellite
Metop-1 devrarent ddbuter au cours du
second semeslre de 7994, apres
achdvement des activitds de phase A
I

Envisat-1

qui ont debutd en octobre 1993

A la suite d'une pdilode de consultation
inlense entre l'ESA et le consortium
industild Envtsat, qui a permis de cerner
certains domaines oil des 1conomies
pouvaient etre faites tout en fournissant
une base technrque solide au
programme, une proposition consohdde
a et6 soumise debut novembre par le
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munications mexicain'Solidaidad', d
I'occasion du vol V61 d'Arrane. Le moteur
d'apogde du satellite a et6 mis en route
lors du quatridme apogee et I'ensemble
de la chaine pyrotechnique de la charge
utile a etd mis d feu avec succds
quelques jours plus tard, lors de I'entree
en service du radtomdtre. La premidre
image a ete obtenue, comme prevu, neuf

M6t6osat
Met6osat-6 (MOP-3) a ete lancd avec
succds le 20 novembre dernier, en
compagnie du satelilte de t6l6com-

Pour repondre d ce besotn, le Conseil
directeur du programme de recherche en
microgravitd a approuvd la transformation de la phase 2 du programme
de recherche en microgravitd
actuellement en cours en une premiere
tranche d'un nouveau programme
ddnomm1 Programme europden de
recherche en microgravite (EMlRa) La
France a aaralldlement aorte de 10 a
120/o sa contribution d ce programme et
/a Sursse a egalement l1gdrement accru
sa participation.
Le programme EMIR-1 comprendra les
occaslons de vol des installations d

utilisateurs multiples sur /es navettes et
le Spacelab, ainsi que sur /es sate//ifes
russes comme le porte-tnstruments
automatique Photon et d bord de la
station spatiale MIR Il comprendra
egalement des campagnes de fusdessondes et de vols parabolrques. Les
charges utrles pour des recherches en
microgravitd d bord de la Station spatiale
internationale seront realisees dans /e
cadre d'un programme sdpard

prog rammes & operations

developed by means of a separate

for the USML-2 Spacehab mission

programme

(mid-1995)

The preparations for flight of the four
ESA payloads - Biorack: Bubble. Drop

and Particle Unit; Critical-Point Facility;
and Advanced Protein Crystallisation
Facility - on a Spacelab mission
(lnternational Microgravity Laboratory 2:
IML-2), planned for launch in July 1994,
ara

nrnnoor]inn

rrroll

For the ESA Mir mission in 1994 (EuroMir
94). 25 experiments in the area of life
sciences - mainly in the field of
physiology - and 5 experiments in the
area of materials science were selected
These experiments will mainly use
equipment already onboard Mit with
the exception of a lreezer. a high-speed
centrifuge and a transport containel

an Advanced Gradient Heating
Facility for the processing of materrals
samples with high temperature
accuracy on either a Spacehab or
the NiISL 1 Spacelab mission in 1997
a Torque Velocity Dynamometer,
which is a device for measuring
muscle forces in the elbow and ankle
joints of astronauts during spacefllght,
foreseen to be flown on the MSL-1
mission in 1997

This programme, leading to a global
space station' (to be named at a later
date). is composed of several phases,
It will be preceded by a so-called
'Ph:qo l cnrrprinn llS missions to the
Mir station with loint technology
demonstrations On the ESA side, the
missions to Mir will be performed during
tnis same period The programme itself is
composed of two phases:
- Ph:co 2 firct nh:co n[:ccomhlinn
a 'global space station rn a
51 6'-inclination orbit. leading to a

a Fluid-Physics Facility for flight on the

Human Tended Configuration with

Russian unmanned 'Foton' carrier in

eight to ten assembly flights by the
Shuttle for US elements and Russian
expendable launchers for Russian
elements lt will be composed

1996

the development of a neuroscience
payload (neurobiology, sensory motor
systems), to be flown on the SLS-4
Spacelab Life Science mission at the
end of 1997

which will be provided by ESA
Experiment selection for the 1995 ESA
Mir mission (EuroMir 95) is currently in
progress There is great interest in the
user commJnity in participating in this
flight opportunity. ESA is currently
developing two major multi-user facilities
for it: a Respiratory lVonitoring System for
human physiological research, and an
Incubator for biological investigations
Two sounding rockets carrying

microgravity experiments have been
successfully launched from Esrange in
Sweden in recent weeks One of them,
Maser-6, managed by the Swedish
Space Corporation, was launched on
4 November and the other, Texus-3l,
managed by ERNO/DASA, on 26
November.

A parabolic-flight campaign was carried
out from 16 to 18 November 1993
aboard a Caravelle aircra't This
campaign, dedicated solely to microgravity experiments (three materialscience/fluid-physics and eight lifescience experiments), was the seventeenth organised by ESA Ninety-three
parabolas, each providing approximately
20 sec of microgravity conditions, were
flown from the Centre d'Essais en Vols
(French test flight centre) in Bretigny,
Work on further microgravity multi-user
facilities is in progress, the most
important of which are:

-

an advanced Glove Box for handling
materials in a controlled environment,

-

Columbus
Programme
International Soace Station
After discussions between, and some
joint studies by, the United States and
Russia, and discussions between the US
and the International Partners in Space
Station 'Freedom', Russia has been
formerly invited to join the Space Station
prolect and a new programme fras been
elaborated

csspntiallv nf I lS and Russian
clemcnts ruith notpntial COntribUtiOnS
frnm thc Frrronean 2nd other
partners
Phase 3: addition of further US and
Russian elements, and of the other
International Partners' elements, to the
Phase-2 configuration. in order to
complete the 'global' station complex
Launch of the Columbus Laboratory is
nlanncd fnr tne vear 2000 in the new
manifest, but this date will not be
feasible on the ESA side due to the
limited budget available in the coming
years.

Tho
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cnenonraff

Le vdhicule Envisatl

G buttetin zz
Les preparatifs pour I'emport des quatre
charges uttles de I ESA (le brorack, le
disposltil bulles, gouttes et parttcules. le
dirsposltif point critique et l'rnstallation de
cristallisation des protetnes de pointe) lors

d'une mission Spacelab (Laboratoire
international de mrcrogravite: IML2) dont
le lancement est prevu en juillet 1994,
p

rog resse nt d' u ne

m an id

Des travaux sont en cours pour
ddvelopper d' autres rnstallatrons de
rcr.hcrr,.hc cn mirronravitj

La selection des experiences pour la
mlssion ESA d bord de MIR en 1995
(EuroMlB 95) est actuellement en cours
Les utilisateurs manifestent un grand
intdr1t
nntr .Ftt4 nc.acion de vol
trvt vL Yvvr

-

Dans cette perspective I'ESA realise
e

lle me

nt

x

po rtantes
utilisateurs multiples un

d eu

r

m

installations a
systdme de controle respratoire pour des
recherches en physiologie humatne, et
un incubaleur pour des experiences
biologiques

Deux fusdes-sondes, emportant des
expdriences en microgravit1, ont ete
lancees au cout's des dernidres semalnes
A Esrange, en Suede. L'une d'entre elles,
Maser-6, a ete lancee le 4 novembre
sous /a responsabilitd de la Swedish
Space Corporatron et l'autre, Texus-31, a
6te lancee le 26 novembre sous /a
responsab i I itd d'

ERN

O/ DASA.

Une campagne de vols paraboliques a
6t6 menee du 16 au 18 novembre
19% e bord d'une Caravelle. Cette
campagne, entrdrement consacrde d
rlcq cvndrienr'.eq de rer:herche en
microgravite (3 experiences en sclence
des materiaux et en physique des fluides
ol
9
es en cnronnpc de la vie)
v.
v ovn4rian
v^Pv'v,
est

la

17dme organisee

par

I'ESA. 93

trajectoires paraboliques, permettant
chacune d'obtenrr une vingtaine de
seconde en conditions de quasi
impesanteur, ont erc rdalrsdes au centre
frangais d'essais en vol de Brdtigny.

t5z

de
^otmolt2nt vve tt's'tlt
materiaux dans un envtronnement
controle, destinee a la missron

,,na
aa utta

Spacehab USM L-2 (mi-1995).

d'origine amerrcane, et des lanceurs

Un four d gradient de haute
tcr.hnnlnnie not rr lc tfaitemenl

russes non-rdutilisables, pour les
el1ments d'origine russe, effectueront
de 8 d 10 vols d'assemblage Cette
phase comprendra essentrellement la
miqc cn nlar.c d'6lcments amdricains
et russes, avec contrrbution potentielle
rles er trondens ct d'autfes
partenaires

.evt

tt

amcrir'.aine nnt tr

tv'vYtv

nranr'la

-

nr6ricinn

thormiat te daqtin6

A ttnc mission Snacehab ou a la
mrsslon Space/ab MSL-1 en 1997.
lln rltrnamomitrc rie mesure du
aat tnla fnrae-vitoq<a YU,
ntti vv,r
dnit uL,
6trev
vvuPrv
utilise lors de la missron MSLI en
1997. ll s'agit d'un apparerl qui permet
de mesurer la force musculatre des
astronautes au niveau des
articulattons de la cheville et du

-

-

aan{ia, trntian
vvttttgutaLtvtt

ttiqil2hlp
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I'homme (HTC) La Navette

d'echantillons de matdrraux avec une

't

actu

UttliSateUfS

r-lac manipgl7tiOnS

re salrsfarsanle.

25 evndricnc.cq dans le domaine des
sciences de la vie - et notamment en
nhtrqinlnnic - ct 5 evneriences dans le
domaine de la science des mat1rraux
ont 6td s{lcr-.fionnces nouf la mrsslon de
I'ESA e bord de MIR en 1994 (EuroMlR
94). Ces experrences utihseront surtout
les 1quipements dejd inslal/ds a bord
de la station russe, a |Exceptnn d'un
congelateur, d'une centrfugeuse a
grande vitesse et d'un conteneur de
transport qui seront fournis par I'ESA.

a

multiples Les p/us importantes d'entre
e//es sonl
- I lnc hnitp A aants nerfecttOnnee

rla la m6mo n6rinde -I e programme
proprement dit comporte deux phases:
- La phase 2: Ce sera la premrdre
nh:qc rd'aqspmhlaoe de la Statton
spatiale mondrale sur une orbite
inclin5e e 51 ,6", permettant d'aboutr

-

le.q

1lements

| a nhec.c .? Fllc ncrmettra de
completer la configuration de phase 2
nar I'arlionr:tion d'ilements fournis

par

les Am1dcains, /es Fusses el /es
autres partenarres internattonaux, en
vue d'achever le complexe de Station
qnafiale mnnrlialc I e lanCement dU
vYqUu,u

coude au cours d'un vol spatral.
Une installation de physique des
fluides qui devrart etre embarquee
d bord du porte-instruments
er rtomatiat n n sse'PhOtOn'.
|lnc r harac tttile r.nqg261(g 7gy

laboratorre Columbus est prdvu en
I'an 2000 dans le nouveau manifeste,
mais cette date ne pourra Ate

d rsci pl i nes neu rolog iq u es
/nat
trahinlaaia 6tt t.l^ A^^ a',nrAmaa
lt tcut uptwtugtY, qruuc uuJ JyJ{u/ / i cJ

rcqnertdc nar I'FSA en raiSOnS deS
budgets limitds dont on disposera

sensnri-mofetirs) cf destinde a
emharornr lnrs dc la mission

Attc.nt trq dcc, nrn..hatneS anndeS

Spacelab SLS-4 sur /es sclences
de la vre, prdvue pour fin 1997.

Programme Columbus
Station spatiale internationale
Apres des di5cusslons et la realisatron
d'un certain nombre d'6tudes communes
entre les Etals-Unis el /a Bussre, el des
consultations entre les Etats-Unis et /es
partenaires internattonaux de la Station
spatiale 'Freedom', la Russie a ete
officiellement invitee a se joindre au
projet de Station spatrale tnternattonale
et un nouveau programme a ete elabore
Ce programme, devant condurre d la
realisation d'une'Station spatiale
mondiale (dont le nom sera chotsi plus
tard), comporte plusieurs phases, //
qcra nr6r.4116 nar r'.c ott'il est ConVenU
d'appeler la phase 1, qui comprendra
/es mrssions amdricarnes vers la station
MlR, avec ddmonstration de technologtes
communes L'ESA condurra ses propres
missions A destrnatron de MIR au cours

Programme Columbus r6vis6
Le programme Columbus a ete revise
au cours des dernters mois pour refl1ter
la nouvelle conceptton de rdfdrence de
la Station spatiale, la strategie proposee
nar I'FSA nntr lcq clcments dU
programme d' infrastructures habltdes,
trt yvv'
nnur tcnir rnmntc dc I'evOlUttOn
vt
previsible des capacitds financieres
des Etats membres participants
Le programme Columbus se compose
A nrisent de det tx el1ments:
- Contribution d la Station spatiale
avec le laboratoire Columbus et
contributions soumrses a s1lection d
la nhase 2 /avant le lancement du
lahoratoire dp /'FSA) SOUS fOrme de
cnr rc-cruclAme< nt

-

t r'l 6nttinomentq

\/n/c nrdTt tr<at trq

| '4lcmcnt 'Ftr tdcq nottr une Slation
trc a 4tA er rnnnmp /_eS aCllvitdS

fi til

nr4tnpq rlanq lp r'.adrc rle Cel el1ment et
qui seraient toujours utrles au nouveau
programme Columbus sonl incluses
dans l'5lement'Contribution d la Station
spatiale'

programmes & operations

Revised Columbus Programme
The Columbus Programme has been
revised during the last months to reflect

A reflight of the Eureca retrievable carrier
under study, together with a
shared flight of Spacelab
rs still

rh^
tha
Qneno ULoLlvl
Qirtinn I Ud>UllllY.
l-^^^li^^
l9vV UPaUs
tllY
Ll g norar

ESA-proposed strategy for the manned
infrastructure programme elements. and
to take into account the changes in the
anticipated financial capabilities of the

participating Member States
Tne Columbus Programme is now
r:nmnnscd nf tr,nio clcmcnts:
- Contribution to the Space Station with
the Columbus Laboratory and selected
contributions to Phase-2 (before the
launch of the ESA Laboratory) with
subsystems or equrpment
- Precursor Flights

The 'Studies for a Future Station' element
has been deleted, The activities that had
hppn nl:nned for ihis clement and that
would be still useful for the new
Columbus Programme are included in
the elemenl Contribution to the Space
Station'

At the last session of its 111 th Meettng
on 15 February, the Council adopted an
Act in Council' giving the definitive goahead for the Columbus and Manned

European Manned
Space Transportation
Programme (MSTP)
A revised Programme Proposal and
Declaration have been established and
nresenrcd to tne FSA Council The
main elements of the European MSTP
resulting from the re-orientation of the
Hprmoq Prnnrammc are a Cfew
Transport Vehicle. the Servicing Elements
and a Technology Programme, The
proposal covers the definition and
interface studies for these elements for
the period 1994/5 in preparation for

requirements of the non-winged re-entry
vehicles

The qriqtem annaant clrrrlioc norfnrmpd
on winged and non-winged re-entry
vehicles have been completed The
results have enabled the definition of
the Crew Transport Vehicle (CTV)
programme element Other system
studies in progress deal with the
operation and utilisation of the MSTP
and the determination of environmental
constraints
Two parallel CTV Phase-O studies have

started in Industry They will permit
conclusions to be drawn by mid 1994
^n

+ha +\/na n{ rrohinlo.n.l

a\/a+om +n ha

maintained for further analysis The
vehicles presently being considered for
.ro\^/ +r.nan^rt
rdo cimnlo n:nc, rlaq
,rvv/ r innlr
,l

decisions regarding their definite

^^ ..,^il
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db

development

with integrated propulsion or alternatively
with transfer provided by an Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

Thp Tenhnnlncv Proorarylme has been
adjusted to limit the continuation of
activities from the previous programme to
a rundown, and to cover the new

^h^^^i
rdPUu
Jr

.,^hi^t^^
vEr ilutY),

The results from the Phase-A studies on
an ACRV (Assured Crew Return Vehicle)

Space Transportation Programmes
covenrg activities for the next two years
It confirmed the establishment of a
unified structure for managing these two
programmes, resulting in the creation of

a combined programme Space Activities
Related to lVanned Spaceflight' in March
1 00/
'Contribution to the Space Station'
This element is still being defined in
detail Because activities will initially be
decided upon for the next two years
only, and will mainly be of a study or
early development nature, activities in
Industry will be further reduced in the
^^-i-^
^^i
""rdown has been
ru q^ rul
|il t9 "^-"^
yYor), or
uut
slarted to achieve a lower spending rate,
compatible with the budget available
:nd'ho r:nrreqnonclino activities.
'Precursor Flights'
Prnnreqq
haq heen made in the
| ,vv,vvu
selection of Euromrr 95 payloads, and
preparations for the EuroMir 94 and 95
mrssrons are progresslng normally
Art st's impression of the Assured Crew
Return Vehicle (ACRV)
\/, ta .^n.A^tt,alla

da tnhtat
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le retour de leqLtipage (ACRV)
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reunion le l5fevner. le Conseil a adople
t tn Arte en ()nn<etl nermgfbp1f lg
r.lamarrana affoatif r'lac p
r rogrammes
Columbus et MSTP (programme de
moyens de transport spaltale habrles) Je
confirme d'autre part la mise en place
al'ttne qtn

taf t tre

ttniotto alF nqqf ton rdc neq

programmes qui devrait aboutrr a la
constitution d'un programme global
rl'ar]itttrr., <naltalc, .nnc.etnant /es yols
habiles a parlir de mars 1994
Contribution d la Station spatiale
Les ddtails de cet 6l6ment sont toujours
en cours de definition Les aclivileis ne
seront en effet decrdees au depart que
pour les deux procharnes anndes el
consisleront prinopalemenl en eludes
ou ddveloppements pr1ltmtnaires Les
activites dans le domarne tndustrrd
c1rnnt Fn uu'
aonqonttenao
'
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Un reemport du porte-tnstruments
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Les ejludes de concept sysleme des
vehrcules de renlree almosphertque avec
ou sans voilure ont erc achevees Leuts
rr:qt tllal< nnt nprmt< dc definir I'element
r-lc nraetramme relatif a un vehicule de
lranspott d equipages (CTV) D aulres
elnrlec. q\/q/Arnp nnttant Suf I Utilisatpn eL
Ieynlnitattnn dce cicmc,1f5 du MSTP el
sur /es contratntes hees a I envtronnement, sont actuellement en cours
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de m€me qu'un vol en utthsatton
dt t 9naaolah

Programme MSTP
Une propositron de programme et une
ddclaration reyiseies onl eE elablies el
prdsenldes au Conseil de / ESA Les
prrncipaux elemenls qut composent le
programme europeen de moyens de
LtOt
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ettx imnotAtifc nnqtrq nrr le chotx d un
vehicule de tenlree atmospherique sans
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Vols pr6curseurs
Des progres ont ete accomplts dans
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Elles permettront d'ici la mi-94
d'obtenir des conclusrons relatives au

I'industrie
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taire I'objet d une analyse p/us poussele
Les vehicules actuellement envisagds
nnt tr lp tr2nqnnrt. _,,
dcq or
_lutpages vont oe
la simnlc cAn<ttl. attu t'ehtCUles de [orme
complexe. avec sysrcme de propulsion
integre ou transfert par vehrcule de
transferl aulomatque 6TV)
Les rejsu/1ats des etudes de phase A
relatives a un ACRV (vehrcule de secours
pour le retour de lequipage) ont ete
1values en commun avec la NASA
Lanalyse des problemes criliques se
poursuit dans l'rndustrre, et en parttculrer
la comparaison des exigences du CTV el

de |ACRV.
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pour la ptemtere parlie du develop
pement des 4lements ERA/EVA (activites
extra-vehicularres) ont progresse de
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des 1lements ERA/EVA a bord de MIR 2,
eludiee en cooperaton a\ec /a Russie, a
confirme I'inter€t qu'il y aurait de votr ces
elements disponibles a temps pour la
construction de cette stattan Par contre,
aucun accord n'a encore dt6 conclu avec
t^
.
^^.+^^^;f^
^^;.:^^;^
pattenaile
te
amerrcatn
concernanl
I'utllisation de ces matertels a bord de la
Stalion mondrale

Artist's mpress on of the Automated Transfer
Vehic e (ATV)
Vue conceptuelle du vehtcule de transfert
automatgue (ATV)

programmes & operations

have been jointly evaluated with NASA
Industry continues to further analyse
critical issues, including a requirements
comparison between a CTV and an
ACRV

The technical work and the preparations
for the Part-1 development of ERA/EVA
have progressed well The utilisation of
ERA/EVA for the Mir-2 station, studied in
cooperation with Russia, has confirmed
interest in having these elements
available in time for the construction of
Mir-2, but agreements with the American
partners concerning their utilisation for
the global station still need to be
established.
Analysis of the launch configuration of
the Astropas/Minispas composite for ARC
(Automated Rendezvous and Capture)
has provided a mathematical model for
the simulation of the launch
configuration Tests performed with real
software and hardware for the rendezvous sensors have demonstrated good
performance over a wide range of
distances.

The ATV configuration review has been
completed The industrial team continues
to process the review issues and assess
the changes in the design reference
missions resulting from the implementa-

the propellant in two segments of the M2
booster, The next test is planned for June
1994 using the M3 booster. The
development plan has been rearranged
in such a way that this incident does not
affect the overall programme timetable.
The rear skirt underwent qualification
testing in November and the results were
in line with predictions
Integration of the H155 battleship stage
test stand is continuing in French Guiana
with the equipped thrust frame and the
Vulcain engine The first hot tests on this
stage are planned for June 1994,
On the European side, development work
is proceeding normally, a main area of
activity at present being proof pressure
testing of the tank for flight 501
Production of the flight 501 and
qualification thrust frames is well under
way,

Where the Vulcain engine is concerned,
a total of 155 hot tests have been carried
out, the cumulative burn ttme amounting
to 33 700 seconds
The first L9 stage has just been delivered
to Lampoldshausen (D) and testing is

planned to begin in January 1994.

tion of the global space station,

Ariane-5
The following two events have taken
system work a significant step forward:
- the first lower composite - P230
boosters and H155 stage - has been
integrated on the launch table without
incident and the table and composite
assembly transferred to the launch
zone,

-

dynamic testing on the equipment
hari tha
lq urqvv
ctrda and tho Snoltra
!r rv Lv
vqy'
has been completed with highlY
^^+;^{^^+^..,y r^^,'l+^
lsDulLJ,
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Full analysis of the second test on the
P230 stage with a flight-type structure
shows the booster's general performance
to be in line with predictions and similar
tn tho firct toct /toqt R1\
The third test, scheduled for Novembet,

has been postponed owing to heterogeneity problems with the composition of

The second in-vacuo separation test on
the fairing took place in November 1993,
The separation system functioned just as
predicted
G
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in brief

Pioneer in European
Space Research
Passes Away

ln Brief

Pierre Auger, one of the leaders in the
organisation o[ space research in Europe
and a founder of one of the organisations that later formed ESA died in Paris
on 24 December.
In the late 1950s, as space was
becoming a high priority for many
countries, Auger. a successful research
physicist and initiator of several
international scientific collaborations,
including the European Laboratory for
Particle Physics (CERN) in Geneva,
tr rrnpri his intcrcsts to sDace

He set up a national committee for space
research in France and, in 1959, was
elected president of that newly-created
Comite des recherches spatiales He
subsequently served as the first oresidert
of France's Centre national d'6tudes
spatiales (CNES) between 1961 and
1962

During those periods, he strove, with a
group of other scientists, to establish
cooperation between scientists and
engineers working in the different
national space centres withtn Europe
Through their efforts, COPERS a
'preparatory commission to study the
possibilities of European collaboration in

the field of space research. was
established and Auger was named the
Executive Secretary of the group in 1962

Pierre Auger, the Executive Secretary of
COPERS and the ftrst Dtrector General of the
European Space r?esearch Organrsatton

As a result of COPERS work, the
European Space Research Organisation
(ESRO) was established and Auger
became its first Director General in 1964,
a position that he held until stepping
down in 1967 That agency later merged
with the European Launcher
Development Organisation (ELDO) to

form

ESA

G

DICE Systems Installed
in Russia for EuroMir
Project
In Dpr:pmhcr FSA cnmOleted an
important step in its preparation for the
EurolVir-94 and EuroMir-95 missions Part
of the satellite videoconferencing network
that will be used to support those
missions was implemented two
stations were installed near Moscow and
one in Cologne, Germany
- after three
weeks of intense activity Four ESA astronauts are currently training in Russia in
preparation for the EurolVir missions (see
the article 'ESA Astronauts Prepare for
EuroMir' n this issue) The first mission,
EurolVir-94, will last 30 days and will take
place in September1994. while the
| |vv|'

Lv/

\

vv|

| iI

lnstalling the DICE system that will support the
EuroMir missions, on the roaf of the building
housing the ESA office at ZPK rn Russta
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second one, EuroMir-95 will last up to
135 days and will begin in August 1995

A communication link between centres

The videoconferencing terminals allow
simultaneous voice and video
communications between four selected
sites For instance, during the mission
preparation phase, the system will
provide the astronauts training at ZPK
and their supporting team with reliable
audio/video communications with the
EuroMir supporting teams at EAC or
ESTEC The astronauts will also be able

Three terminals consist of an 8 W Kuband VSAT (Very Small Aperture
Terminal) transceiver coupled to an
antenna with a diameler oI 2.4 metres,
while the fourth terminal, located aI ZUP,
is a 75 W Ku-band VSAT transceiver. The
four terminals are aligned on the
Eutelsat ll-F4 satellite orbiting at seven

fo rsp lhc q\/sttrm tn m:in[gin COntaCt
with their families in order to minimise
lhe effects nf a Innr^r qcnaratiOn ffOm

Cross-site cables connect the outdoor
unit to the indoor equipment rack that
houses the modems and ancillary

home

equipment A fibre optic link is used in
turn to connect the rack to the video
coding/decoding (codec) equipment
which is located in the videoconferencing
studio along with the camera, monitors
and associated units,

This satellite videoconferencing system
will be used as the main means of
communication between the ESA
astronauts training at the Yuri Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Centre (known as
ZPK) in Star City near Moscow, Russia,
and the supporting centres at various
locations in Europe and Russia
Communication linhs will be estaolished
with the European Astronauts Centre in
Cologne. Germany: the EuroN/ir project
team at ESTEC in The Netherlands: the
Russran Mission Control Centre in
Kaiingrad near lVoscow (known as ZUP);
and the System for Control of Operations
of Payload for EuroMir (SCOPE) Centre

During each mission, the network will
also be used to relay realtime or
playback video images from the lVir
sn2cc st2tinn tria TllP tO the EUrOlVir
mission support centres at SCOPE, EAC

in Toulouse, France

or

Thc svqtprn iq hesc.l nn lhe DireCt ntefestablishment Communications
Experiment (DICE) system oeveloped by
Matra l\4arconi Space (UK) and

Joanneum ReSearCh Institr rte (Ar rslria\
under an ESA contract

ESTEC

The system
The vidco im:neq :ro oqgglgfl at each
terminal using digilal techniques. and are
then ready for transmission to the satellite
at a rate of 384 kbps This rate provides
a balance between hardware complexity,
space segment costs and picture quality,

degrees East

The installation

Due to the amount of work that had to
be performed outdoors, the team
intended to install the equipment before
the harsh Russian winter began
Howevel because of delays in the
procurement and delivery processes, the
installation was finally undertaken in
temperatures around -16'C and in often
strong winds
While this activity was taking place in
Russia. a similar installation was being
performed at EAC in Cologne Some
four-point videoconference test sessions
were then carried out successfully using
ESTEC or lvlatra Marconi Space in the
UK as the fourth partner.
The next step
Tho navt JruV
cton in
il | tlp
L' ru 6lanrrn+in.
LI rY
^+ tF,^
VruVqlqtlUl I Ul

ground infrastructure will be the
installation of the fourth terminal at the
SCOPE Centre in Toulouse in
March

1994

The DICE tnstallatton at ZUP rn Russra
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ESA Signs 10 000th
Industrial Contract
On 4 October 1993, ESA signed its
10 000th contract with industry In order
to carry out its research and
development programmes. ESA spends

the majority of its budget on industrial
activities Through this policy, each of
ESA's Member States receives, in
exchange for its investment, industrial
contracts and benefits from the
technological spin-offs,
ESA awarded the contract to Alenia
Spazio (ltaly) for the development and
building of the Artemis
telecommunications and data relay
satellite, Artemis is scheduled to be
launched in 1996 on Ariane-S

As prime contractor for the satellite.
Alenia Spazio will lead an industrial
group of more than 70 highly skilled
European

companies.

ESA's Director General, Jean-Maile Luton (left), the ltalian Mrnister of Universitres and Sctentific

and Technological Research, lJmberto Colombo (centre), and the Chief Executive Officer of the
Italian company Alenia Spazio, Andrea Pucci (rrght), at the signing of the 10000th ESA industrial
G

Artemis Satellite to
Introduce Space
Communications by

contract

The first demonstration of such a link will
take place in 1997

Fibre optics is a well-established

In 1996, ESA will launch its Artemis
satellite. an advanced satellite for testing
and operating new telecommunications
techniques, lt will carry a Satellite Inter-

technology on the ground, and now ESA
is developing the technology for space
optical communications Using lasers,
data will be able to be transmitted
directly from one satellite to another

orbit Laser Experrment (SILEX) optical
terminal which will enable Artemis to
exchange data with otl^er satellites or
with ground stations, by sending or
receiving a laser beam,

Laser

The French SPOT4 Earth-observation
satellite, to be launched in early 1997, will
be the first satellite to make use of
Artemis' laser communications
capabilities Using existing technology,
SPOT4 would not be able to send its
image data from its low-Earth orbit
700 km above the ground to any one
ground station for more than 1O minutes
Data senl lo ground stations overseas
would often have to be transported over
long distances for processing and
distribution to users,
Using the SILEX optical terminal, SPOT4
can have an uninterrupted link with the
SPOT operations centre in Toulouse,
France, whenever the satellite is in sight
of Artemis on its geostationary orbit
36 000 km above Europe In practice,
SPOT4 will lherefore be able to provide
observational data on more than half of
the Earth's land mass using an Artemis
data-relay link, The SILEX s data rate is
50 N/bit per second.

A one-metre telescope. tinanced by the
German Space Agency DARA, will be
deployed on Tenerife, Canary lslands, to
receive laser signals from satellites lt will
be installed in 1995
G
An artist's rmpresston of the Artemis
te eco m m u n i catt o n s an d d ata- re ay s ate | | ite,
and its SILEX opttcal termtnal
I

I
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Meteosat-6 Successfully
Launched
The third, and last, of the meteorological
satellites built under ESAs Meteosat
Operational Programme was successfully
launched on 20 November on Ariane
Flight V6l

As scheduled. on the fourth apogee
36 hours after iift-off, the apogee boosl
motor was fired and yielded an increase
in velocity oI 1521 m/s compared to the
predicted 1523 m/s. confirming once
again the good performance of the solid
propellant motor. The motor burned for
30 seconds and was ejected within six
mrnutes, in accordance with the flight

An Unsuccessful Ariane
Launch ...
After seven launches in 1993, all of which
were successful, the first Ariane launch of
1994 has failed
Flight V63 using a 44 LP launcher, lifted
oIf on 24 January from ESA's launch site

This was a double launch with the
Mexican communication satellite
Solaridad as upper passenger on the
Ariane 42 LP launcher.

plan

in Kourou, French Guiana After
nominal take-off and a normal

ESA's space operations centre, ESOC, in
Darmstadt, Germany, took control of the

Meteosat-6
The Meteosat-6 satellite will ensure that
weather forecasters in Europe and
abroad continue to receive until the turn
of the century the vital meteorological
data that enables them to provide
increasingly more rel able weather
information

frorr the Ariane third stage. and started

performance of the first and second
stages. the third stage engine shut down
prematurely Telemetry data showed that
an abnormal heating of the engine's
liquid oxygen pump bearing about
52 seconds after it started to operate,
caused the engine to stop imnediately

spacecraft immediately after separation

The Meteosat-O satellite was developed
by ESA on behalf of Eumetsat, the
European Organisation for the
Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
ESA currently operates all Meteosat
satellites for Eumetsat and the US
weather service NOAA At the end of
1995, Eumetsat will take over the
operation of the lveteosat satellites
The launch
After an uninterrupted countdown, the
launcher lifted off at the opening of the
launch window The injection into the
geostationary transfer orbit was extremely
precise: the orbit was within 4 km of the
tarnptcr^l 2nnnoo
u Hvv vv nf ?5 R$4

(ryq

the commissioning activities snortly after
the apogee boost motor had placed the
spacecraft into geostationary orbit
The commissioning found all subsystems
working according to specifications with
the exception of the radiometer. The
radiometer is a special telescope that
produces images of the Earth in three
bands, visible, infrared and water vapour.
It was found that the grey levels for the
infrared and water-vapour channels were
intermittently showing a variation of
around 8olo Thrs anomaly is currently

under investigation
The very-precise orbrt injection achieved
saved much on-board fuel and will allow
orbital station-keeping for seven years
(until March 2001), two years more that
the design goal of five years
G

a

Tiis interruption subsequently led to

the

loss of the launcher and its two-satellite
payload: Eutelsat 2-F5 Ior the European
Telecommunications Satellite (Eutelsat)
Organisation of Paris, and Turksat 2 for
the Turkish telecommunications agency

A Technical Inquiry Board, appointed by
Arianespace. ESA and CNES. has
investigated the failure Although the
Board could not establish a proven
cause for the bearing overheating, it
appears that the cause is 'a cooling
defecl resulting from the delayed precooling (the cause of which has not yet
been determined) combined with
possible aggravating factors , and high
axial force' In addition, 'the possible
unsymmetrical thermal distribution along
the pump's shaft might have impaired its
sliding in its grooves, which could have
drastically increased the axial force on
the bearing',

The Board has also made .15 recommendations, which are intended to
reduce the risk of such an event reoccurring, and which should make the
bearing less sensitive to changes in its
operating conditions
Arianespace is already implementing two
of the recommended corrective actions
and expects the changes to be qualified in May The company plans to then
resume launches at the end of May G
1 lntegration of Meteosat-' tnto the launcher

2

The Aiane launcher on the launch pad,
carrying the Mextcan Solaridad satellite (at the
top, with blue crrcle) and Meteosat1 below it
(with blue rectangle)
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.... A Successful Ariane
Launch
The last Ariane launch of 1993 was
successfully executed on the night
between 17 and 18 December

(a\02:27

CEl.

Using the Ariane 44 L launch vehicle,
Flight V62 placed two satellites in
geostatronary transfer orbit: DBS-1
(previously named DirecTV), the first
commercial American direct broadcasting
satellite, for Hughes Communications of
the U S ; and THAICOM 1, the first Thai
telecommunications satellite, for the
Shinawatra Satellite Corporation Ltd of
Thailand
G

Crew of First HST
Servicing Mission Visit
ESA Establishments
The crew of the First Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Servicing lVission visited
two ESA establishments, ESA Headquarters in Paris and ESTEC in The
Netherlands, in February as part of their
inr
Fr rrnno ln charo thoir
ovnoripnee
v^Yvr
rv' 'vv
Lu,vv
rr rvil
vr
rvur rr nf
with the European space community and
the press. The seven-member crew
included ESA Astronaut Claude Nicollier
who operated the remote arm during the
Space Shuttle's rendezvous and docking
with the Telescope and during the
astronauts' five 'space walks',

ESA Astronaut, Claude Nicollrer, who operated
the remote arm dunng the HST Servtctng
Mssion, explains he manoeuvres requlred. a[
d press con[erence at ESA Headquarlers in
Paris

ESA provided the new solar arrays for
the Servicing Mission lt also originally
provided the Faint Object Camera for the
Telescope

During their visit, the astronauts
participated in a press conference with
the French press while at ESA Headquarters, and later while at ESTEC with

the Dutch and Belgian press They also
spoke to ESA staff about their Mission 6

a

Ariane V62 lifts off from ESA's launch site tn
Kourou, French Gutana

The Director of ESTEC, Marius Le Fdvre, introduces the crew af the Ftrst HST Servrctng Misslon
to the press From left to right Story Musgrave (payload commander), Tom Akers, Kathy
Thornton, Jeffrey Hoffman and Claude Nicollier (misston specla/isfs); Rrchard Covey (mission
commander) and Ken Bowersox (ptlot)
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HST Provides Clearest
View Yet of Supernova
This series of images of Supernova 19874
was taken with ESA's Faint Object Camera

(FOC) aboard the Hubble Space
Telescope, before (the top six images) and
after (Jan 1994) the HST Servicing Mission

They demonstrate the dramatic improvement in the HST's capabilities following the
installation of the Corrective Optics Space
Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR)
which compensates for spherical
aberration in HST's primary mirror. The
new picture provides the most detailed,
close-up view ever obtained of the
supernova, its circumstellar ring and the
su

rroundings

Since this supernova first appeared in tne
southern sky in 1987. the outer envelope
of the exploding star has been expanding
into space at many kilometres per second
To follow the evolution of the ejecta,
astronomers have observed SN19874 with
the FOC six times, from lust after the
launch of HST in 1990 to just belore the
First Servicing Mission in December 1993
The top six images were taken in ultraviolet light, which reveals the faint but
fastest moving outer parts of the envelope.
The last of these six images, taken in
October 1993. shows that the superrova
was barely visible, superposed on the
spherical aberration halo of a nearby
companlon star

The detailed images that are now
possible with the COSTAR-corrected
FOC will allow SN19874 to be closely
monitored for years to come

ESA Signs Cooperation
Agreement with Poland
On 28 January. ESA and the Republic of
Polanr-l sionp.l 2n 2flrppment at ESA
Headquarters in Paris, covering

G

cooperation on the exploration and use
of olltrr cn:ne fnr np:nofr rl nr rrnnqec

The agreement is an expression of ESA's
political will to cooperate with the
countries of Central and Easlern Europe.
as was reaffirmed at the ESA Council
meeting at ministerial level in Granada,
Spain. in November 1992 lt encourages
regular exchanges of information with
Polish scientists, mutual access to
databases and laboratories. awarding of
fellowships, joint symposia, and studies
on joint projects in fields of mutual
interest,

This is the third such agreement that
ESA has concluded with a Central or
Eastern European country The first one
was signed with Hungary in 1991 and
the second one with Romania in 1992 G

J. Lukaszewskr, Ambassador of Poland to
France (left), and J-M Luton, Drrector General
of ESA (ight), sign the cooperatton agreement
between ESA and Poland, at ESA Headquarters rn Paris
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SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT

Workshop on
Space Launch Systems
cosl

R/sK REDUCTTON AND ECONOMTCS
Organised by the

European Space Report and TransCostSystems (Dr. Koelle)

Munich, Germany, 16 - 17 June 1994
Lectures will include:

.
.
.
.
o
.
o
.
.

Risk assessment
Cost of introducing new technologies into space programmes
Launch insurance
Cost as design criteria
Cost-efficient ground operations
Risk reduction of future launch vehicle design and development
Cost analysis of future launch systems
New development strategies
Assessment of future US launch requirements and missions

Location and Accommodation
Munich Penta Hotel, Hochstrasse 3, 81669 Munich,

Germany.

Tel: (+49 89)480-30

The organisers have made a block booking of rooms at the Penta Hotel at a special rate of 198. DM
(approximately $118) per night for a single room, and 298 DN/ (approximately $178) for a double room;
includes tax and breakfast
The hotel is located on the main subway line and can be reached directly from the airport within 40 minutes
and from the main train station within 15 minutes

Deadline for Abstracts is Monday 5 April 1994

Contact Person: Sierra Edmonds, European Space Report, P.O. Box 140280,80452 Munich.
Tel. ( + 49 Bg) 834-3051. Fax ( + 49 89) 834-6061.
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